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1. (ANGERSTEIN, REINHOLD) Anmärkningar wid italienska byggnads sättet, til förekommande
af eldswådor [Observations on the Italian method of constructing buildings, for the prevention of
"res]. Stockholm, Kongl. tryckeriet, 1759. 4:o. Engraved title,(4),52 pp. & 3 folded engraved plates.
Contemporary half calf, rather worn, with raised bands and later light brown label. Sprinkled edges.
Rear joint cracked at top, publishing year stamped at bottom of spine in later years. Paper on covers
heavily worn. Foxing, ink stains and spotting throughout. Signature and bookplate.
!e nice plates are engraved by Carl Bergquist, the title-page from an original by Olof Årre. !e latter depicts a "re in the
district of Södermalm in Stockholm. !e third plate shows St. Peter’s Basilica and parts of the Vatican in Rome. !e work
was published in connection with several devastating "res in Stockholm. Reinhold Angerstein (1718-60) was active at the
Department of Mining and made extensive travels abroad, where he visited Italy, among other places. During his travels he
made comprehensive economic and technical notes, on which this work is based - the only one printed in the author’s
lifetime.
£420

2. Apicii coelii de opsoniis et condimentis, sive arte coquinaria, libri decem. Cum annotationibus
Martini Lister, è medicis domesticis serenissimæ majestatis reginæ Annæ, et notis selectioribus,
variisque lectionibus integris, Humelbergii, Barthii, Reinesii, A. van der Linden, & aliorum, ut &
variarum lectionum libello. Editio secunda, longe auctior atque emendatior. Amsterdam, apud
Janssonio-Waesbergios, 1709. 8:o. Front,(36),277,(43) pp. Title printed in red and black.
Contemporary calf, somewhat worn, with raised bands, richly gilt spine and red morocco label. Red
sprinkled edges. Front cover with two minor repairs in the leather. Front #yleaf partly loose. Slight
foxing in parts. MS note on the title-page: ”Ex lib. Fr. Xav. Bon. P. P.”
Simon  Bibliotheca gastronomica 126. Vicaire Bibliographie gastronomique columns 32-33 refers to information that only
100 copies were printed of this edition. According to Vicaire, ”cette édition est assez estimée”. !e "rst edition with Lister’s
commentaries was printed in London in 1705. !is revised edition is edited by !eodor Jansson Almeloveen. !e nice
frontispiece, which depicts cooking in a kitchen, is signed  J. Goeree. !e Roman gourmet Marcus Gavius Apicius has
supposedly lent his name to this collection of recipes, ”Apicius”, which has been reprinted numerous times in different
versions and revisions. !e present edition is annotated by the English physician and scientist Martin Lister (1639-1712).
François Xavier Bon (1678-1761) in Montpellier is known for his attempts to make silk out of the cocoons of spiders.
£670

3. BARTHOLIN, ALBERT. De scriptis danorum, liber posthumus, auctior editus à fratre !oma
Bartholino. Copenhagen, typis M. Godicchenii, sumptibus P. Haubold acad. bibl., 1666. 8:o.
(12),119,122-23,224-26,127-28,229-30,131-50,(1) pp. Vellum-backed boards, probably
contemporary, clad in brown sprinkled paper and furnished with MS label during the 18th century.
Spine partly defective. Foxing throughout.
Bibliotheca danica IV:548. !esaurus librorum danicorum 331. A new enlarged edition was published in 1699. Last
unpaginated page contains a ”Typographus Lectoris” which is an apology for not mentioning Niels Stensen in the
bibliography. !is leaf is often lacking. !e brothers Albert and !omas Bartholin were sons of the famous Danish polymath
Caspar Bartholin. !e work was completed by the older brother !omas after the death of Albert in 1663. It is the "rst
Nordic author bibliography and, on the whole, one of the oldest bibliographical works published in this part of the world.
£830

4. BERCH, CARL REINHOLD. Catalogue de portraits, contenant les rois, les reines et les princes
du sang royal de Suede; avec les grands officiers, le clergé, les sçavans, et autres personnes illustres de la
meme nation, gravés en taille-douce: qui font partie des requeils [...] à Stockholm 1767. Uppsala, J.
Edman, 1767. 4:o. (4),50 pp. Nice dark brown sprinkled boards with green label (Helena Strömquist).
Old green edges. Some foxing in parts. A nice copy.
Almquist Sveriges bibliogra"ska litteratur 1338. Björkbom Svensk porträttlitteratur 386. Printed in 175 copies. ”Catalogue”
is the "rst published list of Swedish engraved portraits.
£540

5. BERGIUS, BENGT & (BLOM, CARL M.) Tal, om läckerheter, både i sig sjelfva sådana, och för
sådana ansedda genom folkslags bruk och inbillning, hållet för kongl. Vetenskaps academien vid
præsidii nedläggande, den 3 maj 1780 [A speech on delicacies, both those which are so in their own
right, and those which have come to be so through the use and imagination of people, held at the



Royal Academy of Sciences ...]. I-II. + Register öfver framledne banco-commissariens Bengt Bergii
Tal om läckerheter, som hölts i kongl. Vetenskaps academien vid præsidii nedläggande den 3 maj 1780
[An index of the late ... Bengt Bergii Speech on delicacies ...]. Stockholm, J. G. Lange, 1785-87. 8:o.
(6),272,(1) + (6),328 pp. Title-pages in both parts with engraved vignette, the latter one pasted in. +
Stockholm, J. G. Lange, 1785. 8:o. (4),20 pp. Two volumes uncut and partly unopened in
contemporary grey paper wrappers, somewhat worn. Occasional foxing and minor spotting. Index
volume disbound, with faint dampstain on title and some browning on the last leaf. Second volume
with contemporary initials ”E. S.” on inside of front cover and a small number label on spine. A "ne
copy.
Du Rietz Gastronomisk spegel 48. Blomqvist Mat och dryck i Sverige p. 286. A German translation was published in 1792.
Edited after the death of the author by Samuel Ödmann and with a large number of supplementary notes by the latter. !e
separately published index to the "rst part was compiled by Carl Magnus Blom. !e "rst part treats delicacies from the plant
kingdom and the second those from the animal kingdom. Bergius and his editor Ödmann were on the one hand typical
propenents of the encyclopedic spirit that is often associated with the enlightenment era. !eir work is however also quite
unique for its time, in its attempt to list and describe what were considered delicacies in all parts of the world. !e
information in ”Tal om läckerheter” was mainly drawn from printed sources and references are made to over 800 works, many
17th- and 18th-century travel books by, for example, Chappe d’Auteroche, Cook, Dapper, Niebuhr, Pallas and Tavernier, the
linnaean disciples Forsskål, Hasselquist, Lö#ing, Osbeck, Sparrman and many others. Several works by Linneaus himself,
who was on friendly terms with Bergius, are also referred to in the book - as examples can be mentioned Flora Suecica and
Hortus Cliffortianus. Furthermore, information was taken from many other authors dealing with natural history from the
16th century and onwards - Cardano, Mattioli, Seba and Trew, among others. Bergius and Ödmann also excerpted classical
works by Aristotle, Hippocrates, Strabo and others, along with later historical works by, for example, Snorre Sturlasson and
Olaus Magnus, the chroniclers of early Scandinavian history. !e result is an impressive and entertaining historical and
geographical survey of an incredibly varied array of foodstuffs, from juju berries to hedgehogs, many of which can no longer
be tasted, such as the meat of the passenger pigeon and the dodo. A splendid new edition of ”Tal om läckerheter”,
supplemented with scholarly commentaries and numerous "ne illustrations, has recently (2015) been published in Sweden,
thus reinforcing its standing as one of the great gastronomic classics in Swedish literature.
£2080

6. BERGMAN, TORBERN. Opuscula physica et chemica. Cum tabulis aeneis. I-VI. Leipzig, G.
Müller, 1788 and Uppsala, J. E. Edman, 1780 and Leipzig, G. Müller, 1786-90. 8vo. XXIV,388 pp. &
2 foldable engraved pls + (6),510 pp. & 2 foldable engraved pls + (8),488 pp. & 3 foldable engraved
tables + (10),392,(6) + (8),421,(1) pp. & 1 foldable engraved map & 5 foldable engraved pls + (8),214,
(92) pp. & 2 foldable engraved pls. Six volumes in contemporary, rather worn and soiled, grey
wrappers with handdrawn titles on the spines. Uncut. Partly with damages on the spines. !e text
pages with some spotting. !e "rst part a little soiled on p. 388. !e second part with a small tear on p.
357. Some damp stains in the third and "fth part, the latter also with some foxing.
!e "rst and third parts are in the second edition.
£1000

7. BERZELIUS, J. JACOB. Afhandling om galvanismen [A dissertation on galvanism]. Stockholm,
Kumblinska tryckeriet, 1802. 8:o. (6),145,(1) pp. & 1 folded engraved plate. Uncut in contemporary
grey paper wrappers, worn, spine defective. Unopened from p. 41. Some foxing and with scattered
dampstains in the margins. A very "ne copy.
Holmberg Bibliogra" över J. J. Berzelius 1802:1. With an appendix by W. Hisinger on pp. 138-45 concerning the depicted
instruments. !e "rst major scienti"c work by the renowned Swedish chemist Berzelius.
£670

8. BERZELIUS, J. JACOB. Von der Anwendung des Löthrohrs in der Chemie und Mineralogie.
Aus der Handschrift übersetzt von Heinr. Rose. Nürnberg, bei Joh. Leonhard Schrag, 1821. 8:o.
XVI,311,(1) pp. & 4 folded engraved plates. Contemporary marbled boards. Red edges. Minor
rubbing. Slight foxing. Second plate closely cut in upper margin. Old signature on title. A good copy.
Holmberg Bibliogra" över J. J. Berzelius 1821:5. Pages 309-11 with publisher’s advertisments. New editions of this German
translation of ”Om blåsrörets användande i kemien och mineralogien” were published in 1828, 1837 and 1844. Heinrich Rose
(1795-1864) was a student of Berzelius’.
£420



9. BERZELIUS, JACOB. Någre underrättelser om arti"ciella mineral-vatten [Some information on
arti"cial mineral water]. Stockholm, H. A. Nordström, 1803. 8:o. (8),52,(1,3 blanks) pp. Mid 20th-
century marbled boards with blue label on front cover. Remains of grey paper wrapper on title.
Occasional minor spotting. Ownership stamp of Johan af Nordin and signature of Sven Erik
Westermark dated 1946. A very good copy
Holmberg Bibliogra" över J. J. Berzelius 1803:1. Blomqvist Mat och dryck i Sverige p. 137. Concluded with a price-current
dated June 1 1803 and signed by L. G. Werner. !e work was written as an advertising brochure for the mineral water works
of L. G. Werner, where Berzelius was a partner and spa physician. When Werner became bankrupt in 1805, Berzelius, who
had vouched for him, had to pay 1000 rdr, a large sum at the time. Johan af Nordin (1746-1823) was one of Gustav III:s
closest advisors during the later years of his reign. Nordin also owned a factory and a very large library, where the books were
bound only in exceptional cases.
£750

10. Biogra"er öfwer tre märkwärdige engelske röfware och mördare, Sawney-Beane, Jack och John
Fallstaff. Öfwersättning från tyskan [Biographies of three remarkable English robbers and murderers,
Sawney-Beane, Jack and John Fallstaff. Translated from the German]. Jönköping, J. P. Lundström,
1810. 8:o. 120 pp. Uncut in dark brown sprinkled boards with red label ( Johanna Röjgård). Occasional
but hardly disturbing dampstains in the lower margin.
!e fact that only English robbers are treated in this work is explained by the publisher with the statement that ”England,
whose patron deity seems to be Mercure, is as known for great robbers as for great merchants. And this nation belongs to the
"rst rank”. (Our translation.)
£210

11. BORCH, OLE. Genstig til proberkonsten, eller then berömde och mycket namnkunnige
professorens och chymistens Olai Borrichii Dissertatio de docimastice metallica, på swenska öfwersatt,
och tillika med et kort bihang, huru pro-centen, samt marker och lod, uti prof-attester, böra förstås.
Framgifwen af Jacob Fischer. Stockholm, P. J. Nyström, 1738. 8:o. (16),94,(1) pp. Sewn in
contemporary marbled wrappers, somewhat worn. Edges sprinkled blue. Spine defective and with
traces of MS title. Textblock clean. MS correction on p. 6, small dampstain in lower margin from p. 93
to the end. From Ericsberg Castle in Sweden.
Bibliotheca danica II:148. !e Danish original was "rst printed in Copenhagen 1677. A German edition was published in
1680. !e art of testing metals involved melting or other methods of separating the different substances in salts, ores and
minerals. !is primitive form of chemical analysis certainly gave unreliable results, but nevertheless became important in the
mining industry.
£750

12. (BOUTET, CLAUDE eller BALLARD, CHRISTOPHE) Traitté de mignature, pour
apprendre aisément à peindre sans maître, avec le secret de faire les plus belles couleurs, l’or bruny, &
l’or en coquille. Sixiéme édition. Corrigée, reveuë & augmentée d’un traitté de la peinture de son objet,
de son origine des couleurs pour peindre à l’huile & la maniere de l’espreparer. Avec un explication des
termes de peinture, & un discours pour peindre à fresque. Lyon, Chez Hilarie Baritel, 1693. 12:o.
(24),238,(1) pp. Contemporary sprinkled calf, somewhat worn, with raised bands, richly gilt spine and
crimson morocco label. Red sprinkled edges. Front #yleaf lacking. Foxing throughout. Bookplate of
Baroness Barbe de Plessen on front pastedown, a small number label and bookplate of Torben Holck-
Colding and his acquisition note from 1948, bibliographical notes.
First edition published in 1673. !e Baroness Barbe de Plessen (1825-93) was born Princess Gagarin and married to the
Danish diplomat Otto von Plessen. Torben Holck-Colding (1918-98) was a Danish art historian. His research was mainly
focused on older miniature paintings and the subject of his doctoral thesis was the Danish miniature painter Cornelius
Høyer (1961). He also wrote the standard work ”Miniature- og emaillemaleri i Danmark 1606-1850” (1991).
£400

13. BRELIN, JOHAN. Beskrifning öfver en äfventyrlig resa til och ifrån Ost-Indien, Södra America,
och en del af Europa, åren 1755, 56, och 57. Uppsala, Kongl. acad. tryckeriet, 1758. 8:o. (12),144,(5)
pp. Reproductions of Chinese characters on pp. 48-49. Nice green lacquered half calf with raised
bands, gilt spine, dark green label and yellow edges (Hedberg, Stockholm). Spine somewhat faded.



Contemporary corrections in ink which have been cut when the book was bound. A few minor stains,
uopper corner torn off on p. 43 with loss of pagination. Bookplate.
Johan Brelin (1734-82) departed for China in january 1755 with the Swedish East India Company’s ship Sophia Albertina
under the command of Captain Carl Gustav Lehman. !e return trip from China became long and circumstantial. Brelin
got lost, broke his ankle and was left astern on the Island of Ascension in the Indian Ocean. He feared ”a death which with
good reason can be called the hardest”, but was saved in the last minute by a French ship. With a broken mast they sailed to
Brazil and then to Portugal, where Brelin for a short while was suspected to be a spy. Penniless he spent a winter in
Amsterdam before returning to Sweden in April 1757. In Stockholm Brelin found that he ”already had been wept for as
deceased” and that his family still wore mourning for his sake. His adventurous account is still characterized by a cheerful
temperament and an open disposition. A facsimile edition was published in 1973.
£1330

14. (BRINKMAN, CARL GUSTAF von) Elegien. Abdruck für Freunde. Paris, 1799. 12:o. 73 pp.
Late 19th-century black calfskin binding with gilt lettering to front cover. Slightly bent covers with
blind-ruled border. Spine faded, front cover slightly rubbed. Printed on blue-toned paper. A few stains
in margins on title. MS dedication on p. 3 to ”Dem Herrn Hofcanzler und Ritter von Ehrenheim”.
From Ericsberg.
At the time of publication, Brinkman was Sweden’s chargé d’affaires in Paris. Han was raised to the nobility as von
Brinkman in 1808. !rough his upbringing he was more German than Swedish, and in his "rst two collections of poems
from 1789 and 1804 - of which the later was dedicated to the author’s friend Goethe - he used the German language. !e
MS dedication in this copy is directed to Fredrik von Ehrenheim, who was director of the Swedish Foreign Office and
consequently Brinkman’s supervisor. !e work was intended for distribution among Brinkman’s friends and acquintances,
which is made clear by the printed sentence on p. 3: ”zum Andenken an den Vervasser.” Two of the elegies are directed to
Amalia von Helvig and one to Klopstock.
£1040

15. BRISSOT, JACQUES PIERRE. Nya resa genom Nord-americanska fri-staterna år 1788. Från
franska originalet sammandragen, och med anmärkningar försedd af Johan Reinhold Forster.
Öfwersatt från tyskan. + Förtekning på böcker och skrifter, som "nnas til salu hos boktryckaren A. J.
Nordström i Stockholm; boende wid nya Kongsholmsbro-gatan, huset n:o 49, nedanför apotequet
Morian. [=headline]. Stockholm, A. J. Nordström, 1799. 8:o. (4),328 pp. + (Stockholm, A. J.
Nordström, 1799). 8:o. (4) pp. Nice contemporary half calf, somewhat worn, with richly gilt spine,
dark red morocco label. Red edges. Spine slightly faded and with a few minor stains. Corners bumped.
Front pastedown with MS number label. Foxing in parts. A soilstain on p. 14 and a dampstain on pp.
321-22, both in outer margin. !e second work with a few scribbly MS notes in ink.
!e original, ”Nouveau voyage dans les États-Unis de l’Amérique septentrionale”, was published in three parts in 1791.
Forster’s German translation was published in 1792. Jacques Pierre Brissot (1754-93) was as a politician and journalist an
active supporter of the French revolution, but was eventually executed himself. !e travel was made on account of Brissot’s
engagement in the anti-slavery movement. !e book gives a positive view of the newly formed United States and the author
saw the country as an inspiration source for France.
£290

16. BUXTON, THOMAS FOWELL. Undersökning huruvida brott och elände befrämjas eller
förekommas genom det rådande fängelse-systemet. Jemte beskrifning om en mängd fängelser i
England, Nederländerne och America. Öfversättning från 4:de upplagan. Stockholm, O. Grahn, 1820.
8:o. (2),IV,5-201 pp. Uncut in contemporary grey paper wrappers. Pencilled title on front cover. Partly
printed on blue-toned paper. Loss of paper at top of outer margin on p. 149. A nice copy.
!e original, ”An inquiry, whether crime and misery are produced or prevented, by our present system of prison discipline”,
was "rst published in 1818 and reprinted "ve times in this year alone. It was presented to !e Society for the Improvement
of Prison Discipline. !omas Fowell Buxton the elder (1786-1845) was an industrialist, politician and philanthropist. He
fought for an improved prison system and against slavery, among other things.
£170

17. BYRON, (GEORGE GORDON). Manfred af lord Byron. Öfversättning af Joh. Henr.
!omander. Uppsala, Palmblad & c., 1826. 8:o. 85,(1 blank,2) pp. Sewn as issued with new grey paper
backstrip. Stitching loose with defective spine. Occasional minor spotting. Tear in upper margin on.
pp. 63-64.



Klemming Sveriges dramatiska litteratur p. 236 does not mention the last leaf with the author’s commentaries. Johan Henrik
!omander (1798-1865) became professor of theology in 1833 and bishop in 1856, in both cases in Lund. He was also a
publisher and a translator of a number of Shakespeare’s works, among other things.
£80

18. (CABET, ÉTIENNE) Douze lettres d’un communiste a un réformiste sur la communauté.
[=headline]. I-X,X:1-4,XI-XII. Paris, C. Bajat, (1841-42). 8:o. 8 + 9-16 + 17-24 + 25-31,(1) + 33-40 +
41-48 + 49-61,(1) + 65-80 + 81-88 + 89-96 + 97-104 + 105-12 + 113-20 + 121-34 + 135-50 + 151-66
pp. Early 20th-century marbled half calf, slightly worn. Marbled edges. Occasional minor spotting. A
very good copy.
Published in parts with each one being a "ctitious ”lettre” signed in the print with the surname of the author. !e tenth letter
is divided into its "rst ordinary part and four additional parts, described in the headline on each page as ”1er suite de la 10e
lettre”, ”2e suite de la 10e lettre” and so on. !e "rst letter is dated May 26 1841 and the last February 18 1842. Several later
editions were published. Étienne Cabet (1788-1856) was a French philosopher and an utopian socialist. In#uenced by
!omas Mores ”Utopia” among other works, he advocated an ideal society called ”Icaria” where private property was
abolished. Cabet allegedly was the "rst person to use the term ”communiste” in a printed text (in 1840, from the Latin
”communis”). In 1848 Cabet founded an ”Icarian” colony in USA which he led until he was expelled in 1855, one year before
his death. His writings are said to have in#uenced both Marx and Engels. In ”Douze lettres d’un communiste” Cabet lays
down the general outlines for the Icarian society he had presented in earlier works such as ”Voyage et aventures de lord
William Carisdall en Icarie” (1840).
£4000

19. CARLSUND, A. G. Anteckningar under resor i England, Frankrike och Nederländerna, åren
1825 till 1828. Första delen [Notes made during travels in England, France and the Netherlands, in
the years 1825 to 1828. First part]. Stockholm, Kongl. ordens-boktryckeriet, 1834. 8:o. (10),XIV,473,
(1 blank,1) pp. & 1 folded printed table. Nice contemporary calf, spine decorated in gilt and blind.
Blue sprinkled edges. Spine slightly faded. Stitching somewhat frail at upper hinge. Occasional minor
spotting. Small hole in upper margin with loss of pagination on p. 13. A "ne copy.
All published - this part only covers the travels in England. Anton Gustaf Carlsund (1796-1834) was a renowned Swedish
engineer and shipbuilder.
£210

20. CATTEAU-CALLEVILLE, J. P. Tableau de la mer Baltique, considérée sous les rapports
physiques, géographiques, historiques et commerciaux, avec une carte, et des notices détaillées sur le
mouvement général du commerce, sur les ports les plus importans, sur les monnaies, poids et mesures.
I-II. Paris, chez Pillet, 1812. 8:o. XVI,355,(1) pp. & 1 folded engraved map + (4),358,(1) pp. & 3
folded printed tables. Two volumes uncut in contemporary grey paper wrappers with printed labels on
spine. Occasional insigni"cant spotting. A nice copy from Östanå Manor in Uppland, Sweden.
Setterwall Svensk historisk bibliogra" 6557. Map drawn by H. Brué. Jean-Pierre Catteau-Calleville (1759-1819) was a
pastor at the Reformed Church in Stockholm from 1773. From 1788 he made travels in France, Switzerland, Germany and
the Scandinavian countries, which are described in ”Voyage en Allemagne et en Suède”, "rst published in 1810.
£330

21. (CELSIUS, ANDERS) Bref om cometen [Letters on the comet]. Stockholm & Uppsala, uti
Kiesewetters boklåda, 1744. 8:o. 24 pp. With a woodcut depicting comet orbits on verso of title-leaf.
Contemporary marbled wrappers, somewhat worn. Small brown stain until p. 8. Last leaves with a
faint stain in the upper margin. A very good copy with the bookplate of bishop Eric Waller.
A second edition was published the same year. !is comet was discovered on December 13 1743 by the Frenchman
Chéseaux and on the following day by Celsius’ colleague Olof Hiorter. !e pamphlet is written as a dialogue and its purpose
is to work calmingly on the general public, which was terror-struck by the comet. Eric Waller (1732-1811) was dean of
Västerås cathedral and eventuelly became bishop there.
£290

22. [Chanut] VAUCIENNES, P. LINAGE de. Memoires de ce qui s’est passé en Suede, et aux
provinces voisines, depuis l’année 1645 jusques en l’année 1655; ensemble le demêlé de la Suede avec
la Pologne, tirez des depesches de monsieur Chanut ambassadeur pour le roy en Suede. I-III. Cologne,



chez P. du Marteau, 1677. 12:o. (24),427 + 477 + 496 pp. !ree volumes in near contemporary
marbled calf with raised bands, gilt spines and red labels. Red edges. Spines dry and somewhat worn
and with minor damages to the leather, mainly caused by worming. Some foxing and spotting, slight
browning in parts. Torn off corner and minor loss of letters on p. 27 in the second volume. Edges
partly somewhat stuck together in the second and third volume. Leopold Melchior von Rotberg’s gilt
bookstamp in four compartments on each volume, his engraved bookplate bound in in all volumes, as
is his engraved emblematic plate. Library stamp ”Ex Bibliotheca Cassellana” on verso of each title-leaf
and pencil duplicate markings.
Warmholtz Bibliotheca historica Sueo-Gothica 8322. VD17 39:123821T notes that the place of printing is false and that
the work possibly is printed in Brussels by av E. H. Fricx. !e work was "rst published in Paris in Paris 1674-75 and was
soon followed by two new editions, one of which is the present edition. A German translation was also published. Pierre
Hector Chanut (1604-67) was French minister in Sweden 1645-49 and ambassador in Stockholm and in Lübeck 1649-53.
!e Swedish historian Martin Weibull has described the content of the work in comparison with the original reports in
”Historisk tidskrift” 1887-88. In his papers he criticizes the editor Linage de Vauciennes for exclusions and mistakes, among
other things. Weibull also claims that the work is in fact composed of two parts; one which contains dispatches by Chanut
and the other one those written by his secretary Picques. !e latter was, during Chanut’s absence in Lübeck, French chargé
d’affaires in Stockholm. !e work is one of the most important sources to the biography and history of Queen Christina of
Sweden. Chanut had cultural interests and for example he was responsible for introducing Descartes and Queen Christina to
each other. In 1826 a Swedish translation of the "rst part of the work was published with commentaries by the queen, taken
from her own annotated copy of the book. Leopold Melchior von Rotberg (1673-1736) was a high-ranking official in
Baden-Durlach and Hessen-Kassel. His armorial bookplate is bound in in all volumes and at the end of each volume what
seems to be his emblematic bookplate is found. It depicts an owl on a hill with the device: ”Habitat mens cauta recessus”.
£670

23. CHAPMAN, FREDRIC HENRIC af. Tractat om skepps-byggeriet, tillika med förklaring och
bevis öfver Architectura navalis mercatoria &c [A tract on shipbuilding, also with an explanation and
proof of Architectura navalis mercatoria ...]. Stockholm, J. Pfeiffer, 1775. 4:o. (16),245,(3) p. & 16
folded engraved plates & 1 folded engraved & 7 folded printed tables. With an engraved vignette on
p. 1. Contemporary half calf, rather worn, with raised bands, gilt spine and red label. Red sprinkled
edges. Some soiling, occasional spotting. !e partly soiled title-leaf with partly crossed-out
contemporary signature. 19th-century dedications, stamp on front #yleaf.
Vignette engraved by Olof Årre. A freestanding explanation of ”Architectura navalis mercatoria”, which had been published
in 1768. ”Tractat” was published twice in French, in 1779 and in 1781. Chapman wanted to bring order and method to
shipbuilding and ”Svenskt biogra"skt lexikon” writes that he elevated ”shipbuilding from what had up to now mainly been a
handicraft to an art form based on scienti"c calculation”. (Our translation.)
£750

24. (CHARPENTIER, JEAN-BAPTISTE) Elemens de la langue russe ou methode courte et facile
pour apprendre cette langue conformement a l’usage. Seconde edition. St. Petersburg, 1791. 8:o.
(12),368 pp. Contemporary tan half calf, somewhat worn, spine ruled in gilt, glazed paper label.
Sprinkled edges. Spine slightly chipped at head and tail. Occasional slight foxing.
First edition printed in 1768, the third in 1795 and a fourth in 1805. !e work is ended with ”dialogues familiers” and
”proverbes et sentences russes”, along with information on coins, weights and measures. Charpentier’s work is based on
Mikhail Lomonsov’s important ”Rossiiskaya grammatika” (1755-57). Marignan took part in the translation work. ”Elemens
de la langue russe” was one of the "rst comprehensive Russian textbooks printed in a west European language.
£670

25. (CHESNEY, GEORGE TOMKYNS) Slaget vid Dorking, en skarpskytts minnen. Öfversatt
från engelskan. (Från ett exemplar af det två hundra tusendet). Falun, F. L. Schmidt, 1872. 8:o. 68 pp.
Contemporary half calf, worn, with sparingly gilt spine. Super"cial cracks on spine. Occasional foxing
and spotting. Signature.
Lundwall Bibliogra" över science "ction & fantasy pp. 69-70. Originally published in 1871 under the title ”!e battle of
Dorking”. !e unknown translator has dedicated the work to the members of the Swedish parliament. It was written in the
aftermath to the German success in the Franco-Prussian War 1870-71 to show that the same thing could happen in
England. !e story is told to a few grandchildren "fty years after the events.
£80



26. CHESTERFOULD, EDWARD. Underrättelse huru man, utan lärmästare, kan på en timme
inhämta ridkonsten. Öfversättning af P. Herndahl [How to learn horsemanship, without a teacher,
within an hour]. Stockholm, A. J. Nordström, 1806. 12:o. 29,(3 blanks) pp. Disbound and with new
grey paper backstrip. Some creasing. Insigni"cant stain on title.
A new translation was published in 1832. 
£290

27. (CHIEWITZ, ELIS) Svenska teater-galleriet. Stockholm, C. Deleen, 1826. 4:o. (2),47,(1) pp. &
24 engraved plates, coloured by hand. Nice blue sponge painted boards with ivory-coloured label
( Johanna Röjgård, Stockholm). Edges trimmed. Printed on blue-toned paper and with a few rust and
minor stains, minor repairs. A good copy.
Elis Chiewitz (1784-1839) published several "ne plate books. !e present work gives an interesting overview of the
contemporary Swedish repertoire and stage costumes and the most important actors. Among the stage works and operas
which are presented here are Don Giovanni, !e Magic Flute, Richard Lionheart, !e Charlatans, Crispin medicus, !e
Brothers Philibert and Diedrich Menschenschreck. One of the most charming Swedish plate books from the hand-press era.
£2920

28. COLQUHOUN, P. A new and appropriate system of education for the labouring people;
elucidated and explained, according to the plan which has been established for the religious and moral
instruction of male and female children, admitted into the free school, no. 19, Orchard street, in the
city of Westminster; containing an exposition of the nature and importance of the design, as it
respects the general interest of the community: with details, explanatory of the particular economy of
the institution, and the methods prescribed for the purpose of securing and preserving a greater degree
of moral rectitude, as a means of preventing criminal offences by habits of temperance, industry,
subordination, and loyalty among that useful class of the community, comprising the labouring people
of England. To which are added, concluding observations, on the importance of extending the system
generally, under the aid and sanction of the legislature. London, Savage and Easingwood, 1806. 8:o.
VII,(1 blank),9-93,(1 blank,2) pp. 20th-century tan half cloth. Brown sprinked edges. Small tear in
the cloth at head of spine. Blue stamp of Kooperativa förbundet on front #yleaf and its blind stamp on
#yleaf, title-leaf and p. 9. 
Patrick Colquhoun (1745-1820) was a Scottish trader and statistician. He founded the !ames river police, a preventive
police force which oversaw the vices on the !ames. In ”A new and appropriate system of education” Colquhoun discusses
the relation between poverty, illiteracy and crime in the growing proletariat of Britain. !e government had still not taken
responsibility for the education of poor children. As a model for educating poor children, Colquhoun mentions Andrew Bells
Free School on Orange Street in Westminster. More schools working in accordance with this system were soon opened, but
their focus on moral education and mechanical learning of religious texts soon made them obsolete in the light of more
modern educational ideas.
£210

29. Copie authentique de la nouvelle constitution de France. Stockholm, A. J. Nordström, 1794. 8:o.
48 pp. Contemporary blue marbled wrappers with cracked spine. Title and last page with minor
spotting. Small inkstain in outer margin on pp. 21-24. Contemporary signature, Adlerwald, and
signature of Gunnar Palme, dated 1907.
Åhlén & Åhlén Censur och tryckfrihet 17.329. From page 25 follows a Swedish translation with a
separate title-leaf and impressum with the text: ”Den nya franska constitutionen, antagen af
nationalconventet den 23 junii 1793”. !e brochure was withdrawn from circulation on June 13 1794
and four days later, printing of both the French and the United States constitution became forbidden
in Sweden, and could not even be discussed in other texts.
£380

30. CRONSTEDT, AXEL F. Inträdes-tal, om medel til mineralogiens vidare förkofran. Hållit för
kongl. svenska Vetenskaps academien, den 9 feb. 1754 [Inaugeral address, on means for the further
improvement of mineralogy ...]. Stockholm, L. Salvius, 1754. 8:o. (2),16 pp. Engraved vignette on
title. Half cloth c. 1900, title lettered in gilt on front cover, which is slightly dampstained. Insigni"cant
dampstain in outer margin throughout. Dampstain from removed bookplate on front pastedown,



which has been replaced by that of Hjalmar Nordqvist.
With an answer by Olof Celsius on pp. 15-16. When Axel Fredrik Cronstedt (1722-65) published his ”Försök til
mineralogie” in 1758, the work soon gained recognition in Europe. At the end of the 1760s and during the 1770s,
Cronstedt’s authority within the "eld of mineralogy equaled that of Linnaeus within botany. His revolutionary classi"cation
of the mineral kingdom was based on chemical analysis instead of outer appearance and characteristics. When A. G. Werner
developed his system of classi"cation towards the end of the 18th century, a system which eventually would become
prevailing, it preserved the main features of Cronstedt’s work some 40 years earlier. Cronstedt discovered the element nickel,
which was described in essays in ”Vetenskapsakademiens handlingar” 1751-54. Hjalmar Nordqvist (1872-1944) was a mine-
inspector in Filipstad and owned a "ne library with books on Swedish mining which he sold through a self-published
catalogue in 1942. 
£210

31. DAHLMAN, SVEN. Beskrifning om S. Barthelemy, swensk ö uti Westindien; Med tilhörig
charta öfwer samma ö. Stockholm, A. J. Nordström, 1786. 8:o. 35 pp. & 1 folded engraved map.
Disbound and with new grey paper backstrip. Small dampstain on recto and ink numbering on verso
of title leaf. Map with closed tear, some foxing and a few dampstains. Stamp and sorting out stamp of
Kalmar City Library. 
Gjörwell Förtekning 137. Published by C. C. Gjörwell. Dahlman participated as chaplain in the "rst Swedish expedition to
St. Barthelemy in 1784-85 and wrote this work by order of Carl August Ehrensvärd. It is the oldest separately printed
description of St. Barthelemy and was "rst printed in the journal ”Upfostrings-sälskapets historiska bibliothek” in the same
year and is here somewhat abridged. !e island had been presented as a gift to King Gustav III of Sweden when he visited
France on his way home from Italy in 1784.
£1000

32. (DALIN, OLOF von) !en swänska Argus [!e Swedish Argos]. [I]-II. Stockholm, B. G.
Schneider, 1732-34. 4:o. (420) + (420) pp. Contemporary calf, somewhat worn, with raised bands,
richly gilt spine and brown label. Sprinkled edges. Gilding oxidized, binding probably lacquered
carefully. Occasional foxing and minor spotting in the "rst volume, second volume "ne but with a
small dampstain in the margin from no. 39 and forwards. Traces of erased signature on front
pastedown and in no. 32 in the second volume. Signature cut in upper margin on the last page in no. 7
in the second volume. Signatures. A good copy. 
Lundstedt Sveriges periodiska litteratur 28. Complete with indexes in both volumes. ”!en swänska Argus” was published
with C. Carleson as a middleman and some of the material may also be written by him. !e censor Johan Rosenadler is said
to have been responsible for the content in no. 33 in the "rst volume. !e journal has a confusing history of publication;
Lundstedt has found up to six different editions of some issues. ”!en swänska Argus” was modelled on English publications
such as ”Tatler” and ”Spectator” and a large part of the content consisted of translations from these journals, but also from ”Le
Misanthrope”, an imitation published in Holland. However, the gifted writer Olof von Dalin (1708-83) soon put his mark
on the translated texts and ”!en swänska Argus” became a vehicle to modernize the heavy-handed written language which
was customary in 18th century Sweden and to make it more similar to the cultivated spoken Swedish which could be heard
among the upper classes in Stockholm at the time. In the history of Swedish literature Dalin therefore stands out as one of
the great linguistic renewers.
£1250

33. (DARDEL, FRITZ von) Familien Tutings lustresa till Bomarsund [!e journey of the Tuting
family to Bomarsund]. (Stockholm, A. J. Salmson, 1854?) Oblong-8:o. Lithographed title & 50
lithographed plates. Green contemporary half morocco with gilt spine and marbled edges. Covers
decorated in blind. Spine somewhat faded, corners bumped. Insert "ne but closely cut in lower margin
on leaf 3 and 14 with minimal and unsigni"cant loss of text. Bookplate. A "ne copy. 
Printing place and printer from Linnström ”Svenskt boklexikon”. !e journey was caused by the fall of the fortress at
Bomarsund on Åland during the Crimean War and as this event took place in 1854 the year of printing stated in Linnström
- 1853 - is incorrect. Fritz von Dardel (1817-1901) was born in Switzerland by a Swedish mother, moved to Sweden in 1833
and made a military career with a short break in 1839, when he studied art in Paris. He also worked as a military attaché in
Paris 1858-62. His close friendship with Charles XV of Sweden and their mutual interest in art resulted in Dardel’s
appointment to both director and president of the Royal Academy of Fine Arts in 1864. He also had several commissions of
trust in connection with the foundation and activity of the National Museum in Stockholm. As an artist he had his greatest
strength in caricatures and on-the-spot sketches. He published a number of albums with cartoons and contributed to both
Swedish and foreign periodicals. Several of his works are pictorial narratives resembling comic-books, of which ”Familjen
Tutings lustresa” is perhaps the prime example.
£750



34. DAVY, HUMPHRY. En naturforskares sista dagar. Tysk öfversättn. från 3 engelska uppl. utgifven
på svenska af Clemens Ullgren. Stockholm, Z. Haeggström, 1834. 8:o. (8),192 pp. Contemporary half
calf, rather worn, with broad raised bands, spine decorated in gilt and blind. Green sprinkled edges.
Covers with a few darker stains and some wear. Slight foxing in parts. Some dampstains and minor
chipping in upper margin on pp. 115-60. Bookplate of Ture Gundersen. 
!e original was entitled ”Consolations in travel, or the last days of a philosopher” and "rst published in 1830. Last three
preliminary leaves with publisher’s advertisment for Schlegel’s ”Lifvets philosophi”, containing an excerpt from P. D. A.
Atterbom’s foreword.
£60

35. [Freemasonry] Der neu-aufgesteckte brennende Leuchter des Freymäurer-Ordens, oder Eine
sonderbare Historie dieser sonderbaren Brüderschafft bis auf unsere Zeiten. Nebst ihren innern und
äussern Verfassungen, Statuten, Religion und Ordnungen, wie auch einen zulänglichen Kern und
Auszug aller darzu gehöringen Schrifften und gesammleten Reden &c. Leipzig, bey M. Blochberger,
1746. 8:o. Engraved front,(6),488 pp. & 1 folded printed table. Title printed in red and black.
Contemporary half calf, slightly worn but well-preserved, with raised bands, oxidized decor on spine,
faded red label and sprinkled edges. Bookseller’s signature of Gottfried Kiesewetter at bottom of title-
page, signature of Ulric Celsing. A nice copy from Biby.
Wolffstieg Bibliographie der freimaurerischen Litteratur 1351: ”Selten”. Kloss Bibliographie der Freimaurerei 297: ”eine sehr
schätzbare und reichhaltige Sammlung gleichzeitiger F. M Schriften”. Frontispiece signed Brühl, Leipzig.
£670

36. Die Bibel, oder die ganze Heilige Schrift des alten und neuen Testaments, nach der deutschen
Uebersetzung D. Martin Luthers. Die neueste Au#age. + Stralsundisches Gesangbuch zur
Beförderung der öffentlichen und häuslichen Andacht. + Richtiger Abdruck der Episteln, Evangelien
und Biblischen Historien, wie selbige in Pommern und Rügen nach der Kirchen-Agenda an den
Sonn- und Fest-Tagen aller Jahre Vor- und Nachmittage vorzulesen und zu erklären verordnet sind.
Mit Beyfügung der besonderen Texte, darüber in Greifswald und einigen andern Gemeinen des
Nachmittags geprediget wird, und dem kleinen Catechismo sel. d. Luthers, wie derselbe in der
Kirchen-Agenda enthalten. + Die sämtlichen Psalmen des Königs und Propheten Davids. Verdeutscht
durch Doctor Martin Luthern. Mit desse kurzen Summarien, auch einem Register nach dem
Alphabet, und einer zwiefachen Anweisung, wie man sich der Psalmen nützlich bedienen könne.
Rostock, zu haben bey J. J. Adler, 1782. 8:o. 4,(8),1080,1-312,(4) pp. + Stralsund, C. L. Struck, 1787.
8:o. IX,(7),640,1-16,1-76 pp. + Stralsund, C. L. Struck, 1776. 8:o. 176 pp. + Stralsund, C. L. Struck,
1774. 8:o. 144,(4) pp. Printed errata ticket with seven lines of text pasted onto p. 109. Magni"cent
contemporary red morocco bindings with raised bands and gilt spines, covers nicely gilt in a rococo
style. All edges gilt with nice gauffering in the corners and near the spine. Beautiful endpapers, which
are blue and marbled in the "rst, and made to an optical, multicoloured design in the second volume.
Spines with insigni"cant super"cial cracks and a few minor wormholes, covers somewhat worn. !e
Bible volume slightly browned in parts and with occasional spotting. !e Songbook with occasional
foxing and a few stains from printer’s ink, mainly in the margins, the Epistles with spotted title-leaf,
David’s psalms slightly browned and with an ink stain on p. 102 and a small loss of text on p. 110.
Front covers with ”J. F. Tiel 1785” and rear covers with ”C. M. Tielen 1785”, all lettered in gilt. Front
#yleaves in the Bible with several signatures of the !iel family in Stralsund, dated 1822-41. A
handsome set.
By all accounts made as a memory from the wedding of the Tiel/!iel couple. !e bindings are probably made in Stralsund,
which at this time belonged to Sweden.
£670

37. EKEBERG, CARL GUSTAV. Capitaine Carl Gustav Ekebergs Ostindiska resa, åren 1770 och
1771. Beskrefven uti bref til kongl. svenska Vet. academiens secreterare [!e East Indian journey by
captain Carl Gustav Ekeberg, in the years 1770 and 1771. Described in letters to the secretary of the
Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences]. Stockholm, H. Fougt, 1773. 8:o. (8),170,(1) pp. & 5 folded
engraved plates & 1 folded engraved map. Contemporary half calf, worn, with raised bands, gilt-ruled



spine and black title compartment. Coloured edges. Joints starting at top, head of spine chipped.
Flyleaves torn out. Small marginal tear on title. Occasional foxing and spotting, mainly on pp. 53-56
and 99. Ownership note and library stamp. 
!e Swedish historian Alf Åberg has written about this journey: ”At the end of December 1769 the ship Finland weighed
anchor at Älvsborg and steered towards Canton. On board were the two persons who would become our most renowned
China travellers. One was the ship’s captain Carl Gustaf Ekeberg, who previously had made seven successful journeys to
China. He kept scienti"c diaries during his travels. He made sea charts. observed the magnetic variation at sea and collected
remarkable objects. As a reward for his scienti"c endeavours he was elected to the Swedish Academy of Sciences. !e highly
celebrated and educated captain had as his chaplain on Finland the 23-year-old Jacob Wallenberg. Like Ekeberg he was a
man of the Enlightenment. He too wrote a travel book, the famous Min son på galejan” [My son on the galley]. (Our
translation).
£1250

38. [Carving book] En mycket nyttig och förbättrad trenchier-bok, hwaruti til"nnandes är, huruledes
man, efter nu för tiden brukelig art och maner, allahanda rätter ordenteligen uppå bordet sätta, sirligen
sönderskära, samt wäl och tilbörligen förelägga, såsom ock uti god ordning åter aftaga skal. Hwar wid
ock äro bifogade 133 curieuse bord- och lefwer-rim/ jämte en colligerad och utur många berömliga
auctoribus sammandragen konst- och under-bok/ samt en förborgad skrif-konst/ hwaruti är til at lära,
huru allahanda naturlige approberade konster, hwilka dem obekantom uti dess præsenterande, hel
öfwernaturlige förekomma och för tråll-konster hållne/ dock alle igenom särdeles skickelighet/
wetenskap och öfning förättade warda/ uti et lustigt compagnie föreställas skola/ thet samma til
rolighet och behag. Fjerde gången uplagd och förbättrad [A very useful and improved carving
book ...]. Västerås, J. L. Horrn, 1759. Folded extra woodcut title-leaf, folded title-leaf in red and
black,155,(1) pp. & 1 woodcut plate in red depicting cutlery. With woodcut illustrations in the text.
Contemporary half calf, rather worn, with raised bands. Sprinkled edges. Spine rubbed at head and
tail. Corner somewhat bumped, front cover with faint diagonal break mark. !e folded title-leaf  in red
and black with faint stains at top, insert otherwise with occasional minor spotting. Small tear in the
fold of the extra title-leaf with woodcuts. Jonnie Casino’s gilded address label pasted onto the rear
pastedown. A very good copy.
Du Rietz Gastronomisk spegel 16. Åkerlind-Casino Svensk bibliogra" för trollkarlar 328. In reality the "fth edition. Earlier
editions were published in 1696, 1702, 1725, and 1745, later in 1766 and 1767. !e work is partly based on Andreas Klett’s
”Neues Trenchier-Buchlein”, "rst printed in 1659. !e descriptions of conjuring tricks which concludes the work are perhaps
the earliest printed in Sweden. Jonnie Åkerlind-Casino has written ”Svensk bibliogra" för trollkarlar” [Swedish bibliography
for magicians], among other books.
£2330

39. Engelska tjuf- och mord-historier [English stories about thieving and murder]. Jönköping,
direktören Lundströms tryckeri, af S. J. Westberg, 1818. 8:o. (8),234 pp. Nice early 20th-century
patterned boards with red label. Spine slightly darkened and with minor cracks at the top and bottom
of joints. Traces of removed bookplate on front pastedown. Uncut. First and last pages foxed,
occasional foxing, dampstains and minor spotting inbetween. Yellowish dampstain on pp. 65-75. Long
and unpleasant tear in the index leaf on pp. (7-8), which makes the text difficult to read, and a tear in
the leaf pp. 87-88 and a few tears in the margins.
A translation of ”Englische Diebs- und Mordgeschichte” parts I and II, published in Copenhagen by J. G. Rothen in 1773-
74. Contains a number of short stories about highwaymen and murderers. According to the foreword the stories are mainly
collected from the prison chaplain in Newgate and from the court records of Old Bailey. Among the many biographies are:
”Benjamin Wilson, en stråtröfware”, ”John Larkin, en falsk myntare”, ”Mary King, en otacksam mörderska”, ”John Simpson,
en ertz-tjuf ”, ”John Kidd, en sjöröfware”, ”Mary Adams, en tjufkona”, ”Christopher Slaughterford, en föregifwen mördare”,
”William Gregg, en landsförrädare”, ”Richard !ornbill, en duellist”, ”Elisabeth Mason, en trettonårig mörderska” och ”James
Booky, en femtonårig jungfruskändare”.
£420

40. FERGUSON, ADAM. Försök till historien om borgerligt samhälle. Öfversättning ifrån
engelskan, efter &erde förbättrade uplagan, utgifven i London 1773. Stockholm, J. A. Carlbohm, 1790.
8:o. (6),588 pp. Good contemporary half calf binding with raised binds, sparingly gilt spine, brown
title label and edges sprinkled in red. Front edge with a scratch that does not affect the insert. With



some minor damp stains in the margins. With von Kiörning’s signature dated 1792 and Sture
Munke’s bookplate.
Translated by P. J. Hjelm. ”An essay on the history of civil society” was "rst published in 1767.
£290

41. FIELDING, (HENRY). Julianus affälling; eller en resa uti den andra werlden. Berättelse af herr
Fjelding. Stockholm, J. C. Holmberg, 1785. 12:o. 240 pp. Contemporary tan sprinkled calf, gilt-ruled
spine and tan glazed paper label. Blue sprinkled edges. Slightly faded spine. A few faint dampstains.
Occasional foxing and spotting, a few leaves slightly browned. A couple of stains on pp. 12-15 and a
thumbprint in upper corner on p. 164. Hardly legible signature on title, p. 169 and last page. A nice
copy.
A new title edition was published in 1810. A translation of ”A journey from this world to the next”, which was published in
the second part of ”Miscellanies”, 1743.
£630

42. Fortegnelse paa en deel gode og velconditionerade bøger af adskillige sprog og videnskaber, samt
nogle curieuse guld og sølv-medailler og mynter, med meere, som mandagen den 26 april
førstkommende og følgende dage ved offentlig auction i seign. Linströms, gaard i Løvstrædet næst op
til plankeværket, til høystbydende skal bortsælges. Betalningen skeer strax imod det kiøbtes
annammelse, i særdeleshed hvad guld og sølvet anbelangar; hvorefter liebhaberne ville behaga at rette
sig og til ermeldte tid og sted ind"nde. + Catalogus paa endeel gode og velconditionerede meest
danske bøger, som mandagen den 5 julii førstkommende, i sr. Harres, urtekræmers huus i Admiral-
gaden, til høystbydende skal bortselges. Betalningen skeer strax paa auctions stedet imod bøgernes
annammelse, i særdeleshed af ubekiendte personer, hvorefter liebhaberne ville behage at rette sig, og til
ermeldte tid og sted ind"nde. + Catalogus paa endeel gode og vel-conditionerde bøger af adskillige
sprog og videnskaber, samt en deel portraiter og kaaberstykker, som mandagen d. 12 julii
førstkommende i sr. Linströms, skrædders huus i Løvstrædet, næst op til plankeverket, til
høystbydende skal bortselges. Betalningen skeer strax paa auctions-stædet imod det kiøbtes
annammelse til stud. Andreas Landt, fornemmeligen af ubekiendte personer, hvorefter liebhaberne
ville behage at rette sig og til ermeldte tid og stæd ind"nde. + Catalogus paa endeel gode og vel
conditionerede bøger af adskillige sprog og videnskaber, samt adskillige rare musicalia og
kaaberstykker bestaaende af adskillige berømmelige og lærde mænds portraiter, som mandagen den 17
dec. kl. 9 og følgende dage bliver forauctionerede og til høystbydende bortsolgte i skræderens sr.
Linströms gaard i Løvstrædet. Betalningen skeer strax paa auctions-stedet til studios. Andreas Landt, i
særdeleshed af ubekiendte personer, hvorefter liebhaberne ville behage at rette sig og til ermeldte tiid
og sted at ind"nde. + Catalogus librorum b. Joh. Bartholomæi Bluhme, prima in aula regia pastoris, &
generalis ecclesiarum inspectoris, qvi publica auctionis lege Hafniæ in ædibus pastoris aulici in platea
Stormgade d. 11 mart. & seqv. 1754 divendentur. + Catalogus paa bøger og videnskaber, samt en deel
udi raae materie, item nogle mathematiske machiner og instrumenter, som onsdagen den 27 martii
førstkommende om formiddagen kl. 8 slet ved offentlig auction udi den gaard ved Vor frue kirke, som
af justitz-raad og professor Ramus beboes, skal blive bortsolgt, og meldes liebhaberne til efterrettning
at betalningen skeer til sr. Andreas Landt, logerande i Løv-sttædet [sic!] hos skræder Lindström, hvor
catalogi saavel som paa auctions-stedet kand bekommes. Copenhagen, A. H. Godiche, (1751?). 8:o.
(2),62 s. + Copenhagen, A. H. Godiche, (1751?). 8:o. (2),48 s. + Copenhagen, A. H. Godiche, 1751.
8:o. (2),64 s. + Copenhagen, A. H. Godiche, 1753. 8:o. (72) s. + Copenhagen, J. J. Höpffner, (1754).
8:o. (2),123 s. + Copenhagen, A. H. Godiche, 1754. 8:o. (2),58 s. Contemporary vellum, slightly soiled.
Red edges. Occasional foxing. A "ne sammelband. 
Bibliotheca danica IV:574 and IV:592, respectively for the last two catalogues. !e other catalogues are neither mentioned
there nor by Ilsøe. A nice sammelband with six book auction catalogues from the early 1750s.  J. B. Bluhme was chaplain to
the King and his pietist advisor. Bluhme’s library naturally contained quite a large share of theological literature.
£1250



43. FRANKLIN, BENJAMIN. Konsten att inom korrt tid blifwa en skicklig simmare. Jemte några
försigtighets-reglor för badande. Öfwersättning från engelskan. Andra upplagan [!e art of becoming
a skilled swimmer within a short period of time. With some rules of precaution for bathers ...].
Stockholm, J. Hörberg, 1830. 8:o. 30,(2) pp. Disbound and with new grey paper backstrip. Blue
sprinkled edges. Title somewhat spotted and with minor chipping. Some foxing, mainly in the
margins. 
First separate edition in Swedish published in 1804, the second in 1827. !is is actually the third edition. Last leaf with an
advertisment from J. A. Probst, who published this book.
£210

44. FREDRO, ANDRZEJ MAKSYMILIAN. Scriptorum seu togæ et belli notationum selecta:
accesserunt peristromata regum symbolis expressa. Frankfurt, J. D. Fridgenii, 1685. 12:o. Extra
engraved title,(12),413 pp. & 20 engraved plates. Contemporary vellum, somewhat worn, with nicely
written MS title on spine. Traces of later MS number labels on lower part of spine. Hinges with
minor wormholes. Stain on front pastedown. Front #yleaf partly loose. Occasional minor spotting.
Title-leaves and the following pages with a small wormhole. Last plate with small hole and repair. Old
signature or dedication at bottom of the extra engraved title-leaf. 
VD17 23:678594U. Landwehr German emblem books 294. First edition printed in Danzig in 1660. !e author (1620-79)
was a Polish nobleman and a political author, once called ”the Polish Tacitus”. !e word ”togæ” in the title has nothing to do
with the garment - it could also mean peace. !e Greek word ”peristroma” meant a valuable quilt, cover or tapistry. In this
volume, peristroma is synonymous with the emblematic pictures with the maxims of kings, which is what is depicted on the
twenty engravings.
£750

45. Friedens- Commerce- und Navigations-Tractat zwischen Ihro Königl. Majestät zu Dännemarck
König Friderich dem Fünften/ und dem durchlauchtigen Mahamet Caramelli bey zu Tripolis d. d.
den 22 Januarii 1752. Copenhagen, J. G. Höpffner, (1752). 4:o. (11) pp. Sewn as issued with
contemporary marbled backstrip and placed in later plain bluish grey boards. Signature of J. Fli#et on
front pastedown. A nice copy.
Also printed in Danish in the same year. On December 8 1752 a corresponding treaty was made with Tunis.
£330

46. (FULLER, ANNE) Le couvent, ou histoire de Sophie Nelson. Traduit de l’anglois. I-III.
Londres, et se trouve, a Paris chez Briand, 1789-90. 12:o. (4),216,145-66,(2 blanka) + (4),236 +
(4),182 pp. Contemporary half calf with raised bands, spine ruled in gilt and with coloured title-
compartment. Blue marbled edges. Spine with super"cial but unpleasant cracks and four minor
wormholes. Front cover with damage to upper edge, corners bumped. Some soiling, spotting in parts.
Dampstain at top of inner margin from the beginning but fading at p. 50. Corner torn off on pp. 49-
50. Leonore Ramström’s signature on title, a blurred black stamp with the monogram ”HR” [?] on
half-title and Erland Herlén’s signature dated 1862.
ESTC T147261. Probably printed in Paris. Second part printed in 1789, the other two in 1790. !e original, ”!e convent,
or, the history of Sophia Nelson”, was "rst published in 1786. Anne Fuller, dead c. 1790, was born in Ireland and wrote
novels in the Gothic style.
£750

47. GEIJER, ER. GUST. & AFZELIUS, ARV. AUG. Svenska folk-visor från forntiden, samlade
och utgifne [Old Swedish folk songs ...]. I-III & musical notes. Stockholm, Strinnholm och
Häggström, Z. Haeggström, Kongl. privilegierade not tryckeriet, respectively, 1814-(18). 8:o and 4:o.
Engraved title,(2),LXVIII,249,(1) + (4),258,260-64,264-304,(2) + 254,(2) pp. + 31 + 28 + 30
engraved pages with musical notes. Four volumes in contemporary half calf with richly gilt spines,
glazed paper labels and sprinkled edges. Note volume damaged at head of spine and its label chipped.
Minor foxing, mostly in volume I. Bookplate. 
!e engraved title depicts a blind singer with a harp in a Macphersonic manner. !e third volume also with the subtitle: ”med
öfversättning av motsvarande skotska folksånger” [with translations of corresponding Scottish folk songs]. !e similarities
between the Scottish and Swedish popular poetry are seen as ”evident witnesses of a time when all these Nordic peoples who



inhabited the islands and beaches of the Baltic and North Seas shared a common language and litterature”. (Our
translation.)
£830

48. GOSSELMAN, CARL AUGUST. Resa i norra Amerika [Travels in northern America]. I-II.
Nyköping, P. E. Winge, 1835. 8:o. Extra litographed title page,(8),326 pp. + extra litographed title
page,(6),332 pp. Somewhat worn contemporary half calf binding with gilt spine, red title label and
oval dark green number label. Yellow edges. Spine somewhat blotchy. Insert with some tears, for
instance in the upper margin on pp 229 in part I, in the lower margin on pp 19, 51 and 57 in part II.
!e lower corner is missing on pp 257 in part II and a small stain in the text on pp 275-80. With A.
Fineman’s gilt label at the bottom of the spine. 
Larson Swedish Commentators on America 259. About Gosselman’s stay in the USA during the autumn of 1826. Aside
from the trip itself, in which he visits the Niagara Falls, New York and Washington (amongst other places), the author
describes the United States constitution and armed forces.
£210

49. GRAFFMAN, C. S. & BILLMARK, C. J. Skottska vuer tecknade efter naturen under en resa i
Skottland år 1830. (I-VI). Stockholm, Gjöthström & Magnusson and P. A. Norstedt et söner,
respectively, 1831-33. Folio. Lithographed title-leaf,(26) pp. & 24 lithographed plates. Beautiful
contemporary crimson half morocco, somewhat worn, with broad raised bands, spine decorated in gilt
and blind. Dark orange paper with a blind-stamped pattern on covers, which are slightly rubbed. Text-
leaves and plates uncut. Some foxing and minor spotting, mainly in the margins.
With the list of subscribers which is sometimes lacking. Published in six parts in 1831-33. !e text was written by Ture
Vensjoe. Carl Samuel Graffman (1802-42) wanted to see the landscape described in the novels by Walter Scott and met
Billmark during his travels. Graffman’s career as an artist was cut short when he became mentally ill in 1837 and con"ned to
a mental hospital in Stockholm.
£750

50. (GRANBERG, PER ADOLF) Svenska djurens historia, med "gurer, skurne i träd [A history of
Swedish mammals, with wood-engravings]. Stockholm, Elméns & Granbergs tryckeri, 1817. 8:o.
(4),132 pp. Nice contemporary sprinkled boards with brown morocco label (Bonniers bokbinderi,
Stockholm). Spine slightly faded, edges trimmed, occasional ruststains and minor spotting. Small
inkstain in the text on p. 24. Closed tear at head of title and on p. 4. Worn and soiled front and rear
wrappers from another copy loosely supplied. A good copy with signature and bookplate of the
Swedish nature and animal painter Gunnar Brusewitz. 
Müntzing I:69 for the second edition published in 1839 with the title ”Swenska djuren” [Swedish mammals]. !ere are
copies with an extra plate opposite p. 127. A variant printed on better paper and with a shortened foreword also exists.
”Svenska djurens historia” was one of the "rst Swedish books illustrated with wood-engravings, which were cut from
originals by !omas Bewick. In his foreword the author claims to have made the engravings himself, but since his lower arm
was replaced with a prosthesis this seems less probable.
£630

51. GUARINI, (GIOVANNI) BATTISTA. Il pastor "do. Le berger "delle. Faict italien et françois
pour l’utilité de ceux qui desirent appreandre les deux langues. De Baptiste Guarini. Paris, chez M.
Guillemot, 1622. 12:o. Engraved title,(24) pp.,11,13-310 leaves. Contemporary vellum, somewhat
worn, with MS titel on spine. Pastedowns with minor defects. Title somewhat closely cut in upper
margin and with a very small purple stain. Dampstaining in upper margin on leaves 17-71, occasional
light foxing towards the end. Bookplate of the Swedish ethnographer L. F. Rääf. 
Guarini’s pastoral, "rst printed in 1590, was modeled on  Tasso’s ”Aminta”. !e "rst French translation was published in
1593. !is edition has parallel texts in French and Italian.
£210

52. GUEVARA, ANTONIO (de). Hof-folcks wäckiare/ theruthinnan medh monge herlige lärdomar
och märkelige exempel beskriffues oc affmålas/ hurulunda en hofperson sig emot hwar och en skal
förholla/ theslijkes igenom hwad medel han kan förwärffua sigh sin furstes och herres gunst/ och



henne framgeent niuta och beholla. Uthtolkat aff Erico Schrodero [!e courtier’s awakener, wherein
with many wonderful lessons and remarkable examples is described and depicted, how a courtier
should behave towards each man ...]. Stockholm, C. Reusnero, 1616. 8:o. (8),356,(4) pp.
Contemporary calf, worn, with raised bands, covers richly decorated in blind. Ties lacking. Some
worming to front and dampstaining on rear cover. Spine with a few wormholes and damage at the tail.
Dampstaining and minor spotting throughout, mainly in the margins. A few wormholes towards the
end. Pp. 37-44 partly loose. Old ownership notes on endpapers and on title. A nice copy.
Collijn 335. !e E-gathering has been carelessly composed and incorrectly signed, which makes the pagination on pp. 66-79
very erratic. !e Spanish original ”Reloj de principes” was published in 1529. !e author was chaplain and historiographer to
King Charles V. !e work was published in several editions in Spanish and translated into a number of other European
languages already in the 16th century. !e translator Ericus Schroderus was, together with his brother Johan Skytte, teacher
in reading and writing to Prince Charles Philip of Sweden. Schroderus was appointed corrector of the printing made by the
Crown in 1612, with the addition that he should translate what was deemed to be necessary. !e main focus was, naturally
enough, on mirrors for princes and cautionary tales.
£750

53. GUSTAV III. Siri Brahe oder die Neugierigen. Ein Schauspiel in drei Aufzügen. Aus dem
schwedischen übersetzt von J. A. Gruttschreiber. Berlin, bei J. F. Unger, 1794. 8:o. Engraved
portrait,XII,(4),139 pp. Early 20th-century burgundy morocco, slightly worn, with raised bands,
sparingly gilt spine, gilt cover edges and inner dentelles ( J. Gerbers, Hamburg). Top edge gilt, all other
edges trimmed. Some foxing and spotting. Minor dampstains in lower margin on the portrait, pp. 33-
48 and 93-96. Minor tear in lower margin on p. 101. Discoloured lower corner on p. 131. Dedication
by F. Rambach at bottom of title. 
Klemming Sveriges dramatiska litteratur pp. 143-44, edition a. First edition, published in German translation before the
Swedish original. !e play was "rst performed in 1788 and printed in Swedish in ”Skrifter ”1806. !e translator was secretary
at the Prussian legation in Stockholm. With a postscript by F. Rambach on Swedish theatre in general and on the play in
particular. Danish and French translations were also published.
£380

54. (GÖTREK, PÄR) Framtidens religion, uppenbarad af Saint-Simon. En kort framställning af den
nya religionsläran, enligt saint-simonisternes skrifter [!e religion of tomorrow, revealed by Saint-
Simon. A short description of the new religion, according to the writings of the saint-simonists].
Stockholm, L. J. Hjerta, 1831. 8:o. 48 pp. Contemporary grey paper wrappers, worn and stained. Stain
in lower inner corner on front cover and title. Stitching somewhat loose. Small trace of bookseller’s
ticket of G. L. Tullstorp on inside of rear cover. 
A second enlarged edition was published in 1833. !e ideas of Saint-Simon had been introduced in Sweden by W. F.
Dalman, Gustaf Hierta and Pär Götrek and a translation presenting the ideas of saintsimonianism had been published in the
literary journal ”Mimer” in 1830. !e present work, which is based on  Bazard’s lectures on saintsimonianism, contains a
biography of Saint-Simon and a list of appropriate French works on his teachings, among other things. Pär Götrek (1798-
1876) was a bookseller in Stockholm and one of the driving forces behind Skandinaviska sällskapet [!e Scandinavian
Society], an association of utopian socialists in the same city. He is perhaps best known as the publisher of the "rst Swedish
edition of ”!e Communist Manifesto”.
£630

55. (HAGEDORN, CHRISTIAN LUDWIG von & JANNECK, FRANZ CHRISTOPH) Lettre
à un amateur de la peinture avec des eclaircissemens historiques sur un cabinet et les auteurs des
tableaux qui le composent. Ouvrage entremêlé de digressions sur la vie de plusieurs peintres modernes.
Dresden, chez G. C. Walther, 1755. 8:o. Engraved front,(2),368,(14) pp. Contemporary calf with
raised bands, richly gilt spine and red label. Red edges. Spine damaged at top and somewhat worn.
Upper joint starting. Small stain in outer margin on pp. 115-20. Pale stain, partly into the text, on pp.
241-50. Bookplates.
!e opening letter on pp. 1-20 is written by Janneck and the extensive commentaries by Hagedorn.
£330

56. (HALL, JOSEPH) + LEMWIJK, OLOFF SWENSZON. Konst att känna folck/ sigh siälff och
andra: eller dygders och odygders lefwande uthwijsning/ framsatt aff Oloff Swensson Lemwig. +



Salomons ethica, seders-konst. Politica, regerings-konst. Oeconomica, hwshåldnings-konst/ framsatt
aff Oloff Swenson Lemwig. + Anatomia spiritualis eller en christen i sin ganska disposition och
omgänge öpenlagdh. Framstäldh på then högh-wälbohrne och nu mehra salig hoos gudh/ grefwinna
och frw/ fru Ebba Brahe/ [...] hennes begrafnings dagh/ och henne/ medh alle godas samtycke/ så
wijda hennes kiöhn widkommer/ tilbörligen applicerat aff Oloff Swenszon Lemwijk. + Sweriges
devotion: eller Betrachtelser och förklarning öfwer innewarande åhrs tree allmenne solenne taksäyelse-
faste- och böne-dagars helige och vthwalde texter, genom guds andes nådh författade och
sammanskrifne. Första bönedagen. Stockholm, H. G. Eberdt, 1673. 8:o. (2),118 pp. + Stockholm, H.
Keysers tryckerij/ tryckt aff L. Hansson Wall, 1673. 8:o. (2),102 pp. + Stockholm, H. G. Eberdt, 1674.
8:o. (8),32 pp. + Stockholm, J. G. Eberdt, 1674. 8:o. 158 pp. Contemporary sprinkled calf with raised
bands, spine and cover decorated in blind, clasps preserved. Gilt and gauffered edges. Joints somewhat
worn, the upper one starting at bottom and with a minor wormhole. Corners somewhat bumped. Rear
endpapers with pencil scribble. A few minor wormholes in lower outer corner on front endpaper and
"rst title-leaf. First two works with heavy foxing in parts. !ird work partly somewhat browned and
with a tear in one of the preliminary leaves. Fourth work with faint dampstain in outer margin. Initials
”L. B.”, dated 1749, on front endpaper. A nice Sammelband. 
Collijn Sveriges bibliogra" 1600-talet 352 for the "rst work, which is a loose translation of Joseph Hall’s ”Characters of
vertues and vices” from 1608. For the second work Collijn 513 and Du Rietz Gastronomisk spegel 9: ”tvivelaktigt om den bör
medtagas i detta sammanhang” [it is doubtful if it should be included in this context]. !e work is an adaptation of one of
Hall’s texts. !e third work, Collijn 351, is a translation of Hall’s ”!e Christian laid forth, in his whole disposition and
carriage”, but revised to "t into the context. It has a printed dedication directed to Magnus Gabriel De la Gardie. !is is no
ordinary elegic sermon, rather a theological re#ection made at the funeral of Ebba Brahe. Collijn 513 for the fourth work.
!e Danish priest Olof Lemvig, or Lemwijk, came as a refugee to Sweden in 1671.
£750

57. HALLENBERG, JONAS. Disquisitio de nominibus in lingua suiogothica lucis et visus cultusque
solaris in eadem lingua vestigiis. Additae hinc inde sunt generaliores de linguarum origine
observationes. I-II. Stockholm, H. A. Nordström, (1815)-16. 8:o. 530 + 574,(2) pp. Two volumes in
contemporary boards with richly gilt red spines. Square green and round green and red glazed paper
labels on spines. Green paper on covers, yellow edges. Spines slightly soiled, front joint cracked on the
second volume. Covers and a few leaves in volume II with a few dampstains. Lower corner cut on p.
503 in volume II. A nice copy.
Graesse III:201. Brunet III:23. !e work is an etymological study of the terms ”ljus” [light] och ”syn” [vision] in the Geatish
language and their parallels in a number of European and Asian languages. Hallenberg, who at this time was occupied with
speculations on comparative religion, thought that the terms bore witness of ancient solar cults. Jonas Hallenberg (1748-
1834) was the Director-General of the National Heritage Board and one of the "rst Swedes who studied sanskrit.
£630

58. [Hawaii 1856] Wänskaps-, handels- och sjöfarts-tractat emellan hans maj:t konungen af Swerige
och Norrige å ena sidan, samt hans maj:t konungen af Hawaii Öarne å andra sidan, afhandlad och
sluten i Honolulu den 1 juli 1852, samt rati"cerad i Stockholm den 22 juli 1853 och i Honolulu den 5
april 1855. Treaty of friendship, commerce and navigation between his majesty the king of Sweden
and Norway and his majesty the king of the Hawaiian Islands done and concluded at Honolulu the 1
july 1852, rati"ed at Stockholm the 22 july 1853 and at Honolulu the 5 april 1855 [=headlines].
Stockholm, P. A. Norstedt & söner, 1857. 4:o. 27,(1) pp. Disbound. Stitching a little loose. Heavy
foxing from p. 13 and onwards and with dampstain in the lower margin. Small tears in outer margin
on pp. 17-20. Pencilled dedication Hartelius (?) at bottom of "rst page.
Swensk författnings-samling no. 78 1856. Was intended to be read from the pulpit. A Norwegian-English edition also exists.
£70

59. HEBBE, JOHAN GUSTAF. Nachrichten von den Azorischen Inseln besonders von der Insel
Fayal. Aus den Schwedischen Auszugsweise übersetzt und mit Anmerkungen begleitet von Professor
und Bibliothekar Rühss zu Greifswalde. Weimar, im Verlage des F. S. priv. Landes-Industrie-
Comptoirs, 1805. 8:o. IV,52 pp. Disbound and with new grey paper backstrip. Red edges. Occasional
minor spotting.



Printed as a part of ”Bibliothek der Reisebeschreibungen”, volume 28. !e Swedish original was published in Stockholm in
1804 under the title ”Några korta underrättelser om Fayal och de öfrige Açorerne”. 
£210

60. HISINGER, W. Samling till en mineralogisk geogra" öfver Sverige. Stockholm, H. A.
Nordström, 1808. 8:o. Engraved title,XX,276,(8) pp. & 5 engraved plates, whereof 3 folded. Fine
contemporary half calf with gilt spine and crimson glazed paper label. Edges sprinkled red. Joints with
small wormholes, occasional minor spotting. A good copy.
An ambitious attempt at an overview of Sweden’s geognostic nature. !e plates depict the mining "elds in Norberg and
Grängesberg, among other things. Wilhelm Hisinger (1766-1852) was a chemist and a mineralogist with interests in the
Swedish mining and iron industry. He also cooperated with the famous Swedish chemist J. J. Berzelius, which in 1804 led to
the discovery of the new element cerium. He published a number of works on geology, whereof one of the most important is
”Anteckningar i physik och geognosi under resor uti Sverige och Norrige” [Notes on physics and geognosy made during
travels in Sweden and Norway]. He donated his considerable collections to the Swedish Academy of Science.
£630

61. HOFFWENIUS, PETRUS. Synopsis physica disputationibus aliquot academicis comprehensa.
Editio secunda cum "guris. Stockholm, 1698. 8:o. (12),84 pp. & 11 woodcut plates. Fine half vellum
with beautiful MS title on spine ( Johanna Röjgård & Lars Laurentii). Occasional minor spotting.
Signature and duplicate pencil marking of the Royal Library, Stockholm. 
Collijn Sveriges bibliogra" 1600-talet 394. !e "rst edition, which lacked illustrations, was published as a series of
dissertations in 1678. !e present second edition was published and illustrated by Lars Roberg. ”Synopsis physica” represents
the de"nitive breakthrough for the new Cartesian worldview in Uppsala and Sweden. To avoid confrontation with the
theologians Descartes is never mentioned by name, despite the fact that his theories and scienti"c results is the main content
of the book! In Hoffwenius worldview Earth and the Solar System was not the result of divine creation but of slow and
natural evolution. ”Synopsis” was used as a textbook in Sweden into the 18th century. Petrus Hoffwenius was professor of
medicine at Uppsala university and had already caused offence at the University Senate in 1664 with his dissertation ”Parec-
basis, qua tropos epistemos seu”, which also was characterized by Cartesian reasoning. !is copy has belonged to Henric
Kalmeter (1693-1750), who was a trade statistician and councelor, working at the Mining and Trade Councils, the Alingsås
Factory and in the mining business.
£830

62. (HOLBERG, LUDVIG) Nicolai Klimii iter subterraneum novam telluris theoriam ac historiam
qvintæ monarchiæ adhuc nobis incognitæ exhibens e bibliotheca B. Abelini. Editio tertia auctior et
emendatior. Copenhagen & Leipzig, sumptibus F. C. Pelt, 1754. 8:o. Engraved title,(8),366,(2 blank)
pp. & 8 engraved plates, 2 of which are folded. Contemporary boards, worn, with MS title on spine.
Red edges. F. C. de Praun’s signature dated 1778, Harald Meyer’s bookplate. 
Bibliotheca danica IV 441. Ehrencron-Müller Bibliogra" over Holbergs skrifter III, pp. 229-31. First published in 1741 and
in Danish translation in 1742.
£400

63. HUGO, VICTOR. Les orientales. Paris, Charpentier, libraire-éditeur, 1841. 8:o. (2),296 pp.
Splendid contemporary lilac velvet binding with gilt borders on covers, all edges gilt. Original leather
joints, white glazed moiré #yleaves, doublures. In a contemporary black paper slipcase, somewhat worn
and warped, with cloth-strengthenings to joints and title letterered in gilt. From Herrborum Manor in
Östergötland, Sweden.
”Les orientales” was "rst published in 1829 and is a collection of poems inspired by the Greek War of
Independence.
£330



64. HUME, DAVID. Smärre afhandlingar i allmänna hushållningen. Öfversättning ifrån sista
engelska uplagan af år 1772. I. samlingen. Stockholm, J. A. Carlbohm, 1791. 8:o. (4),187,(1) pp. Uncut
and unopened in contemporary grey paper wrappers. MS title on partly defective spine. Stitching with
minor tears. Slight foxing. From Ericsberg Castle in Södermanland, Sweden. 
All published. Translated by Peter Jacob Hjelm from the London edition 1772 of ”Essays and treatises”. Contains chapters
on ”om för"ningar i konsterna (eller yppighet)” [on re"nement in the arts (or luxuriance)] and ”om mynt (eller penningar)”
[on coins (or money)]. 
£400

65. HÖRBERG, PEHR. Des Schwedischen Bauern und Malers Pehr Hörberg ’s
Lebensbeschreibung. Von ihm selbst verfasst; übersetzt und mit einigen Anmerkungen begleitet vom
Professor Schildener zu Greifswald. Mit dem Bildnisse Hörberg’s und einer Zeichnung desselben im
Umriss. Greifswald, bei F. W. Kunike, 1819. Small 8:o. Engraved portrait,XXX,(1,1 blank),110 pp. &
1 folded plate. With a couple of illustrations in the text. Contemporary glazed light blue wrappers,
somewhat worn and stained. Spine partly defective, especially at the outer joint. Bookplate of Carl
Jedvard Bonde. From Ericsberg. 
!e Swedish original was published in 1817. One of the most notable Swedish biographies from older times.
£380

66. [Swedish East India Company] Ihro königl. Majestät erneüertes offenes Privilegium, die
Fortsetzung der Fahrt und des Handels nach Ost-Indien betreffend. Gegeben im Raht den 17 Junii
Anno 1746. Stockholm, in der königl. Buchdruckerey, bey dem Directeur P. Momma, (1746). 4:o. (28)
pp. Uncut and unopened in three and a half loose but folded sheets. Some foxing in the margins in
parts, but a "ne copy.
When the "rst 15-year charter for a Swedish East India Company expired in 1746, several interest groups expressed their
wishes to continue the trade. A commission with Samuel Åkerhielm and C. G. Tessin, among others, was set up to decide in
the matter. After some debate, the direction of the earlier company, in coalition with the head of the Royal Board of Trade,
Anders Plomgren, emerged with the victory, and this second charter, with a duration of 20 years, was con"rmed on June 17
1746. !e charter was printed in both Swedish, French and German.
£400

67. IRVING, WASHINGTON. Bracebridge Hall, eller en vår på landet i England. I-II. + Anmälan.
Finland och dess invånare af Friedr. Rühs. Andra upplagan, tillökt och omarbetad af Adolph Iwar
Arwidsson. [=headline]. + Anmälan. Memoirer af Joseph Fouché, hertig af Otranto och general
police-minister. [=headline]. + Lady Morgans resa uti Italien. [=headline]. + Anmälan. Johanna
Schopenhauers Resa genom England och Skottland [...]. Samma författarinnas Resa genom södra
Frankrike [...]. [=headline]. + Hos älskare af en roande och tillika undervisande lecture
recommenderas följande skrifter: [=headline]. + Förlags-katalog. [=headline]. Stockholm, Z.
Hæggström, 1828. 8:o. (4),272 + (4),272 pp. + (Stockholm, Z. Hæggström, 1827?). 8:o. (4) pp. +
Stockholm, Z. Hæggström, 1827. 8:o. (4) pp. + Stockholm, Z. Hæggström, 1827. 8:o. (8) pp. +
Stockholm, Z. Hæggström, 1827. 8:o. (8) pp. + Stockholm, Z. Hæggström, 1827. 8:o. (2) pp. +
Stockholm, Z. Hæggström, 1827. 8:o. (4) pp. + Stockholm, Z. Hæggström, 1827. 8:o. (8) pp. Two
volumes uncut in printed grey paper wrappers, somewhat worn and spotted. Carelessly opened in
parts, with chipping, tears and minor paper losses in the margins. First part foxed, a long tear in the
leaf pp. 207-08 and a piece of the margin torn off pp. 227-28. Second part with occasional minor
spotting and a faint dampstain on pp. 175-98. A very good copy. 
Translated by Jacob Ekelund. Both the "rst and second prospectus with information on Heineken’s ”Re#exioner öfver
åtskilliga naturlifvets minst förklarliga phenomener”. !e second one is dated December 1827. !e third prospectus is dated
June 1827 and also advertises a few theological works. !e "fth is dated February 1827 and advertises ”Jorden och dess
invånare”, ”Al. Selkirchs sällsamma äfventyr”, ”Bibliothek i allmänna geographien för ungdom och olärda”, ”Lady Morgans
Resa uti Italien” and ”Naturens under”. !e publisher’s catalogue at the end is dated February 1827.
£170

68. JAMES, (GEORGE PAYNE RAINSFORD). Zigenaren. I-II. + Lueleagh. Autobiographi af en
skottsk gräfsvinshund. Utgifven af Charles Phipps. Stockholm, L. J. Hjerta, 1843. 12:o. 374 + 1-362



pp. + Stockholm, L. J. Hjerta, 1843. 12:o. 36 pp. Eight volumes uncut in printed light green wrappers.
Well-read copies. !e seventh part with a crease in the rear cover and in the leaf pp. 289-290. Fine
and carefully opened inserts. Last work unopened. A nice suite in original condition from Ericsberg
Castle in Sweden. 
Furuland K:134 och K:135. Part 39-46 in Hjerta’s ”Nytt läsebibliothek. 1842-1843 års samling”. !e second work is printed
to "ll up the last part. Charles Phipps is a pseudonym according to Furuland. !e original, ”!e gypsy”, was "rst published in
1835 and ”!e autobiography of Lueleagh, a scoth terrier” probably in 1836.
£250

69. [Charles XI of Sweden] Kurtzer Bericht von des grossmächtigsten und glorwürdigsten Königs
König Carls des Elften der Schweden/ Gothen und Wenden Königs/ &c. &c. &c. Begräbnüss Act, so
geschehen zu Stockholm in der Ritterholms Kirche den 24 novembris, anno 1697. Stockholm, bey sel.
Wankifs Wittwe, (1697). 4:o. (28) pp. Uncut and unopened sheets. A "ne copy. 
VD17 1:693694K. Warmholtz Bibliotheca historica Sueo-Gothica 8067, the note. German translation of ”Kort berättelse
om [...] konung Carl den Elloftes [...] begrafning”, printed in the same year. Pages 17-28 contains the chapter ”Betreffend
die Ornamenten und Ausszierungen dess Chores so wohl alss der Kirchen bey dieser königl. Begräbnuss/ so waren
dieselbigen von dem Herrn Ober-Intendenten Tessin folgender Gestalt angeordnet”.
£230

70. KARL XIV JOHAN. Recueil des ordres de mouvement, proclamations et bulletins de s.a.r. le
prince royal de Suède, commandant en chef l’armée combinée du nord de l’Allemagne en 1813 et
1814. Stockholm, Eckstein, 1838. 8:o. 650,(1) pp. Elegant contemporary green half morocco with
richly gilt spine and yellow edges, bookbinder’s label of J. C. Hoppe, Christiania. Spine partly faded,
corners somewhat worn. A few dampstains, small hole with loss of one letter on p. 113. MS note on
verso of front endpaper: ”J. G. Paykull har fått denna bok af h.m. konung Carl 14de, under vistelsen i
Norrige 1838.” [ J. G. Paykull has received this book from H.M. Charles XIV, during the stay in
Norway 1838.] 
Setterwall Svensk historisk bibliogra" 3864. A second edition was published in 1839 and a Swedish translation in 1841.
Hoppe was the most distinguished bookbinder in Oslo in the 19th century. J. G. Paykull was a Swedish diplomat and the
First State Secretary for Foreign Affairs 1832-40. As such he accompanied the king on his politically momentous journey to
Norway 1838-39.
£630

71. KIÖPING, NILS MATSON. Beskrifning om en resa, genom Asia, Africa och många andra
hedna länder, som är gjord af Nils Mathsson Köping, för detta kongl. maj:ts skeps-lieutenant.
Förbättrad och &erde gången uplagd [An account of a journey, through Asia, Africa and many other
hethe countries, which is made by Nils Mathsson Köping, former leutenant in His Majesty’s Navy.
Improved and published for the fourth time]. Västerås, J. L. Horrn, 1759. 8:o. (8),158,(2) pp.
Contemporary half calf, somewhat worn, with raised bands, sparingly gilt spine, tan label and
sprinkled edges. Spine somewhat dry and blotchy and with damage at top. Signatures and bookplate.
With a foreword by Lars Salvius. Nils Matson Kiöping (ca 1621-80) was the son of a priest and grew up in Köping in
Västmanland, Sweden. He was presumably a second cousin of the councillor Per Brahe d.y. and his "rst wife and was, in
other words, well connected with the circuits of power. He spent the years 1647-56 at sea and worked for the Dutch East
India Company, among others, before returning to Sweden. It has been said about Köping that his subjective and colourful
style probably contributed to the success of his travel account among the general public. !e work was "rst published in 1667
and the second edition in 1674. A third edition was published in 1743 by Lars Salvius, who made a thorough revision of the
text, which is preserved in the present edition.
£670

72. KLETT, ANDREAS. Ny trencher-bog, hvorudi gives anledning hvorledes man ret, maneerlig og
som nu brugeligt er, adskillige spise ordentlig skal paa bordet sætte, de samme ziirligen forskiere og
forelegge, ogsaa endeligen igien artelig optage, tilforne paa adskillige stæder oplagt, nu nyligen med
#iid øverseet,  og med fornødne "gurer kommen til lyset ved Andreas Kletten. Fordansket i
Kiøbenhavn. Copenhagen, N. Hansen Møller, 1747. 12:o. 84 pp. With a large number of illustrations
in the text. Marbled boards with tan leather label (Anker Kyster, 1940). Original marbled wrappers
mounted and preserved. In a well-made but somewhat spotted paper slipcase with leather label. Some



foxing, minor chipping in the margins, dampstain on last leaf. Title-leaf reinforced in inner margin
with paper which is covering a few letters in the title.
Bibliotheca danica II:264. !ird edition of Denmark’s "rst book on carving; the previous editions had been printed in 1678
and 1708 respectively as part of Grefflinger’s ”Ethica complementoria”. !e work is a translation of Klett’s ”Neues Trenchier-
Büchlein” (1657). According to Quaritch Catalogue 1276 the work is compiled by Prince Maximilian Willibald von Wolfegg
from Matthias Gieger’s ”Il Trinciante” (Padova 1621) and ”Li tre trattati” (Padova 1639) and printed in G. P. Harsdörffer’s
”Vollständiges Trincir-Büchlein” (Nürnberg ca 1640) and later under Klett’s name.
£2080

73. [Royal Swedish Academy of Arts] Förteckning på kgl. målare- och bildhuggare-akademiens
samlingar af böcker, estamper, statyer, buster, bas-reliefer m.m. Stockholm, C. Delén, 1806. 8:o. (2),74
pp. Red morocco binding from the late 1900’s, with gilt spine and thin inner dentelles in gold. !e
insides of the boards clad in blue, moiré silk. !e original wrappers included. In a light blue slipcase.
Spine somewhat faded. Some foxing, mostly on the title leaf. 
Almquist Sveriges bibliogra"ska litteratur 3039. Large parts of the collections are still preserved at the Royal Swedish
Academy of Arts.
£150

74. KRANTZ, ALBERT. Rerum Germanicarum historici claris. regnorum aquilonarium, Daniæ,
Sueciæ, Noruagiæ, chronica. Quibus gentium origo vetustissima, & ostrogothorum, wisigothorum,
longobardorum atq normannorum, antiquitus inde profectorum, res in Italia, Hispania, Gallia &
Sicilia gestæ, præter domesticam historiam, narrantur. Accessit, supplementi cuiusdam instar,
dithmarsici belli historia, christiano cilicio cimbro autore. Item Iacobi Ziegleri Schondia, id est
regionum & populorum septentrionalium, ad Krantzianam historiam perutilis descriptio. Cum
præfatione ad illustrissimum principem Ludovicum ducem Wirtenbergensem, Ioan. Wol"j I. C.
Addito indice locupletissimo. Frankfurt am Main, A. Wechelum, 1575. Folio. (20),505,(39) pp. With a
few woodcut illustrations in the text. + KRANTZ, ALBERT. A. Krantzii, viri in theologia et ivre
ponti"cio celeberrimi, historicique clarissimi, Wandalia. De Wandalorum vera origine, variis gentibus,
crebris è patria migrationibus, regnis item, quorum velautores vel euersores fuerunt. Cum indice
lockupletiss. Frankfurt am Main, A. Wechelum, 1580. Folio. (6),338,(22,1 blank,1) pp. Contemporary
vellum with MS title and leather ties, of which the upper one is defective. Front cover somewhat
stained at top. Some dampstaining, a few sootstains, tear in upper margin on p. 431. Signature of Ulric
Celsing, a nice copy from Biby Manor in Sweden.
Warmholtz Bibliotheca historica Sueo-Gothica 2497, the note, for the "rst work. Earlier editions of ”Rerum Germanicarum”
had been published in Basel 1548 och Köln 1574. Albert Krantz (1448-1517) was a learned German historian who
published several chronicles on the history of Scandinavia and the Germanic territories in the spirit of Adam of Bremen. His
works was read by among others Olaus Magnus, who refers to them in his own writings. !e historian Matti Klinge has
shown how Krantz’s view that the Vandals of antiquity and the Swedish Wends were the same people in#uenced Gustav I of
Sweden to add the King of Wends and Vandals to his title in an effort to strengthen his own legitimacy. Some of Krantz’s
chronicles were continued by David Chytraeus (1530-1600), a disciple of Luther, theologian and historian.
£1670

75. [Anonymous] En nyttigh bok/ om konnunga styrilse och höfdinga/ fordom för någre hundrade
åhr/ af en förståndigh swensk man skrifvin/ock nu nyliga framkommen/ och utaf framlidhne salighe
hoos gudi martyren/ höglo#igh hos oss uthi hele christenhetenne i åminnelse. Den stormechtigheste
högborne förste och herre h. Gustaf Adolf den andre och store/ Swerikes/ Göthes o[c]h Wendes
konung/ storförste til Finland/ hertigh uthi Estland och Carelen/ herre utöfuer Ingermanland/ &c.
fordom alles wår nådigeste konung/ &c. först öfwerläsin/ och efter h.k. m:tz nådige befalning/ strax
ord från ord trykt blifvin/ och sedan imedlertijdh medh torftige register förbettrad/ och nu publicerat
[A useful book on the government of kings and leaders]. (Uppsala, E. Mattsson), 1634. 4:o. (12),87,(1
blank,40) pp. Plain half calf, worn, renovated in the middle of the 19th century with a red leather
label. Faint stain and a couple of scratch-marks on title leading to loss of one letter. First and last page
reinforced in inner margin, some dampstaining and spotting on the "rst and last leaves. Erased stamp,
signature and bookplate on front pastedown. A large copy from the library of the distinguished
Swedish book collector Gustaf Bernström with his MS note ”coll. cat”.



Collijn 461-62. Published by Johannes Bureus. ”Konnunga styrilse” is a work on the education of a young king, written in
Sweden during the late Middle Ages. It could have been composed for Magnus Eriksson ca 1330. !e author is unknown,
but the work is likely an adaptation of the Italian theologian and author Collona’s ”De regimine principum”, which was
intended for Philip the Handsome of France. !e manuscript came into the hands of Bureaus through Johan Skytte and it
probably originates from Vadstena kloster. Bureus had the work ready for publication already in 1624 and Gustavus
Adolphus had thoughts about ordering it to be used for school purposes. !e manuscript which Bureaus used has long since
disappeared and in older times its authenticity was called in question. Following the discovery of the so called
”Vadstenafragmentet” [the Vadstena fragment] in the Helsingfors Senate Archives in 1867 the authenticity of the fragment
has however been conformed. !e Swedish literary historian Henrik Schück has called the fragment ”our "rst actual text
edition”. Even though the text is built on foreign originals it is both in language and content a very successful and
independent adaptation. !e work was reprinted in 1650 and a new edition published by Schefferus in 1669.
£1250

76. Kununga ok höfdinga styrilse + (SNORRE STURLASSON) Kununga ok höfdinga styrilse hoc
est regum principumque institutio ab incerto auctore gentis sueticæ ante sæcula nonnulla patrio
sermone conscripta. Quam ex mandato illustrissimi regni cancellarii comitis Magni Gabr. De-la
Gardie &c. &c. In sermonem latinum vertit, notisq’; necessariis illustravit Joannes Schefferus
argentoratentis. + (SNORRE STURLASSON) Norlandz chrönika och beskriffning: hwaruthinnan
förmähles the äldste historier om Swea och Götha rijken/ sampt Norrie/ och een-deels om
Danmarck/ och om theres wilkår och tilstånd. Sammanfattad och ihopa dragen aff åthskilliga
trowärdiga bööker/ skriffter och handlingar. + HYLTENIUS-(SILFVERSKIÖLD), NICOLAUS.
Panegyricus regum maximo seculique sui potentissimo dn. Carolo Gustavo Svecorum Gothorum ac
Wandalorum regi, magno principi Finlandiæ, duci Scaniæ, Esthoniæ, Careliæ, Bremæ, Verdæ, Stetini-
Pomeranorum et Wandaliæ, principi Rugiæ, domino Ingriæ et Wismariæ, nec non comiti palatino ad
Rhenum, Bavariæ, Juliaci, Cliviæ et Montium duci, &c. consecratus: et Ubsaliæ ipsis idibus februarii,
qvibus augustissimum illud septentrionis sidus superiori hyeme Gothoburgi occidisset, dictus.
Stockholm, N. Wankivius, 1669. Folio. Engraved front,(14),234,(1) s. + Visingsborg, J. Kankel, 1670.
Folio. (12),26,26-104,(1 blank),105-10,1-376,378-504,506-23,(1 blank,7) s. With a full page woodcut
illustration on the last but one preliminary leaf. With an errata ticket pasted into the margin on p. 108
in the "rst pagination. + N.p, (1661). Folio. (32) pp. Contemporary calf, rather worn but elegant, with
raised bands and richly gilt spine with lettering: ”Konunga: styrelse. och sagur”. Sprinkled edges. Old
ink numbering in upper margin on title in the "rst work. A few stains, dampstains, marginal tears and
wormholes, some foxing in the last work. According to a MS index on front pastedown, two smaller
works have discreetly removed from the volume. Signature of O. Kumblæus and ownership stamp of
Lars P. Hülphers.
Collijn Sveriges bibliogra" 1600-talet 462 and 367-68, respectively for the "rst two works. Warmholtz Bibliotheca historica
Sueo-Gothica 2698, Almqvist Johann Kankel 6, Fiske Icelandic collection p. 539 and Afzelius Svenska skrifter rörande
Island p. 48 for the second work. Warmholtz Bibliotheca historica Sueo-Gothica 4826 and Åhlén & Åhlén Censur och
tryckfrihet 16.52 for the last work. First work with the uncommon extra complimentary poem by N. Heinsius. Frontispiece
engraved by Dionysius Padt Brugge after David Klöcker Ehrenstrahl. It depicts the young Charles XI steering the ship of
Sweden. !e text was "rst published by J. T. Bureus in 1634 and was reprinted in 1650. !e manuscript which Bureaus had
used for his edition was no longer available, which meant that Schefferus had to use the printed text of Bureus edition and
supply it with a parallel text in Latin, though not without adding several improvements. !e work is an educational manual
for a young king, written during the Swedish Middle Ages. It may be written for Magnus Eriksson c. 1330. !e author is
unknown, but the work is probably an adaptation of the Italian theologian and writer Colonna’s ”De regimine principum”
which was intended for Philip the beautiful of France. Even though the text is based on foreign originals it is a very
successful and independent adaptation both in its language and content. !e manuscript probably came from Vadstena
kloster. Schefferus’ edition was published by order of Magnus Gabriel De la Gardie who also paid for the printing of the
work. !e errata ticket in the second work is not mentioned in the bibliographical literature, but exists in at least two
different compositions, of which this one has the spelling ”affattat”. Translated and edited by Jonas Rugman. With a
foreword by Daniel Gyldenstolpe and ”Hugonis Grotij företal på göthernes/ wänders och longobarders historia” which takes
up over 100 pages. !is is the "rst printed edition of Snorre Sturlasson’s ”Heimskringla”. !e last work is begun with a
printed dedication to Charles XI of Sweden and is concluded with a celebratory text to Hyltenius, written by Christian
Ravius. Nicolaus Hyltenius (1635-1702) was raised to the nobility as Silverskiöld in 1686. He studied at the school on
Visingsö and at Uppsala University. He defended a doctor’s thesis on Hugo Grotius in 1658 but was never conferred, and in
1661 he instead made an oration on Charles X Gustav, who had died the previous year. To gain success a student had to
acquire powerful patrons, and S wished to get attention from the royal family and  from the leader of Charles XI’s regency,
Magnus Gabriel de la Gardie, who was the chancellor of the university. However, S came in con#ict with the university
council when he dedicated his oration to Charles XI and started printing it without permission. S appealed to the chancellor,



who thought that S should be allowed to print his oration without the dedication. Strangely enough the printing was made
with the dedication, writes ”Svenskt biogra"skt lexikon”. 1667 S was made professor at the new university in Lund.
utnämndes han till professor i svensk och dansk rätt vid Lunds nya universitet. Probably it is the vicar of Rättvik, Olof
Kumblæus (1663-1731) who has written his name in this copy. Lars Petter Hülphers (1746-1800) was brother of the
topographical writer Abraham Hülphers. He was a shopkeeper and city court judge in Västerås. His library was probably sold
by a MS catalogue in 1808.
£1460

77. KÖNIGSTEDT, C. W. von. Afhandling om schack-spel. Fjerde upplagan. Stockholm, O. Grahn,
1816. 8:o. 40 pp. Uncut in early 20th-century marbled boards. Spine and front cover partly faded.
Contemporary grey paper wrappers preserved. Some browning, slight soiling, dampstains and foxing.
Signature of J. A. S. Åberg. 
Earlier editions in 1771, 1784 and 1806. Königstedt’s small brochure is the "rst printed original work in Swedish on the
history and theory of chess.
£290

78. (LA BRUYÈRE, JEAN de) Les caracteres de !eophraste traduits du grec, avec les caracteres ou
les moeurs de ce siecle. Neuvieme edition, revûë & corrigée. Paris, E. Michallet, (1696). 12:o.
(32),52,1-662,XLIV,(6) pp. !e title-page printed in red and black. Contemporary rather worn
leather binding with raised bands, gilt spine and board-edges and label in red morocco. Edges
sprinkled in red. Loss of a little leather at the top of the spine and with a shallow crack in the lower
front hinge. With a light damp stain in the outer margin on p. 1-24 and two smaller spots on p. 649.
With some neat contemporary notes in the margin. With C. A. Gyldenstolpe’s signature dated in
Paris 1699 and with L. F. Rääf ’s bookplate. 
Tchemerzine ”Bibliographie d’éditions originales et rares d’auteurs français” III, p. 810. Le Petit ”Bibliographie des
principales éditions originales d’écrivains français” p. 434-35. !e de"nitive edition. With contemporary manuscript key
giving the names of some of the portraited persons. Contemporary calf with gilt spine.
£380

79. LA CHAMBRE, (MARIN CUREAU) de. L’art de connoistre les hommes. Amsterdam, chez
Jacques le jeune, 1660. 12:o. Engraved title,(10),278,(7) pp. Contemporary vellum. Tail of spine
slightly damaged. Minor wormhole from front pastedown to p. 37, with minor loss of text. Stain on p.
17. Signature. 
Waller 5477. !e work was originally published in quarto in 1659. A second volume appeared in 1669. Marin Cureau de La
Chambre (1594-1669) was a French physician and philosopher who was personal physician to Louis XIV, among other
things. He published a number of medical and philosophical works and was especially occupied with the physiology and
psychology of man, as is exempli"ed by this work. La Chambre also gained a reputation for his skills as a palm reader and
was one of the "rst to write in French on scienti"c and philosophical subjects.
£180

80. LA MÉTHERIE, J. C de. Herrarne von Humboldts och Bonplands resa till wändkretsarne åren
1799, 1800, 1801, 1802, 1803 och 1804. Ett utdrag ur deras memoirer. Öfwersättning ifrån tyskan af
E. W. Djurström. Örebro, N. M. Lindh, 1808. 8:o. 63 pp. Contemporary grey paper wrappers. Uncut
and unopened. Rear cover with two minor stains. Slight foxing. Stain in upper margin on p. 36 and
with a dampstain in outer margin on p. 61. 
Translation of a German summary of ”Notice d’un voyage aux tropiques” (1804). !e work describes Humboldt’s and
Bonpland’s travels in South and Central America.
£150

81. LACOMBE, (FRANÇOIS). Dictionnaire du vieux langage françois, enrichi de passages tirés des
manuscrits en vers & en prose, des actes publics, des ordonnances de nos rois, &c. Ouvrage utile aux
legistes, notaires, archivistes, génealogistes, &c. Propre à donner une idée du génie, des mœurs de
chaque siecle, & de la tournure d’esprit des auteurs; & nécessaire pour l’intelligence des loix
d’Angleterre, publiées en françois depuis Guillaume le Conquérant, jusqu’à Edouard III. Dédié à mgr
le duc d’Aiguillon. Paris, l’imprimerie de Lottin, 1765-66. 8:o. VIII,498,(2) pp. Half calf c. 1800,
somewhat worn, with richly gilt spine and crimson glazed paper label. Yellow edges. Partly with



dampstain in upper margin, on the "rst four leaves also in outer margin. A few minor stains, tear in
outer margin on p. 247. Bookplate of the Swedish ethnographer L. F. Rääf.
£250

82. (LATHOM, FRANCIS) Midnatts-klockan. Öfversättning. I-II. Gothenburg, L. Wahlström,
1801. 8:o. 160 + 161-324 pp. Contemporary tan sprinkled half calf with gilt-ruled spine and pink
glazed paper label. Red sprinkled edges. Some dampstains and soilings on pp. 57-63 and a hole caused
by paper thinning on pp. 61-62. Big and unpleasant inkstain on p. 257 affecting the surrounding
leaves, the fore-edge and the rear cover edge. Signature of C. F. Carleson and bookplate of Fleetwood,
Odensviholm. Apart from the inkstain a nice copy. 
!e original, ”!e midnigth bell”, was "rst published in 1798 and is considered as Francis Lathom’s (1774-1832) greatest
Gothic novel. !e library at Odensviholm in Tjustbygden in the southeast of Sweden was collected by the families
Granschoug, Carleson and Fleetwood. Carl Fredrik Carleson (1778-1837) worked at Svea hovrätt (the Swedish appeals
court) and was for a period director of the Swedish House of the Nobility. He died unmarried and some of his books were
obviously passed by inheritance to his brother at Odensviholm.
£420

83. (LENNOX, CHARLOTTE) Sophia, eller dygdens och behagens seger öfwer skönheten;
sedolärande, dock ej torr roman. Fri öfwersättning. Stockholm, kongl. Finska boktryckeriet, hos J. A.
Carlbohm, 1785. 8:o. 180 pp. Early 19th-century plain half calf, pale yellow edges. Spine with traces of
a title label and another paper label at bottom. Dampstains and traces of a removed bookplate on front
pastedown. Occasional spotting, some soiling in outer corner from avid reading. Stitching somewhat
loose in the "rst ten pages, rear hinge starting.
!e original, ”Sophia”, was "rst published in book form in 1762, after having "rst been published as a serial, ”Harriet and
Sophia”, in ”!e Lady’s Museum” in 1760-61. Lennox’ ”Henriette” was also translated into Swedish and published in 1781-
82.
£380

84. LINDGREN, ASTRID. Karlsson på taket smyger igen. Helsingborg, 1968. 167,(1) pp.
Publisher’s quarter cloth, insigni"cantly worn, with illustrated boards. Dedication: ”Till Mary Hej!
Från Astrid” and signature of Mary Ørvig. A "ne copy.
Mary Ørvig (1918-93) was manager of Svenska barnboksinstitutet [!e Institute for Children’s books] in Stockholm and
edited two books on Astrid Lindgren.
£210

85. LINNÉ, CARL (von). Flora Svecica exhibens plantas per regnum Sveciæ crescentes, systematice
cum differentiis specierum, synonymis autorum, nominibus incolarum, solo locorum, usu
pharmacopæorum. Stockholm, L. Salvius, 1745. 8:o. (4),XII,(4),419,(1) pp. & 1 folded engraved plate.
Contemporary half calf, rather worn, with raised bands and blue sprinkled edges. Spine faded and
blotchy. Foxing and spotting throughout, in some cases caused by dried #owers which have been used
as bookmarks. Some minor dampstains in the beginning and towards the end of the textblock. Plate
with tear and a few minor stains. Signature and ownership note.
Soulsby A catalogue of the works of Linnaeus 407. Krok Bibliotheca botanica suecana 17. First edition. Second edition
published in 1755. !e work was written in what has been called ”Linnaeus patriotic decade” during which ”Fauna Svecica”
was also published and the three state "nanced travels was carried through. !e plate depicts the linnaea.
£630

86. LINNÉ, CARL von. + BROWALLIUS, JOHAN. Critica botanica in qua nomina plantarum
generica, speci"ca, & variantia examini subjiciuntur, selectiora con"rmantur, indigna rejiciuntur;
simulque doctrina circa denominationem plantarum traditur. Seu Fundamentorum botanicorum pars
IV. Accedit Johannis Browallii De necessitate historiæ naturalis discursus. + Discursus de
introducenda in scholas et gymnasia praecipue vero in gymnasium Arosiene historiæ naturalis
lectione, ad generosissimum Dalekarliae gubernatorem, lib. bar. de Reuterholm, et reverendissimum
Arosiensem episcopum doct. Andr. Kalsenium. Leiden, apud C. Wishoff, 1737. 8:o. (16),270,(44) pp.
+ Leiden, apud C. Wishoff, 1737. 8:o. (8),24 pp. Uncut in contemporary grey paper boards, worn.



Heavy spotting on spine, later MS label. Plain paper slipcase with label printed in red. Occasional
minor foxing and ruststains. Small hole in the page number on p. 5 and in the margin on index leave
T7. Ruststain in lower margin. on p. 145. Old dedication ”Kalmar nation” on front #yleaf and an A at
bottom of title-page, which also contains a bookbinder’s note ”papr” in outer margin. A "ne copy.
Soulsby 276 for both works which were published together. !e ”Critica botanica”, which constitutes a further development
of aphorisms 210-314 in Fundamenta botanica, established Linnaeus’ rules when naming the plants genus and species, which
had long been a problematic issue in botany with its long and complicated denomination of species’ seemingly intended to
confuse rather than clarify. According to ”Critica botanica” a species is named using a single word and not just any kind of
names were permitted. It was for instance recommended, that if in any doubt, to name the genus after some famous botanist.
For the species itself a longer description is used containing a thorough characteristic though with an upper limit as to the
number of words used. !e ”Critica botanica” contains a noteworthy appendix, Johan Browallius’ (1707-55) ”Discursus” about
the importance of introducing natural science as a subject in schools and colleges. It is a typical plea of its time, shared by
many, of the bene"ts natural science in education could reap for society. Linnaeus had become acquainted with Browallius
during his time in Falun where the latter was chaplain and private tutor with the County Governor Nils Reuterholm. Under
Linnaeus’ in#uence Browallius came to develop a strong interest in the natural sciences and in the year when ”Discursus” was
published he was awarded a professorship in the natural sciences at Åbo. Whilst at Åbo he introduced Linnaeus’ taxonomy
before he was transferred to the theological faculty. Browallius, who became the Bishop of Åbo in 1749, also authored the
"rst biography of Linneaus, ”Curriculum vitæ Caroli Linnæi” (Swedish translation in 1920). Linnaeus reciprocated by
naming the plant genus Browallia after his friend. 
£2080

87. LINNÉ, CARL von. En fråga, som altid föreställes de naturkunniga, då det heter: Hwartil duger
det? (Cui bono?). Först framstäld och beswarad i en disputation på latin, under [...] Carl Linnæi
öfwerwaro, den 21 octob. år 1752. Men nu efter en hög befalning, på modersmålet öfwersatt af
Christopher El. Gedner. Stockholm, L. Salvius, 1753. 8:o. 32 pp.
Disbound. Foxing throughout, somewhat worn. From Ericsberg Manor in Sweden. Soulsby A
catalogue of the works of Linnæus 1697. Bibliotheca Walleriana 10906. Swedish translation of
Linnaeus treatise on the usefulness of the natural sciences.
£420

88. LINNÉ, CARL von. Versuche einer Natur-, Kunst- und Oeconomie Historie, von einigen
Schwedischen Provinzien, nach eigener Untersuchung zum Drucke befördert. Leipzig und
Stockholm, G. Kiesewetter, 1756. 8:o. (32),336 pp. & 1 folded engraved map & 2 engraved plates
whereof 1 folded. Nice darkbrown sprinkled boards with ivory-coloured label ( Johanna Röjgård).
Partial foxing and spotting, a few stains. Wormhole throughout at bottom of inner margin. Lacking
one serial title leaf. Old dedication at head of title.
Soulsby A catalogue of the works of Linnæus 213: ”Wanting the main title-page”. Bring Itineraria svecana 164. A translation
of Linnaeus ”Skånska resa”, "rst published in 1751. !e missing serial titel leaf states that ”Reisen durch das Königreich
Schweden, welche auf Befehl der hohen Obrigkeit, zur Verbesserung der Naturkunde, Haushaltungs- und Arzneykunst von
ihm angestellet, und mit Anmerkungen, so die Geschichte, Alterthümer, Sitten und Lebensart der Einwohner betreffen,
nachher sind herausgegeben worden. Erster !eil.” !e translation, which was made by C. E. Klein, was consequently
contemplated as the "rst in a series of translations of Linnés travels in Sweden. No additional parts was however published in
this series.
£670

89. LLOYD, (HENRY). Des Herrn General von Lloyd’s Abhandlung über allgemeinen Grundsätze
der Kriegskunst. Aus dem Englischen. Mit VI illuminirten Karten und V Planen. Frankfurt und
Leipzig, bei P. H. Perrenon, 1783. 4:o. XII,I-XXII,(2),159,(1) pp. & 6 folded hand coloured engraved
maps & 5 folded engraved plates. Nice contemporary marbled calf with raised bands, richly gilt spine
and yellow label. Red edges. Beautiful light red marbled endpapers. Spine slightly worn with
super"cial cracks. Occasional minor spotting. Minor ruststains in the outer margin on p. 23 and 84
and in the upper margin on p. 143. Maps with minor tears close to the stitching, the sixth map with
two inkstains in the lower margin. Plate 3 with ruststain. Signature of V. von Feilitzen and bookplate
of M. von Feilitzen at Åkerstad. A nice copy.
First German edition, another four were published. !e maps are headlined ”L’Empire Russe en Europe”, ”Turquie en
Europe”, ”Carte de France”, ”Carte de Pologne”, ”Hongrie, Transilovanie, Esclavonie et Croatie” and ”Carte d’Allemagne”.
Henry Lloyd (ca 1718-83) was born in Wales and as a military he took part in several wars. He collected his thoughts and



impressions in a number of books, of which the present one is the most important. !e original, ”Re#ections on the
principles of the art of war”, was "rst published in 1781 and supplemented with a second volume, published posthumously in
1784.
£420

90. LOCKE, ( JOHN). Lockes afhandling om underverk. Öfversättning af Carl Deleen. Stockholm,
Kumblinska tryckeriet, 1795. 8:o. 22 pp. Disbound and with new grey paper backstrip. Partly uncut.
Occasional minor spotting. Minor ink stains on title. A nice copy.
Not in Yolton John Locke. !e original, ”A discourse of miracles”, was "rst published in ”Posthumous works” in 1706 and
written in 1701-02. !e work is concluded with a short postscript by the translator. Carl Deleen, later Delén (1767-1850),
leased the Kumblin printing office at the time. He bought his own printing works in 1799 and carried on this business until
1846. He translated ”Lockes bref om religionsfriheten” [on religious freedom], which was published in 1793. Deleen was an
active Swedenborgian and his translations of Locke should be regarded with this in mind.
£290

91. LOCKE, JOHN. Johan Lockes oförgripelige tankar om werldslig regerings rätta ursprung/
gräntsor och ändamål; öfwersatte ifrån engelskan af Hans Harmens. Stockholm, Kongl. tryckeriet,
1726. 8:o. (8),382,(2) pp. Title printed in red and black. Contemporary marbled half calf, somewhat
worn, with slightly raised bands, no label. Heavy dampstaining in outer margin until p. 24 and a
similar stain in the upper corner on pp. 9-34. Some spotting in the margins and a few stains in the
text. C. Hellman’s contemporary signature on title and Joh. N. Nordenfeldt’s signature, dated 1785, on
front pastedown.
Yolton John Locke 60. Translation via David Mazel’s French edition of the second of ”Two treatises of government” (1690).
Harmen’s foreword deals with the difficulties in speaking of learned subjects in the sluggish and still undeveloped mother
tongue. Johan Niclas Nordenfeldt (1759-1825) was ironmaster at the Björneborg works in Värmland, Sweden.
£210

92. LUNDIUS, CARL. Notæ ac observationes in literas rom. ponti"cis Agapeti II de prærogativa
atque eminentia regis Upsalensis, sive Svioniæ. Accedunt prolegomena, quibus gloria linguæ & rei
svionicæ, contra nonneminis insultus, atque haud ita pridem editas cavillationes, evidentissimis
rationibus vindicatur. Uppsala, (Rudbeckska tryckeriet), (1702)-03. Folio. (11,1 blank),20,1-48 pp.
With woodcut illustrations in the text. Contemporary calf, somewhat worn, with raised bands,
oxidized decor on spine, all edges gilt. Covers with double oxidized borders surrounding differently
coloured panels. Endpapers with turkish marbling. Spine somewhat faded, joints starting at bottom.
Minor super"cial worming on front cover, covers warped. Title and preliminary pages with
dedications somewhat browned. Occasional spotting, for example on pp. 35-36. Signatures of Eric
Edman Johansson and Samuel Triewald, bookplate of Carl Jedvard Bonde. From Ericsberg Castle in
Södermanland, Sweden. 
Warmholtz Bibliotheca historica Sueo-Gothica 6896. According to the renowned Swedish bibliophile Per Hierta, Lundius
”Notæ” was, along with the fourth volume of Olaus Rudbeck’s famous Atlantica, the last work produced by the Rudbeckian
printing shop before the great "re in Uppsala in 1702. A large part of the edition was therefore destroyed by "re. Lundius
had a new title-leaf and three different dedications printed in 1703, which were added to some of the remaining copies. !ese
leaves are very rare but present in this copy. !e papal bull in itself is a forgery which aims to show that the description of the
Danaholm Treaty in the Code of Västergötland, with the Swedish king on horseback and the Danish king holding the bridle,
is true, in contrast to the way the story is told in the Code of Scania, where the roles are reversed. !e Swedish historian Nils
Ahnlund has shown that the notorious liar Nils Rabenius, vicar of Hedemora, has left his calling card in the text, in the form
of a reference to a delegate by the name of Rabbe, a "ctitious medieval family who Rabenius claimed his own family were
descended from. !e list of boundary marks is carelessly edited, which means that the same marks reappears in different
shapes, and that Västergötland’s border to Småland is also included! Samuel Triewald (1688-1743), whose signature is found
in this copy, was a writer, diplomat and member of the Swedish Academy of Sciences. His ”Läre-spån uti svenska skalde-
konsten” [Teachings in the Swedish art of poetry] was posthumously published in 1756.
£710

93. MABLY, (GABRIEL BONNOT) de. Des principes des négociations. Pour servir d’introduction
au droit public de l’Europe, fondé sur les traités. Haag, 1757. 8vo. VIII,278 pp. Contemporary
marbled calf, somewhat worn, with slightly raised bands, gilt spine, crimson morocco label and gilt
cover edges. Strikingly and beautifully marbled edges. Label slightly chipped, spine with minor



damage at top. Bookplate.
A second edition was printed in 1767. Gabriel Bonnot de Mably (1709-85) was a French abbé and a political author. He
claimed that economic inequality lay behind the disunity of society and has been descrinbed as one of the most radical social
philosophers of his time. He was heavily in#uenced by Plato's ”Republic”, and wanted to create greater equality through tax
reform. His main work ”De la legislation ou principes des lois” was printed in 1776. 
£230

94. (MACPHERSON, JAMES) Skaldestycken af Ossian. Öfversatte från engelskan [Poems by
Ossian. Translated from the English]. I:1-3. Uppsala, J. Edmans enka and J. F. Edman, respectively,
1794-1800. 8:o. Grav. titelblad,XXXII,118,(2) pp. + engraved title,146,(16) + 98,(2) pp. Half calf, c.
1850, somewhat worn, with sparingly gilt spine. Brown sprinkled edges. Somewhat foxed. Old
signature on somewhat soiled title-leaf in part I.
All published. Edited and partly translated by G. Knös, O. A. Knös and G. Rosén. !is collection contains translations of the
following poems from ”!e Songs of Ossian”: ”Comala”, ”Carric-thura”, ”Carthon”, ”Oithona”, ”!e war of Caros”, ”!e war
of Inis-thona”, ”!e songs of Selma”, ”Fingal”, ”Lathmon”, ”Dar-thula”, ”!e death of Cuthullin”, ”!e battle of Lora” and
”Conlath and Cuthona”. In addition the volumes also contain the translations ”Kinfena och Sira” and ”Taras sånger”, taken
from Baron de Harold’s collection ”Poems of Ossian” (1787) together with ”Minvanas sånger” and ”Oscur”, both of which are
taken from an unknown source. Hugh Blair’s ”Critical dissertation on the poems of Ossian” and MacPherson’s letter to Uno
von Troil are cited in the foreword. !e "rst complete Swedish translation of ”!e Songs of Ossian” was published in 1842-
46.
£210

95. MAGNUS, OLAUS. Storia d’Olao Magno arcivescovo d’Uspali, de’ costumi de’ popoli
settentrionali. Tradotta per m. Remigio Fiorentino. Dove s’ha piena notitia delle genti della Gottia,
della Norvegia, della Sueuia, e di quelle che uiuono sotto la Tramontana. Con due tavole. L’una de’
capitoli, l’altra delle cose notabili. Con privilegio. Venice, F. Bindoni, 1561. 8:o. (44),511 pp.
Contemporary vellum with raised bands and an old title label of skin. Redsprinkled edges. !e year
”1561” written on the spine. Back hinge with a small crack in the lower part and front hinge with a
few wormholes. !e holes by worms continues on the inside of the boards. Occasional soil stains, for
example on pp. 49 and 86. Small water stripes in some of the upper margins. Some larger water stripes
in the outer margin and in the text on pp. 306-44 and occasionally thereafter. Lower corner on p. 225
torn away. A bookplate from Bibliotheca Sobolewskiana. Nice copy from the library of Ericsberg. 
Collijn Sveriges bibliogra" II, pp. 290-92. Rudbeck Skrifter till Sveriges historia 1104. Warmholtz Bibliotheca historica
Sueo-Gothica 1414, the note. First Italian translation of Scribonius’ summary. Collijn believes that the translator is identical
to the Dominican monk Remigio Nannino or Nanni Fiorentino, who was one of the most signi"cant preachers and also
translator of several foreign theological and historical works. 
£750

96. MANSION, (ANDRÉ LÉON LARUE). Lettres sur la miniature par Mansion élève d’Isabey.
Paris, chez Chavant, imprimerie de J. Didot, l’ainé, (1822-23?). 8:o. Engraved title,(2),244 pp. & 1
folded hand coloured lithographed plate. Early 20th-century half calf, worn, with raised bands and red
label. Upper joint heavily worn and starting. Insert uncut but trimmed and partly browned, some
foxing, several dampstains in the upper corner. Bookplate of Torben Holck-Colding and a gift
inscription directed to him, dated 1953, some pencil notes. 
An English edition was published in 1822. According to the title-page, the book was sold by Chavant, marchand ”de couleurs
"nes”. !e plate at p. 38, lithographed by G. Engelmann, is entitled ”Palette pour les chairs” and contains twelve circles with
colour samples. Written as an epistolary novel, with the letters dated 1822. Torben Holck-Colding (1918-98) was a Danish
art historian. His research was mainly focused on older miniature paintings and the subject of his doctoral thesis was the
Danish miniature painter Cornelius Høyer (1961). He also wrote the standard work ”Miniature- og emaillemaleri i
Danmark 1606-1850” (1991).
£170

97. MARTINEAU, HARRIET. !e tendency of strikes and sticks to produce low wages, and of
union between masters and men to ensure good wages. Durham, J. H. Veitch, (1843). 8:o. 29 pp. Sewn
as issued and placed in later wrappers. Uncut. Blue stamp of Kooperativa förbundet, blind stamp and
MS note on slightly soiled half title, small ink note also on title. 
First published the same year as an article in ”!e Edinburgh Review, or Critical Journal”. Harriet Martineau (1802-76) was



a writer and has been called ”the "rst female sociologist”. !is work is about the need for labor unions among coal miners in
the northeast of England. Martineau translated and introduced Auguste Comte and his ”Cours de philosophie positive”,
among others.
£290

98. MAYHEW, HORACE. Daguerreotyp-bilder ur pensions-lifvet, återgifne i en hemlig brefvexling
mellan tvenne unga väninnor. Öfversättning från nionde original-upplagan. Med fyra teckningar.
Stockholm, C. M. !imgren, 1855. 8:o. 94 pp. & 4 lithographed plates. Contemporary blue cloth,
rather worn, soiled and faded, with gilt-ruled spine, covers decorated in blind. Minor damages to head
and tail of spine. Occasional foxing and spotting. Old signature with initials  ”J. O. H.” on front #yleaf.
Signature of Mary Ørvig, dated 1966.
Klingberg & Bratt Barnböcker utgivna i Sverige 1840-89 2822. A new Swedish translation was published in 1879. !e
English original, ”Letters left at the pastrycook’s”, was published in 1853. !e original illustrations of Hablôt Knight
Brownes, ”Phiz”, are copied here. Mary Ørvig (1918-93) was, among other things, a literary historian specializing in
children’s books and director of Svenska barnboksinstitutet [!e Swedish Institute for Children’s books] in Stockholm.
£290

99. MENABENUS, APOLLONIUS. Tractatus de magno animali, quod alcen nonnulli vocant,
germani verò elend, & de ipsius partium in re medica facultatibus: item historia cervi rangiferi, &
gulonis "lfros vocati. Ad Rudolphum II [...]. Accessit remb. Dodonæi medici cæsarei de alce epistola.
Köln, apud maternum Cholinum, 1581. 8:o. (16),88 pp. Nice marbled boards, possibly from the 18th
century, with new red label and publishing year stamped in blind at lower part of spine. Some shallow
paper cracks to outer joints, a few damp and rust stains. Partially with small worm holes, running
through the whole volume in the upper margin and the headings. A good copy from the library of the
Swedish naturalist and painter Gunnar Brusewitz.
Waller 11911. !ree different Latin editions of ”Tractatus de magno animali” with varying titles were published in 1581, the
two others in Milan and Vienna. Describes the elk from a zoological but mainly a medical perspective. !e elk was thought
to have many healthy parts to extract medicines from: the cloves, for example, was used as a remedy for epilepsy.
£4170

100. (MENESTRIER, C. FR.) Des representations en musique anciennes et modernes. Paris, chez R.
Pepie, 1685. 8:o. (24),333,(3) pp. Contemporary marbled calf, slightly worn, with raised bands, richly
gilt spine, dark red morocco label and gilt cover edges. Red sprinkled edges. Rear joint with two minor
wormholes. Occasional spotting. Several contemporary underlinings and a few notes on pp. 319-27. A
nice copy.
First published in 1681. !e MS notes are added to a passage listing a few Italian ballets from the years 1609-33. !e main
text is begun: ”Entre les spectacles publics, que le seul plaisir semble avoit introduit dans le monde pour le divertissement, les
représentations en musique doivent tenir le premier rang, parce qu’elles sont d’une institution plus ancienne, que la pluspart
des autres spectacles”.
£330

101. MICHELESSI, (DOMENICO). Rewolucya szwedzka sprawa Gustawa III. Dzisieyszego krola
szwedzkiego w roku 1772. Utworzona z przydatkiem formy nowego rzadu, y pism zciagaiacych sie do
tey odmiany. Przez xiedza Michellessi napisana. A z Francuzkiego na oyczysty iezyk przelozona.
Warsawa, w Drukarni J. K. Mci y Rzplitey, 1778. 8:o. (2 blanks,6),261,(3) pp. Red half calf with raised
bands, spine richly gilt and somewhat faded (Hedberg). Top edge gilt, all other edges trimmed. Title
with paper thinning and minor repair due to an old attempt to remove a stamp. Faint dampstains
towards the end. Gilt bookstamp of Fredrik Vult von Steijern. 
Setterwall 3511. On the coup d’état of King Gustav III in 1772, which brought an end to the Swedish Age of Freedom. !e
author Michelessi (1735-73) was an Itailan abbé who came to Stockholm in 1771 and soon learned to speak Swedish. He
became a member of the Swedish Academy of Sciences and published translations of Ovid, among others, and made
translations of some of the speeches of Gustav III. !e present work was originally published in French in 1773 and is very
much written in support of the king’s revolution.
£320

102. (MOISES, EDWARD) Proposals for printing by subscription, the Persian poets, historians, and



moralists; or, the principal works of Ferdûsi, Khondemir, Gelaleddin, Abdallatif, Khakani, Hamdallah,
Anvari, Ali Yezdi, Sâdi, Baber, Hafez, Acber, Jami, Abu’l Fazel, Nezzami, Cashe", Ahli, Jouini,
Khosrû, Nakshebi, &c. &c. in the original Persian. From a collation of the most accurate MSS. in the
public libraries of Oxford and Cambridge, and several valuable private collections. [=headline].
(Newcastle?, 1792?). Large 4:o. (3) pp. Disbound. Somewhat soiled and discoloured. 
Moises, in this proposal, seeks subscribers to a collection of Persian literature, including works by Sâdi, Ha"z and others (a
total of 20 authors are mentioned in the prospect). He also seeks subscribers for a planned Persian-Arabic-English
dictionary. Detailed conditions for the subscriptions are given for each of the two planned works. Last but not least, he
announces that he ”wishes to undertake the education of six young gentlemen, intended for the East-India service, to instruct
them in the Persian and Moors languages, and in the geography, history, manners, and customs of Hindustan”. One entry in
Copac indicates that the present proposal forms a part of the author’s ”Persian interpreter” (1792). More likely, we can
assume that it may have been distributed with the said work, but never was meant to form a part of it. Most library copies
lack the ”Proposals”, as it was never bound in with the main work.
£330

103. (MOLIERE, J. B. P.) Le Tartuffe eller den skenhelige. Comœdia uti fem acter, af den
namnkunnige Molliere på den fransöska skådeplatzen aldraförst förestäld, och nu af fransöskan
förswenskad åhr 1730. Stockholm, Historiogr. regni tryckerij, af H. Gercken, 1731. Small 8:o. 109,(1)
pp. Disbound. Old sprinkled edges. Occasional foxing and minor spotting, faint dampstains on title
and in upper corner on pp. 55-62. Small tear in lower margin on the "rst two leaves. Repair to lower
corner on pp. 23-24. 
Klemming Sveriges dramatiska litteratur p. 69. Translated by Magnus Lagerström, who in the same year also published a
translation of ”L’avare eller den giruge”. Magnus Lagerström (1691-1759) grew up in Stettin, which was then under Swedish
rule, and studied in Rostock, Greifswald, Wittenberg and Jena, among other places. He came to Sweden in 1721 and ten
years later he became secretary of the newly formed Swedish East India Company - from 1746 he was one of its directors.
Lagerström became a member of the Swedish Academy of Sciences in 1748 and is known as generous patron of both the
Academy and its most famous member, Linnaeus. In his younger days Lagerström made a living as a translator and also
published the "rst English textbook in Sweden. Among his translations can be mentioned Bunyan’s ”Kristens resa” [!e
Pilgrim’s progress] and a number of plays by Ludvig Holberg, among others. !is is the "rst Swedish translation of
”Tartuffe”.
£500

104. MORGAN, (SIDNEY). Prophetissan i Caschimir, eller trons kraft och kärlekens låga. Roman
af lady Morgan. Öfwersättning [!e prophetess in Cashmere, or the power of faith and the #ame of
love. Translation]. Mariefred, Collin & comp., 1827. 8:o. 236,(1) pp. Uncut in grey paper wrappers,
somewhat soiled, printed title label with price quotation pasted onto spine. Spine with a few tears at
bottom. A somewhat well-read copy, pp. 59-62 and 91-94  almost loose. Minor stain in the text on p.
156, stain from a wax candle on the last unpaginated leaf. From Östanå Manor in Uppland, Sweden. 
£130

105. MOSER, FRIEDRICH KARL (von). Abhandlung von den europäischen Hof- und Staats-
Sprachen, nach deren Gebrauch im Reden und Schreiben. Mit authentischen Nachrichten belegt.
Frankfurt am Main, bey J. B. Andreä, 1750. 8:o. (8),432 pp. Uncut and unopened in contemporary
grey paper wrappers, somewhat worn and soiled. Spine somewhat defective at head and tail. Stitching
somewhat loose. Somewhat dusty throughout. Library and release stamps of Drammens Lærde og
realskole. 
From p. 41 to the end the author goes through the appropriate use of language state by state in Europe, including the
Ottoman Empire. Helmut Glück writes in ”Deutsch als Fremdsprache in Europa vom Mittelalter bis zur Barockzeit” on
Moser’s work: ”eine umfangreiche Au#istung der an den einzelnen Höfen üblichen Verhandlungs- und
Korrespondenzsprachen, teilweise gegliedert nach Adressaten und Anlässen. Die Einleitung enthält eininge bemerkenswerte
Sprachpolitische und -soziologische Überlegungen”. Friedrich Karl von Moser (1723-98) was a lawyer and a politician and a
friend of Goethe’s.
£380

106. NEWTON, ISAAC. Arithmetica universalis; sive de compositione et resolutione aritmetica
liber. Leiden, apud J. et H. Verbeek, 1732. 4:o. (8),344 pp. & 13 folded engraved geometrical plates,
numbered  I-XIII. Title printed in red and black and with engraved vignette. Contemporary marbled



calf, somewhat worn, with raised bands, richly gilt spine and red label. Edges sprinkled red and blue.
Minor damage to the leather at head of spine. Rear cover with ugly scratches. Occasional foxing and
dampstains, a few minor ruststains. Title-leaf somewhat browned and with discreet bookseller’s
signature of Gottfried Kiesewetter below impressum. Eric Odelstierna’s signature and price note dated
Uppsala 22 February 1742 on front #yleaf. Seal with the Odelstierna coat of arms on rear pastedown.
From the Cederström library at Riksten outside Stockholm. 
Babson Newton collection 204. Gray Bibliography of Newton 279. Wallis Newton and newtoniana 279. With
supplementary texts by Halley, among others. First published by William Whiston in 1707 and based on notes from
Newton’s lectures in 1673-83. An English edition was published in 1720 and a second Latin edition in 1722. None of these
editions have Newton stated as the author; his name is introduced on the title-page for the "rst time in a posthumous
English edition in 1728. !is third Latin edition was edited by W. J. S. van ’s Gravesande. Erik Odelstierna (1723-1805)
began his studies at Uppsala University in 1732, and he later had a successful career as a geschworner and mine-inspector,
mainly in the mining district of Stora Kopparberg. His sister was married to the prominent Swedish metallurgist Sven
Rinman.
£1000

107. NICOLAI, CHRISTOPH FRIEDRICH. Versuch über die Beschuldigungen welche dem
Tempelherrenorden gemacht worden, und über dessen Geheimniss; nebst einem Anhange über das
Entstehen der Freymaurergesellschaft. I-II. Berlin & Stettin, [Nicolai], 1782. 8:o. Front,(6),219,(1)
pp. + front,249,(4) pp. Two volumes, nice contemporary yellow paper boards, entirely uncut,
handwritten titles on spine. Bindings rather worn and soiled, sections of paper missing from spine,
head of spine chipped. Frontispiece to the second volume mounted on paper. Small hole in pp. 197-98
costing a few letters. Engraved bookplate of Friedrich Nicolai on front pastedown of both volumes.
Numerous annotations by the author throughout and annotations by a Swedish book collector on
front #yleaf and pastedown. Lacking one preliminary leaf in part II, see below. 
Raabe (1983) 253. Becker 203. Kloss 2232. Taute 827. Wolfstieg 5138. Part I is in the ”Zweyte verbesserte Au#age”. !e "rst
edition was published earlier the same year. Raabe states that this second edition was published in 1783. !is copy lacks the
half title to the second part, a leaf not noted by Raabe, Kloss, Taute or Wolfstieg. Provenance: 1. Christoph Friedrich Nicolai
(1782-1811). 2. Unknown Swedish collector (after 1828?). 3. Arne Nilsson, Sandviken, Sweden (1983?-2012). A most
desirable copy of this work, written by one of Germany’s leading intellectuals in the late 18th century. Nicolai was a high-
rank freemason and a member of the Bavarian Illuminati. !is is his own copy of his work on the history of the Templars
and the origins of Freemasonry. Nicolai’s relation to the Freemasons and other secret orders and societies was complex. On
one hand, he supported the aspects of their activity that were in accordance with the ideas of the Enlightenment: humanism,
tolerance and brotherhood regardless of nationality or social status. On the other hand, he was strongly opposed to the
secrecy and mysticism, their strong hierarchical order and, in certain cases, connections to the Jesuits and the Papacy. !is
”Versuch” is one of the "rst attempts to give a correct historical understanding of the subject, based on historical sources
which are often interpreted in a surprisingly modern way. In the spirit of Enlightenment, Nicolai attempts to free the history
of the author’s personal agenda and prejudices. He does not hesitate to bring up sensitive issues, e.g. alleged homosexuality
among the medieval templars or the in#uence of Islam on Christian beliefs. When the "rst part was published, he was
criticised by his contemporaries, most notably by Herder. In the second part he admits some errors, but defends his main
standpoints as based on well documented historical facts. Eventually, the revealing of secrets and refutation of legends
through this work forced Nicolai to resign from his masonic lodge ”Zu den drei Weltkugeln”. In this copy, Nicolai has made
more than 120 annotations in the text and margins, ranging from corrections of small typographical errors to lengthy
commentaries, additions and corrections. !ere are also three small pieces of paper with annotations pasted to inside of front
board and p. 207 in the "rst volume. Some of the corrections are the same as the ones listed in the ”Zusätze und Druckfehler”
at the end of volume II, but even here, Nicolai’s annotations differ at some points. Only about 25 of the annotations are taken
from the list, which leaves about 100 annotations presumably unique to this copy. In addition to this, there are about two
dozen smaller corrections that seem to be in another contemporary hand. As many volumes from the Nicolai library, the
book is bound in yellow paper covered boards. Peter Jörg Becker "nds them ugly (”Teile seiner Bibliothek ließ er in häßliches
gelbes Papier binden, um sie besser beschriften zu können”) but we must disagree, we "nd them quite charming. Due to the
fact that this copy is uncut, the handwritten memo of the bookbinder is still preserved in the outer margin of the "rst title
leaf. !e library of Friedrich Nicolai, estimated to include over 16000 volumes, was the largest private library in Berlin in its
time. In the decades following his death, it was sold and donated by his relatives to various German institutions and
collectors. Around 800 volumes Masonica was sold in 1854 by Nicolai’s grandson Gustav Parthey to the masonic lodge ”Zu
den drei Weltkugeln”, but these two volumes seem to have taken a different path. On the rear pastedown of volume I there is
a small old price notation ”1-2 4 Mark”. Front pastedown and #yleaf has text written in Swedish in a neat hand. It’s probably
written in the "rst half of the 19th century, but not before 1828 since there is a reference to the third volume of Lenning’s
”Encyclopädie der Freimaurerei”, which was published in 1828. !e volumes also carry shelfmarks ”IG5.”, a note (acquisition
by Arne Nilsson?) ”20/5. 83 2 vol B” and one additional small price notation, all in pencil.
£5420



108. (NIERSES IV, KLAIETSI) Preces Sancti Nersetis Clajensis, armeniorum patriarchae. Viginti
quatuor linguis editae. Venice, in insula S. Lazari, 1837. 12:o. Engraved front & title,(4),434,(2),1-43
pp. With an engraved vignette on p. (1). Contemporary dark red half morocco with gilt spine. Covers
with glazed moiré paper. Leather somewhat worn at joints and head of spine. Hardly legible signature
on front #yleaf, dated November 4 1885. A nice copy. 
On the island of St. Lazzaro outside Venice, a few Armenian monks, #eeing the repression of the Ottoman government,
were given a sanctuary in 1717, and the place would eventually include a printing office. In this remarkable work, the prayers
of the Armenian patriarch Nierses has been translated into different languages. In the present edition is included K. A.
Nicander’s translation into Swedish, which originally was printed in 1829 as an appendix to the 1823 edition. !e second
pagination contains an ”Additio” with the prayers in Icelandic, Danish and Greenlandic. Judging by the circulation of the
copies, the book was a popular souvenir among the Venice tourists of the day.
£230

109. NILSSON, SV. Ornithologia svecica. I-II. Copenhagen, H. F. Popp, 1817-21. 8:o. (8),317,(1) pp.
& 10 folded handcoloured engraved plates + XIV,112,(2),113-277,(1) s. & 2 folded handcoloured
engraved plates. Two volumes in varnished half calf, slightly worn, with raised bands, richly gilt spines
and red and green labels (Hedberg, Stockholm). Upper edges gilt, all other edges trimmed. Spines
blotchy. Occasional minor stains. Endpaper and title loose in "rst volume. Closed tear in the margin
on p. 43 and 135 and paper losses in the outer margin on p. 81 in the "rst volume. Bookplate of the
Swedish naturalist and painter Gunnar Brusewitz.
Friesen p. 11. Nissen Die illustrierten Vogelbücher 677. Contains, among other things, a plate depicting the apocryphal bird
”Falco longipes”, which Nilsson presents as a new species. In reality he had been fooled by a forgery in a collection of
natural-history specimens. Despite this, the work soon secured Nilssons reputation as a zoologist and can be seen as a "rst
draft to his ”Skandinavisk fauna” [!e fauna of Scandinavia]. A third and last part followed four years later.
£3330

110. NILSSON, SVEN. Skandinaviska Nordens ur-invånare, ett försök i komparativa ethnogra"en
och ett bidrag till menniskoslägtets utvecklings-historia. Första delen, innehållande beskrifning öfver
de vilda ur-folkens redskap, hus, grifter och lefnadssätt m.m. samt utkast till beskrifning öfver en i
forntiden hit in#yttad kimbrisk koloni. Med vid pass 280 lithogra"erade "gurer. Lund, Berlingska
boktryckeriet, 1838-43. 4:o. (6),VIII,I-VIII,96,1-16,1-31,(1 blank),1-56,1-4,1-24 pp. & 3 errata
notes of different sizes & 20 lithographed plates, some folding. Neat black late 20th-century half calf
with raised bands and gilt spine. Red sprinkled edges. Small stain on one plate, another one with small
tear. Neat little pencil corrections. Gilt bookstamp of Charles XV of Sweden as a duke inset on front
cover and with his stamp, somewhat cut, on title. Bookplate of Gunnar Brusewitz.
Sjögren "gur 405 för pärmexlibriset och 439 för stämpeln. Planscherna signerade J. Boström och M. Körner. Utgavs häftesvis
och endast denna första del om stenåldern utkom av denna upplaga. En utvidgad andra upplaga utkom 1862-66, vilken
upptog även bronsåldern. En engelsk upplaga utkom 1868 och en tredje upplaga trycktes 1872. I detta exemplar åter"nns två
senare tecknade avbildningar av stenyxor medbundna, den ena signerad ”L. N.”. Sven Nilsson (1787-1883) var naturforskare,
arkeolog och kyrkoherde. ”Skandinaviska Nordens ur-invånare”, Nilssons huvudarbete som arkeolog, är som titeln antyder ett
försök att utifrån arkeologi, sägner och andra källor bestämma den skandinaviska halvöns tidigaste innevånare. Arbetet
innehåller bl.a. vidlyftiga spekulationer utifrån formerna på forntida kranier (inspirerade av Anders Retzius) och författaren
argumenterar för att samerna tjänat som förebild för folksagans dvärgar. ”Svenskt biogra"sk lexikon” skriver att Nilsson i
föreliggande arbete uppnådde ”uppmärksammade men för senare forskning ej bärkraftiga resultat”.
£630

111. [Anonymous] Octroi renouvellé par le roi en faveur de la compagnie des Indes-Orientales.
Stockholm, l’Imprimerie royale chez P. Momma, (1746). 4:o. (23) pp. Uncut and unopened in three
loose sheets. Minor foxing. !e B- and C-sheets folded in the wrong direction. A "ne copy. 
When the "rst 15-year charter for a Swedish East India Company expired in 1746, several interest groups expressed their
wishes to continue the trade. A commission with Samuel Åkerhielm and C. G. Tessin, among others, was set up to decide in
the matter. After some debate, the direction of the earlier company, in coalition with the head of the Royal Board of Trade,
Anders Plomgren, emerged with the victory, and this second charter, with a duration of 20 years, was con"rmed on June 17
1746. !e charter was printed in both Swedish, French and German.
£400

112. OSBECK, PEHR. Dagbok öfwer en ostindisk resa åren 1750, 1751, 1752. Med anmärkningar



uti naturkunnigheten, främmande folkslags språk, seder, hushållning, m.m. På #eras åstundan
utgifwen. Jämte 12 tabeller och a#edne skepps-predikanten Toréns bref. Stockholm, L. L. Gre"ng,
1757. 8:o. (8),376,(16) pp. & 12 engraved plates. Elegant half calf, slightly worn, with raised bands,
richly gilt spine and pale glazed paper label. Red edges. Corners somewhat bumped. Some spotting on
title, otherwise occasional minor spotting. A nice copy. 
Soulsby A catalogue of the works of Linnæus 3599 regarding Torén. Krok Bibliotheca botanica suecana p. 565. Pritzel
!esaurus literaturae botanicae 6865. Lacking, as often, the separately printed appendix by Ekeberg. !e linnaean disciple
Pehr Osbeck (1723-1805) left Sweden in 1750 as chaplain on the East Indiaman Prins Carl and returned home in 1752; "ve
years later he published his ”Dagbok”. !e work is inspired by Linnaeus’ Swedish travels, which means that street life and
economic matters is given as much space as natural history. Osbeck gives a comprehensive description of Canton and China
- the "rst published by a Swedish writer - and praises the ”lovely moral” of Confucius. !e text also contains a generous
amount of plant lists and plant descriptions in Latin, as well as sections on birds and "shes. At the end of the work are
reprinted seven letters from Olof Torén (1718-53) to Linnaeus. Torén has little to say about plants and animals, but he is
almost unique among the older generation of linnaean disciples in his display of humour and wit, which can be experienced
in his descriptions of places, street life, buildings, religions etc in India and in China.
£2080

113. PALAEPHATUS. [Greek text] Palæphati De incredibilibus. Edidit, notasque & geminum
indicem adjecit Martinus Brunnerus. Uppsala, H. Curio, 1663. 8:o. (13),270,(1) pp. Contemporary
rather worn and soiled vellum binding with traces of handwritten title on spine. Mended with light
cloth in the inside of front hinge. Some minor spotting. Small tear in the lower margin on p. 148.
With Jonas Torin’s signature and Hilding Pleijel’s bookplate. Nice copy from the library of Anders
Granath. Collijn Sveriges bibliogra" 1600-talet 682.
£670

114. PARMENTIER, (ANTOINE AUGUSTIN). Fullständig afhandling om bagare-konsten, på
kongl. Wetenskaps academiens befallning, efter herr Parmentiers bok i detta ämne, sammandragen
och til Swerige lämpad. Öfwersättning af Carl Nyrén [A complete treatise on baking, by order of the
Swedish Academy of Sciences, from Mr. Parmentier’s book on this subject, summarized and for
Sweden adapted]. Stockholm, J. G. Lange, 1783. 8:o. (16),344 pp. Contemporary half calf, worn, with
raised bands, sparingly gilt spine and reddish-brown glazed paper label. Sprinkled edges. Covers soiled
and with super"cial wear, small wormhole on spine. A somewhat well-read copy. Rear pastedown with
a small childish pencil drawing. Occasional foxing, some occasional dampstaining in the upper margin.
A few minor inkstains on title. Impurities in the paper in the outer margin on pp. 91-92, soilstains in
the text on p. 108. Signature of P. Halldin, dated 1834. 
Du Rietz Gastronomisk spegel 46. Blomqvist Mat och dryck i Sverige p. 27. With printed dedications to Clas Alströmer,
Pehr Wargentin and the bakers Nils Lychau and Jacob Röhl and with a recommendation from the Swedish Academy of
Sciences, signed by P. J. Bergius. Carl Nyrén’s foreword is dated Stockholm October 31 1782, which means that the printing
may have begun in that year. Nyrén writes that it uncertain if the work can be called a translation, since he has excluded
certain parts which does not "t Swedish conditions and added whole paragraphs and chapters. Carl Nyrén (1726-89) was the
rural dean of Kuddby, an associate of the merchant and industrialist Jonas Alströmer and an industrious translator.
£830

115. PARSONS, CHARLES. On a form of bronchitis (simulating phthisis) which is peculiar to
certain branches of the potting trade. A graduation thesis to which was awarded the gold medal of the
University of Edinburgh, August 2, 1864. Edinburgh, T. Constable, 1864. 8:o. 35 pp. Sewn as issued.
Traces of folding. Title-leaf somewhat soiled, creases in lower corner in parts. Blind stamp of
Kooperativa förbundet on title and pp. 3-4. 
Charles Parsons (1833-1922) was an English physician working in North Staffordshire from the late 1850s, where many of
his patients were employed in the pottery industry. Parsons was able to show that the bronchitis which many of the workers
suffered from and in some cases died of was caused by ceramics dust. His thesis can be seen as an early contribution to the
discussion on work environment.
£170

116. PELLICO, SILVIO. Minnen från min fängelsetid. Öfversättning från italienska originalet
[Memories from my time in prison. Translated from the Italian original]. Jönköping, J. P. Lundström,



1836. 8:o. (2),244 pp. Contemporary tan half calf with sparingly gilt spine decorated in blind. Green
sprinkled edges. Spine somewhat blotchy. Occasional foxing and minor spotting. A nice copy from
Östanå Manor. 
Translated by C. J. Lénström. Silvio Pellico (1789-1854) made his debute in Milan in 1818 with the tragedy ”Francesca da
Rimini”. From an artistic standpoint the work was rather unsigni"cant, but it was received very favourably by the audience
because of its #aming patriotism and its attacks on the Austrians, who ruled northern Italy at the time. Pellico also
contributed to the magazine ”Il consiliatore”, which was soon forbidden. During the riots in 1820-21 Pellico was arrested by
the Austrians, taken to the lead chambers of Venice and sentenced to death in 1822. !e work was transformed to "fteen
years of hard labour and Pellico spent eight years in Spielberg near Brünn (nowadays Brno), after which he was released. He
spent the rest of his life in Torino. His famous narrative, ”Le mie prigione” was "rst published in 1832. It became an
additional contribution to the struggle against Austria.
£130

117. POLHEM, CHRISTOPHER. Patriotiska testamente, eller underrättelse om järn, stål, koppar,
mässing, tenn och bly för dem, som wilja begynna manufacturer i dessa ämnen. Jemte en förtekning på
alla dess mechaniska inventioner [Patriotic testament, or information on iron, steel, brass, tin and led
for those who want to start industries in these "elds. Including a list of all his mechanical inventions].
Stockholm, L. Salvius, 1761. 8:o. (24),128 pp. With woodcut illustrations in the text. Uncut in plain
blue mid-19th-century boards with MS title on spine. A few minor stains on covers. Insert with a few
dampstains. Signature. From Ericsberg Manor in Sweden. 
Published by Lars Salvius ten years after Polhem’s departure. !e work is concluded with a list of 114 ”inventioner och werk”
[inventions and works] which Polhem had made during his long life. It is compiled by his son Gabriel Polhem. ”Christopher
Polhem, byname of Christopher Polhammer   (born December 18, 1661, Gotland, Sweden—died August 30/31, 1751,
Stockholm?), Swedish mechanical and mining engineer. From 1693 to 1709 he devised water-powered machinery that
mechanized operations at the great Falun copper mine. In 1704 he built a factory in Stjaernsund that used division of labour,
hoists, and conveyor belts to minimize manual labour, anticipating mass-production techniques later adopted in America and
England. His alphabet of machines demonstrated the basic elements of mechanism used by later machine builders. His
rolling mill was later adapted by Henry Cort to the production of wrought iron in England.” (Encyclopædia Britannica).
£750

118. POMPÉRY, E. Despotisme ou socialisme. Paris, Desoye, 1849. 16:o. 32 pp. Sewn as issued with
later brown backstrip. Uncut and unopened. Blue stamp ”Arbetarrörelsens arkiv” on title and later ink
note on verso of the same leaf. 
Mainly focused on the socialist utopist Charles Fourier. Cover with information that the book is sold ”a la librairie
phalanstérienne”. Édouard de Pompéry (1812-95) was a French journalist and essayist.
£80

119. POPE, ALEXANDER. Försök om menniskan. På obunden svenska öfversatt från engelskan
[Essay on Man ...]. Stockholm, J. Pfeiffer, 1774. 8:o. 88 pp. Uncut in contemporary wrappers, spine
somewhat defective. Foxing. Erased signature, a monogram H.A. and date Uppsala February 25 1801
on inside of front cover. 
Translated by J. L. Odhelius. Printed dedication to J. W. Liliestråle, who had published a metric translation of ”Essay on man”
in 1765. In his foreword, Odhelius claims that he began his translation in his ”spare time during the Pomeranian campaign”
(our translation). He also made a translation of Pope, ”Våldet på Belindas låck” (!e Rape of the Lock) which was published
in 1797. Johan Lorens Odhelius (1737-1816) defended his doctor’s thesis under the presidency of Linnaeus and became a
physician and author of medical books, but also worked as a translator. Apart from this, he wrote some complimentary poems
and delivered a number of commemoration addresses in the Swedish Academy of Sciences, of which he was a member.
£210

120. Präservative wider Revolutionen. Nebst einem schnell wirkenden, ganz neuen Mittel, jeden
Gassentumult und Auslauf ohne Blut-Vergiessen zu stillen. Leipzig. C. H. Reclam, 1831. 8:o. 70,(2
blanks) pp. Sewn as issued with contemporary marbled backstrip. Uncut and mainly unopened. Slight
foxing. Small ink note and green stamp on half title: ”ex-libris Kurt Heinig”. Stamp of
Arbetarrörelsens arkiv and ball pen notes on title. 
!e anonymous author pleads for different means to prevent revolutions: freedom of speech and press, full religious freedom,
free enterprise and public access to "nancial and legal records. !e second and last part of the work concerns the control of
riots without bloodshed - the author proposes the use of water cannons. !e work was published against the background of



unrest in several German cities following the French July Revolution in 1830. Kurt Heinig (1886-1956) was a German social
democratic politician. After Hitler’s assumption of power in 1933, Heinig #ed to Denmark, and, following the German
occupation of that country in 1940, to Sweden. He died in Stockholm in 1956.
£250

121. (PUFENDORF, SAMUEL von & OLDENBURGER, PHILIPP ANDREAS) Dominus de
Monzambano illustratus & restrictus. Sive Severini de Monzambano Veronensis. De statu imperii
Germanici ad Lælium fratrem, dominum Trezolani. Liber unus. Discursibus juridico-politicis
explicatus et restrictus. In quibus elegantissimæ juris publici romano-germanici materiæ. v.g. de "nibus
ac limitibus Germaniæ antiquis & hodiernis, de Germanorum imperio Romano, de variis exterorum
adversus imperium molitionibus, de majestate imperatoris & libertate imperii ordinum, de reip.
imperii forma præsenti per instrumentum pacis stabilita, & aliæque quas index discurcuum in "ne
notarum exhibet, ad modernum seculi genium curiosè "rmissimis rationibus deducuntur. Opera et
studio Paci"ci a Lapide Germano-Constantiensis. + Disqvisitio de repvblica irregvlari ad Severini de
Monzambano cap. Iv de forma imperii Germanici. Ad exemplar Londinense. 1682. N.p., (1682?). 8:o.
(48),159,(1 blank),1-411,(2) pp. + N.p., (1682?). 8:o. 60,(4 blanks) pp. Contemporary vellum with neat
MS title on spine, sprinkled edges. Slight foxing and a few rust stains. A nice copy from Biby Manor
in Sweden. 
Collijn Sveriges bibliogra" 1600-talet does not mention this edition. Possibly VD17 23:686483U and VD17 23:686485K,
respectively, which probably were published together. ”Paci"ci a Lapide” is a pseudonym for the legal scientist Philipp
Andreas Oldenburger. In 1661, Pufendorf became professor of natural law in the Calvinistic town of Heidelberg, where he
wrote the present work, "rst published in 1667 under the pseudonym ”Severini de Monzambano”. !e book was a critique of
the old-fashioned constitution of the Holy Roman Empire. Pufendorf was suspected to be the author of the work and his
position in Heidelberg therefore became somewhat insecure. !rough his brother Esaias he was offered the chair of natural
and public law at the University of Lund in Sweden.
£830

122. RAPIN, (PAUL de) THOYRAS. !oiras Rapins afhandling om engelska partierna wigs och
toris, deras ursprung, framsteg, afsikter, styrka, intressen och caractèrer. Uppsala, J. Edman, 1770. 8:o.
(4),64 pp. Near contemporary half calf with raised bands, gilt-ruled spine, dark brown label and red
sprinkled edges. A small label with ink numbering at the top, near upper joint. Minor spotting on rear
cover. Preserved deckle edge at bottom of title, occasional insigni"cant spotting. Crossed-out signature
of Nathanael Ekroth. 
!e original, ”Dissertation sur les Whigs et les Torys”, was published in 1717. With a printed dedication directed to !ure
Gustaf Rudbeck, Gustaf Reuterholm, Carl Georg Lillie, Fredric Carl Dohna, !ord Bonde and Carl Fredric Pajkull from
the translator Johan Niclas Zetherström. According to his foreword, this is an extract from Rapin’s work, which was meant to
be supplemented later by other texts on the subject by Raynal and Cize.
£250

123. [Anonymous]Reinick Fuchs, eller Michel Räf; thet är: en lustig och nyttig fabel, som, in under
räfwens illparighet och behändighet, föreställer menniskornas upförande och förhållande, swek och
bedrägeri, hat och afwund, wrede och hämndgirighet, med mera. !enna boken är upfyld, med sköna
historier, wackra "gurer, behageliga werser, goda exempel, trogna lärdomar och underwisningar;
mycket nyttiga för alla menniskor i thenna fahrliga tiden [Reineke Fuchs, or Michael the Fox, it is: an
amusing and useful fable ...]. Stockholm, P. J. Nyström, 1746. 8:o. (16),464 pp. With woodcut
illustrations in the text. Red half morocco with raised bands, spine sparingly decorated in blind and
gilt. Trimmed edges. Some spotting throughout. A few repairs, small tear on p. 119 leading to minor
loss of text in the heading. 
Woodcuts reused from the Swedish edition of 1621. However, the woodcuts on p. 26, 67, 94, 119, 170, 174, 237 och 265 are
naive imitations of the originals in the 1621 edition. !is second edition in Swedish of the well-known German folktale is
principally a new translation by Eric Ljung.
£830

124. RINMAN, SVEN. Bergwerks lexicon. I-II. Stockholm, J. A. Carlbohm, 1788-89. 4:o. Engraved
title,(12),568,(2),569-1096 pp. With 1 engraved vignette on p. 1. + engraved title,(2),480,(2),481-



1248,(26) pp. + 34 engraved plates in oblong folio. Two volumes uncut and sewn in contemporary grey
paper wrappers. Numbers stamped onto spines. !e separate plate volume in similar wrappers with
somewhat damaged spine. Slight foxing throughout, some dampstaining, a few unpleasant stains in
the outer margin on the "rst unpaginated pages in volume I. 
!ese volumes is sewn in accordance with the directions to the bookbinder on the last page. !e title page with the author’s
portrait after a medallion by Sergel is engraved by J. Gillberg. A German translation was published in 1808-09. Rinman
started from a manuscript left by A. R. Bellander, which he revised completely and extended substantially. ”Svenskt
biogra"skt lexikon” writes (our translation): ”Bergwerks lexicon is one of the main sources to our knowledge of the older iron
industry, and as such it is of invaluable importance for the understanding of different work processes and working stages
within almost every "eld of the iron and metal industry before the introduction of more modern methods from the 1820s
and forwards.”
£1000

125. ROGBERG, SAMUEL & RUDA, ERIC. Historisk beskrifning om Småland i gemen, i
synnerhet Kronobergs och Jönköpings lähner, ifrån äldsta, til närwarande tid, om thess politie, natural-
historia, bergwärk, kyrko-stat, folkmängd, hushållning, kyrkor, slott och herregårdar, med mera mines
wärdt [Historic description of Småland ...]. Karlskrona, Kongl. amiralitets boktryckeriet, 1770. 8:o.
(15,1 blank),1035,(1 blank,4) pp. With a few woodcuts in the text. Contemporary half calf with raised
bands, faded red glazed paper label, sprinkled edges. Label slightly chipped and cracked. Covers partly
somewhat worn, rear cover with small burn mark - probably from wax or stearin. Front pastedown
with old notes and a small stain from sealing wax. Small tear in lower margin on p. 1, small ink stain
in the text on pp. 96-97 and a small stain in upper margin on pp. 317-18. A heavy rust stain has
caused minor loss of text on pp. 287-8, smaller rust stain with loss of a letter on p. 974. Upper margin
chipped on p. 447, occasional contemporary notes in the margin. A very good copy with signature and
bookplate. 
Warmholtz Bibliotheca historica Sueo-Gothica 478. Cappelin Anteckningar till en småländsk bibliogra" p. 84. Soulsby A
catalogue of the works of Linnæus 1057. With a foreword by J. Rogberg. !e chapter on the natural history on pp. 16-26 is
written by Linnaeus. !e woodcuts depicts runic inscriptions and are cut by the vicar Wirgander. Gustaf Elfsten (1727-94)
was a priest in Amnehärad in Västergötland. Harald !orsson’s "ne library contained rich sections with books on books,
Swedish history and topography, among other things.
£830

126. ROSÉN von ROSENSTEIN, NILS. Trattato delle malattie de’ bambini. Trasportato dal tedesco
con alcune note da Giovanni Battista Palletta. Bassano, 1783. 8:o. VIII,439 pp. Contemporary vellum
with darkened spine and coloured title compartment decorated in gilt. Sprinkled edges. Front cover
with stains. Occasional minor spotting and slight foxing. Small holes on top of p. 49 resulting in loss
of a couple of letters. Bookplate of Birger Strandell. 
Waller 8212. !e "rst Italian translation of ”Underrättelser om barn-sjukdomar”, Rosenstein’s pioneering work on child
diseases, was published in 1781. New editions were printed in 1785 and 1798. 
£250

127. ROSS, JOHN. Beskrifning om en resa i polartrakterna till upptäckt af en nordvestlig genomfart.
Verkställd åren 1829, 1830, 1831, 1832 och 1833. Tillika med bifogade upplysningar af kapiten J. C.
Ross. Öfversättning från engelskan i tvenne delar. Med sjutton gravyrer och en karta. I-II. Stockholm,
L. J. Hjerta, 1835-36. Engraved portrait,(2),XL,336 pp. & 5 engraved plates + (2),448 pp. & 1 folded
engraved map & 11 engraved plates. Two volumes in contemporary elegant half calf, worn, with richly
gilt spines and cloth boards. Spines somewhat faded. Occasional foxing. Cor repaired with
insigni"cant loss of text on pp. 153-54 in volume I. Map in volume II with small repair. A "ne copy. 
Compare Sabin 73381 for the English original, ”Narrative of a second voyage in search of a North-West passage”, which was
published in London in 1835. John Ross (1777-1856) took part in three polar expeditions, in 1818, 1829-33 and in 1850-51.
He was raised to the nobility in 1833, the same year as he was appointed British consul in Stockholm, where he remained
until 1847.
£290

128. RUSSELL, JOHN. Resa i Tyskland och Illyrien. Öfwersättning efter tredje engelska upplagan.
I-II. Uppsala, Palmblad & c., 1828. 8:o. 297,(1 blank,5) + 304,(4) pp. Two volumes uncut in



contemporary grey paper wrappers with printed title labels. First volume with slightly soiled wrappers.
Spines with a few tears. Occasional spotting. Printed on slightly blue-toned paper. Signatures of
Agathon Wallenberg. 
!e travel was made in 1820-22. Illyria is the name of a historical region and kingdom in the western part of the Balkan
peninsula, at the eastern coast of the Adriatic Sea. Another historical name used for the region is Dalmatia. Shakespeare’s
”Twelfth Night” takes place there. !e "rst owner of the book is evidently Jacob Agathon Wallenberg (1808-87). He was the
son of bishop Marcus Wallenberg and brother of André Oscar Wallenberg and studied in Lund and Uppsala. From 1863 he
was co-director of Stockholms enskilda bank.
£150
129. [Anonymous]Saga om k. Oloff Tryggwaszon i Norrege hwilken hafwer warit den berömligste
och lo#igste konungh i Norlanden/ och därsammestädes christendomen först och lyckeligst utwidgat.
Sammanskrefwen på gammal swenska eller gothiska af Odde Munck som war i Omgeyrum wid
Watns-dal norr i Islandh. Nu på nya swenskan/ sampt det latiniske språket öfwersatt af Jacob Jsthmen
Reenhielm åhr effter Christi bördh 1691. Historia Olai Tryggwæ "lii in Norrigia. Laudatissimi olim
& maxime incluti in septentrione regis, qui omnium primus atque maximo cum successu christianam
religionem ibidem propagasse fertur. Idiomate gothico s. suevico vetusto primum condita ab Oddo
Monacho Islando nunc in linguam hodiernam sueticam, quin & latialem translata a Jacobo Jstmenio
Reenhielm. Uppsala, (H. Keyser II), 1691. 4:o. (10),4,7-116,1-285,(27) pp. With a woodcut
illustration in the text on p. 76 in the "rst pagination. Mid 18th-century calf with raised bands, spine
richly decorated in blind and with pale paper label: ”Tryggwa "lii. hist:”. Sprinkled edges. Spine
slightly chipped at bottom, boards somewhat warped. Occasional spotting. Stain in lower margin on p.
274. Old initials ”G: A: F” on title, bookplate of Henning Appelgren. 
Collijn Sveriges bibliogra" 1600-talet 661. Fiske Catalogue of the Icelandic collection p. 434. Afzelius Svenska skrifter
rörande Island p. 55. Warmholtz Bibliotheca historica Sueo-Gothica 2605. Bibliotheca Rudbeckiana 741. !e irregularity in
the "rst pagination sequence is not noted by Collijn and  Fiske. Edited by Olof Rudbeck and, according to Johannes
Rudbeck, produced at his printing office. Collijn for his part states Keyser as the printer. !e concluding notes, which are
bound at the beginning of this copy, was printed as early as 1683 according to Warmholtz. With a celebratory poem in
Icelandic by Gudmundur Olofsson on the last preliminary page.
£1130

130. SAINT-FOIX, (GERMAIN FRANÇOIS POULLAIN de). Den wilda ön, lustspel i tre
afhandlingar författadt på fransöska af herr Saint-Foix. Öfwersatt af Christopher Knöppel.
Stockholm, L. Salvius, 1748. 8:o. 54 pp. Disbound. Some dampstaining and foxing. A brown stain in
the inner margin on the last six pages. Two pencil changes of role names on p. 36. 
Klemming Sveriges dramatiska litteratur p. 86. Translation of ”L’Isle sauvage”, published in 1743. !e story takes place on ”en
wild ö” [a savage island], where a few white women, descendants of ship-wrecked Spaniards, are living among an otherwise
black population. A youth is found on the beach, love arises and after various complications the company is repatriated to
Spain. A protector of the white women, Osmar, ”en swart wild” [a black savage], also appears in the story.
£330

131. (SALE, GEORG) Inledning till Al Koran. Öfversättning. Stockholm, A. Gadelius, 1814. 8:o.
(6),51,(1) pp. Disbound and with new grey paper backstrip. Yellow edges. 
Translated from ”Preliminary discourse pre"xed to the Koran, commonly called the Alcoran of Mohammed, translated from
the original Arabic by George Sale”. !e "rst work in Swedish on the Quran.
£90

132. SANDEMAN, R. & LEIGHTON, GEORGE C. Grand Architectural Panorama of London.
Regent Street to Westminster Abbey. London, Leighton and Taylor, 1849. Oblong-8:o. Long
leporello-folding panorama view (14 x 665 cm). Publisher’s cloth, decorated in blind and gilt. Title-
leaf printed in red tipped-in on front pastedown. A few insigni"cant tears and stains. A "ne copy. 
A large panorama view of central London with Regent Street, Pall Mall, Cockspur Street and Whitehall. Street life, parades,
cabs, shops and advertising signs are depicted, with the names of places, buildings and shops underneath.
£670

133. SCHMIDT-PHISELDECK, C. F. von. Europa und Amerika oder die künftigen Verhältnisse
der civilisirten Welt. Copenhagen, bey F. Brummer, gedruckt bey G. Gräbe, 1820. 8:o. X,11-248 pp.



Contemporary half calf, heavily worn, with oxidized gilt decor and an almost illegible label. Blue
edges. Upper corner cut on front #yleaf. Spotted, mainly in upper margin. Inkstain in upper margin on
pp. III-IV. Small signature cut on title, signature of  J. O. Gestman [?] and stamp of Herlufsholms
bibliotek. 
Sabin 77687 with incorrect information about two volumes. Published in two editions in Copenhagen in 1820. !is is the
"rst edition. Translated into Danish, English, French and Dutch. A Swedish edition was published the following year. !e
Danish-German Conrad Friedrich von Schmidt-Phiseldeck (1770-1832) was made director of the Danish National Bank in
1813. In this book he predicted that United States would become the leading country in the world, while, at the same time,
Europe would lose its in#uence and, eventually, also its colonies. According to Schmidt-Phiseldeck, the only way to
counteract this development was to form a European federation.
£250

134. SCOTT, WALTER. Kenilworth. Öfversättning. I-IV. Stockholm, H. A. Nordström, 1824-25.
8:o. (2),222 + 223,(1) + 247,(1) + 232 pp. Four volumes in com’ntemporary grey paper wrappers. All
covers worn, on volumes I and III with tears. Minor spotting throughout. Dedication ”Dyvik
Fredenheim” on front cover. From Östanå manor in Uppland, Sweden. 
First Swedish translation. !e original, ”Kenilworth. A Romance”, was "rst published in 1821. Dyvik belonged to the
Fredenheim family.
£150

135. SCOTT, WALTER. Slagfältet vid Waterloo. (Öfversättning.) [!e battle of Waterloo.
Translation.] Stockholm, C. M. Carlson, 1830. 8:o. (2),28,(1) pp. !in contemporary marbled boards.
Sprinkled edges. Occasional foxing. Small hole in the text on p. 4. A nice copy from Östanå Manor in
Uppland, Sweden. 
£130

136. SCOTT, WALTER. Waverley, eller Skottland för 80 år sedan. I-IV. Stockholm, Z. Haeggström,
1824-26. 8:o. (2),XXIII,(1 blank),133 + 166 + 168 + 176 pp. Light-brown pattern-pressed cloth
binding from ca 1900. Dark-brown spine label. Marbled edges. Small stain in lower margin of p. 93-
94 of part II. A few leaves in part IV with slight foxing. 
First Swedish translation carried out by Jacob Edlund. 
£140

137. SERENIUS, JACOB. An english and swedish dictionary: wherein the generality of words and
various signi"cations are rendered into swedish and latin, forms of speech, proverbs and terms of art in
husbandry and gardening especially, observed, above 2400 english words traced from their true
original gothick, and the mistakes of Junius, Menagius and other etymologians remarked. !ereunto is
added a large collection of terms of trade and navigation and an herbal or index of plants common to
both nations. !e second edition with large additions and amendments. Harg och Stenbro nära
Nyköping, P. Momma, 1757. 4:o. (8),16,(634) pp. Contemporary sprinkled calf, nice but somewhat
worn, with raised bands, richly gilt spine and tan label. Sprinkled edges. Occasional spotting, small
dampstain in outer margin in parts. Old note on front #yleaf: ”tilhörer om jag mins rätt h: secr.
Hummelhielm” and signature of C. F. Hummelhjelm. A very good copy. 
First edition of Serenius’ English-Swedish dictionary was published in Hamburg in 1734, this second edition is printed ”at
Harg and Stenbro near Nykoping in Sweden” – the printer Momma had his shop set up near Serenius home in Stenbro,
since the author wanted to supervise the proof-reading himself. !e dicitionary is concluded with the sections ”A table of
terms of trade and navigation” and ”Herbale anglo svethico latinum”. Serenius (1700-76) was vicar of the Swedish
congregation in London and of large importance in the development of Anglo-Swedish relations. In#uenced by the Church
of England he introduced the con"rmation to Sweden, among other things. Serenius ”Dictionarium anglo-svethico-latinum”
(1734) was the "rst English dictionary to be published in Sweden and his contributions to the knowledge of English in
Sweden has been described as ”monumental”. Lena Rogström writes in her treatise on Serenius dictionaries that he added a
list of plants to this second edition of his Anglo-Swedish dictionary. Perhaps, she notes, was this a concession to the scienti"c
"ndings of Linnaeus and a way of con"rming Sweden’s position in this area. Rogström further notes that Linnaeus was well-
known in England and that the inclusion of the plant list may also have been a way of catering for the interests of the
English readers.
£310



138. (SERENIUS, JACOB) Engelska åker-mannen och fåra-herden/ eller: åker-bruks-konsten och
får-skiötslen/ så wäl efter philosophiske principier som sielfwa praxin, af de witraste engelske
scribenter utdragen, med åtskillige historiske och topographiske anmärkningar öfwer konunga-riket
England [!e English farmer and shepherd ...]. Stockholm, J. L. Horrn, 1727. 8:o. Front,(16),304 pp.
With woodcut illustrations in the text. Title printed in red and black. Contemporary half calf, worn
and partly dampstained, with raised bands, spine decorated in blind and MS label. Sprinkled edges.
Rear cover with minor worming. Some foxing and dampstaining. Otherwise a good copy with MS
note ”Ex libris Laurentii Gellman. Anno 1772” on front pastedown. 
Hebbe 518. !e nice frontispiece is engraved by Haton. With a complimentary poem by O. Kolmodin. Jacob Serenius was at
the time pastor of the Swedish congregation in London. At the end of the work is a list of his sources; Bacon, Camden,
Davenant, Evelyn, Petty and Ray, among others. Also treated in the text is the building of hop gardens. !e work was
published in the same year as Alströmer’s ”Fåraherde” [Shepherd] and with the same purpose of spreading knowledge of new
rational agricultural practices and propagating for sheep-farming in Sweden, with the goal of building a supply of raw
materials for a domestic textile industry.
£250

139. (SINOLD von SCHÜTZ, PHILIPP BALTHASAR) Den lycksaligaste ö i hela wärlden. Eller
nöjsamhetenes land. Dess regerings-sätt, egenskaper och frucktsamhet, dess inwånares seder, guds-
dyrckan/ kyrckio-ordning, barna-upfostran, med mera: samt tillfället/ huru detta landet är blifwit
uptäckt. Ifrån tyska språket öfwersatt [!e most blissful island in the world. Or the land of
contentment. Its government, characteristics and fertility, its inhabitant’s customs, worship, lithurgy,
education of children, etc: and the occasion, when this country was discovered. Translated from the
German]. Västerås, P. Devall, 1744. 8:o. (24),208 pp. Title printed in red and black. Late 19th-century
greyish-brown quarter cloth with raised bands and printed label with incorrect author’s name on front
cover. Sprinkled edges. Some pencil markings on pastedowns. Insign"cant spotting. 
Lundewall Bibliogra" över science "ction & fantasy p. 269. A new edition was published in 1767. Translated by Christian
Gustafsson Roman. Foreword signed with the pseudonym ”Ludwig Ernst von Faramund”. !e German original, ”Die
glückseeligste Insul auf der gantzen Welt, oder das Land der Zufriedenheit”, was published in 1728.
£380

140. SJÖBORG, N. H. Samlingar för Nordens fornälskare, innehållande inskrifter, "gurer, ruiner,
verktyg, högar och stensättningar i Sverige och Norrige, med plancher [Collections for the lovers of
ancient history in Scandinavia, containing inscriptions, "gures, ruins, tools, burial-mounds and stone
circles in Sweden and Norway, with plates]. I-III. Stockholm, F. B. Nestius, 1822 and J. Hörberg,
1824-30, respectively. Large 4:o. (12),140 pp. & 2 hand coloured engraved plates & 43 partly hand
coloured lithographed plates, whereof 7 folded + lithographed title,(10),204 pp. & 46 lithographed
plates numbered 1-60 + lithographed front,(8),191 pp. & 49 lithographed plates numbered 1-60.
!ree volumes in contemporary tree calf, rather worn, with somewhat divergent richly gilt spines,
brown title labels, green number labels och yellow edges. !ird volume with red title label, green
number label and small damage at head of spine. Spines faded. Minimal wormhole in upper joint on
the "rst volume. A few old notes and ink stains, some foxing to plates. Signatures and a recurring
stamp. 
Montelius 35 does not mention the two engraved extra plates. Both depict the Saleby stone at Dagsnäs and one is engraved
by Elias Martin (Frölich 109) and is very nicely coloured. Only a few copies of the book were hand coloured and usually only
the "rst part. Title-leaf in volume II and frontispiece in volume III signed by C. Müller. !e work contains depictions of
Tycho Brahe’s buildings on the island of Ven, among other things. !e historian Nils Henric Sjöborg (1767-1838) became
professor in Lund in 1799. In 1814 he was appointed a sort of superintendent of the antiquities in Sweden, with the task of
travelling the country and make an inventory of ancient monuments. When the appointment was expired in 1816 it was
turned into a leave of absence for life. !e Swedish historian Sten Lindroth has written the following about the present work:
”To "nance the publishing Sjöborg managed to mobilize a so called Archeological Society led by Crown Prince Oscar and a
number of other patrons. !ey wasted their good will on an unworthy object, Sjöborg’s Collections was hopelessly outdated.
!e three volumes contain a disparate array of unsorted plates of mediocre quality along with an introductory text and plate
descriptions  – rune stones, barrows and rock carvings sandwiched with church ruins, baptismal fonts and other medieval
remains, to which is added an Egyptian mummy. Sjöborg was a collector lacking principal ideas, and his picture book mostly
resembles a collection of curios.” (Our translation).
£670



141. [Skånelagen]Hær begynnes skonskæ logh paa ræth danskæ och ær skifft i xvij bøgher oc hwer
bogh haffuer sith register. Oc ær wæl offuer seeth och rættelighe corrigeret [Here begins the Scanian
law in Danish and is partitioned into xvij books and each book has its index ...]. Copenhagen, G. aff
Gemen, 1505. 4:o. A6-Q6,R5 = (101) leaves. Woodcut vignettes on both sides of title leaf and on the
last page, initials coloured in red in the text. Nice early 18th-century half calf, slightly worn, with
raised bands, richly gilt spine and red label. Front endpaper lacking, scattered stains, partly with
dampstains, mainly in the margins. Somewhat closely cut in upper margin in places, title leaf closely
cut and bettered in margins in connection with the binding. Repair in lower margin on leaf I6.
Closing leaf rather soiled, a few additions in ink in the margins. Signature of Torkel Klevenfeldt,
crowned bookstamp on spine, bookplate of the Ericsberg Library in Sweden. 
Nielsen 134. !esaurus 170. !is edition by the printer Ghemen was not officially sanctioned and is one of the oldest printed
law editions in Scandinavia and the "rst on Scanian law. With its elegant typography and hand-coloured initials the book
has preserved the sense of the medieval law manuscripts. !e Dane Terkel Klevenfeldt (1710-77) was a genealogist and
collector of historical books and manuscripts, not least those with a philological content.
£16670

142. (SPEGEL, HAQUIN) Barna-bibel/ thet är christeliga underwijsningar/ uthaff sielfwa
skrifftennes språk sammansatte/ på thet ungdomen des grundeligare må fatta och lättare minnas gudz
helga kännedom oc egenskaper. Gudz sanskylliga tienst och dyrkan. En christen menniskias rätta troo.
Een christens dygdiga lefwerne [Children’s bible/ that is Christian educations [...]. Stockholm, H.
Keyser, 1684. 8:o. Extra engraved title,(32),17-313,(23) pp. Mid 18th-century half calf with slightly
raised bands and blank spine. Sprinkled edges. Some spotting throughout. Extra engraved title with
closed tear at back. Dampstain in upper corner and margin on pp. 5-80 and 265-70. Small rust stain
on p. 275. On front pastedown the name of Catharina Marg. Justis, depicted in a such way that the
letters stands out in a pale colour towards an ink background. Title page with partly faded library
stamp from Reykjavik. From the library of Anders Granathand his pencil acquisition note from 1984
on rear pastedown.
Collijn Sveriges bibliogra" 1600-talet 869. Klingberg Kronologisk bibliogra" över barn- och ungdomslitteratur utgiven i
Sverige 1684:1. !e engraved title is made by Johann Christopher Sartorius. !e work is a systematically arranged collection
of biblical quotations with a dedication and an introduction directed to Princess Hedvig Sophia (1681-1708) of Sweden, and
a verse, here in the variant with ”kan mången myckit meer än Syrachs book behaga” on p. (15). A new revised edition was
published by Erik Lindschöld in 1688. !. Palm wrote about this work in ”Nordisk tidskrift för bok- och biblioteksväsen”
1943, pp. 162-65 (se footnote 1 regarding the variants in the verses, which also mentions ”certain differences in the printing
of the "rst sheet”). !e previous owner might be the Catharina Justi (1734-50) who was the daughter of Petter Justi and
Margaretha Lythberg in Visby.
£1040

143. STAËL von HOLSTEIN, (ANNE LOUISE GERMAINE). De l’Allemagne. Stockholm, O.
Grahn, 1814. 8:o. (4),299,(1) + (2),325,(1 blank,2) + (2),339 pp. !ree volumes in green half morocco
c. 1830 with richly gilt spines. Green sprinkled edges. Spines faded and with dark spotting at bottom.
First volume foxed until p. 168 and with minor ink spatter on p. 169. Occasional minor spotting, more
pronounced in the upper corner on pp. 61-67 in the second volume. Paper slips pasted in covering
older bookplate and bookplate of Harald Lettström. A nice suite.
!e original edition published in 1810 was forbidden and destroyed, except for a few copies. A new edition was published in
1813 and many more followed. Another Swedish edition was printed by Bruzelius in Uppsala in 1814, but none of these are
listed in Lonchamp’s ”L’œuvre imprimé de madame Germaine de Staël”. With a list of subscribers in the beginning of the
third volume. Madame de Staël was the widow of the Swedish ambassador in Paris and during her exile she spent time in
Sweden in 1812-13. Johan Spongberg (1800-88) came to Uppsala as a student in 1816. He was a philologist and became
professor of the Greek language and literature at Uppsala University in 1853.
£170

144. STAËL von HOLSTEIN, (ANNE LOUISE GERMAINE). De l’Allemagne. Uppsala, E.
Bruzelius, 1814. 8:o. (4),156,(4),157-276 + (4),303,(1) + (10),316,(4) pp. !ree volumes in
contemporary tan half calf, covers richly decorated in gilt and blind, gilt-framed covers with tree-
marbled paper. Blue sprinkled edges. First volume with two paper damages close to the spine. Fine,
almost spotless inserts. !e list of subscribers and the last sheet from p. 305 and forwards in the third



volume with several old repairs in the inner margin. Half title in the third volume misbound at the
end, as published. Signatures of Joh. Spongberg, dated 1817 and his gilt monogram ”J. S.” at bottom of
spines and signatures of Karl Gustav Ek, dated 1892 in the "rst volume. A beautiful and "ne suite. 
!e original edition published in 1810 was forbidden and destroyed, except for a few copies. A new edition was published in
1813 and many more followed. Another Swedish edition was printed by Grahn in Stockholm in 1814, but none of these are
listed in Lonchamp’s ”L’œuvre imprimé de madame Germaine de Staël”. With a list of subscribers in the beginning of the
third volume. Madame de Staël was the widow of the Swedish ambassador in Paris and during her exile she spent time in
Sweden in 1812-13. Johan Spongberg (1800-88) came to Uppsala as a student in 1816. He was a philologist and became
professor of the Greek language and literature at Uppsala University in 1853.
£210

145. STERNE, (LAURENCE). La vie et les opinions de Tristram Shandy, traduites de l’anglois de
Stern. I-IV. Neuchatel, l’imprim. de la Société typographique, 1777 and ”Yorck” (=Paris), 1785. 12:o.
(4),XXIV,286,(2 blank) + (4),352 + IV,280 + (2),286 pp. Two "ne, but not quite uniform,
contemporary half calf. Slightly worn and with richly gilt spines. Red and green labels and red edges.
A small wormhole on the spine of part I-II. Scattered minor stains. Old, but well made repairs in the
margin on pp. 37-40 in part I and 27-28 in part II. A patchily small brown spot in lower margin in
part II.  From the library of Ericsberg. 
Rochedieu Bibliography of French translations pp. 316-17. Voogd A bibliography of Sterne in French pp. 103 and 105
respectively. !e "rst two parts are translated by Frénais, the two latter by Charles F. De Bonnay and these two translations
became the standard edition in French of ”Tristram Shandy” during the following 50 years.
£830

146. STERNE, LAURENCE. Voyage sentimental par Laurent Sterne. Aux depens de H. F. Sjöbeck.
Lund, J. Lundblad, 1800. 8:o. (4),154 pp. Contemporary wrappers, rather worn and soiled. Spine more
worn and faded. Occasional foxing and spotting. Small worm holes in the inner margin in parts,
minor loss of text in a few places. Partly soiled title leaf, p. 85 and 121 with old repairs in the upper
margin. Old repairs also in outer margin on p. 95-97. Dampstains from p. 100 to the end. N. Sjöberg’s
contemporary signature and Nils Matton Sjöberg’s bookplate. 
With a short list of subscribers. Based on a translation by J. P. Frénais from 1799, which has been reviewed and corrected by
Sjöbeck, according to the foreword. !e latter also published the original text, ”Yorick’s sentimental journey”, in the same
year.
£210

147. STEVENS, ROBERT. An essay on average, and on other subjects connected with the contract
of marine insurance. Dedicated, by permission, to the committee for managing the affairs of Lloyds.
First american, from the second London edition. Philadelphia, M. Carey, 1817. 8:o. XIX,(1 blank),304
pp. Contemporary tan calf with red label. Spine and covers ruled in blind. Spine darkened, joints
somewhat worn. Covers scratched. Foxing in parts. Front #yleaf and the "rst pages with dampstain in
upper margin, which reoccurs here and there and more visibly towards the end. Slight browning on pp.
185-200. 
First published in 1813, second edition in 1816. A fourth edition was published in 1822 and several partly revised editions
followed. !e dispatcher Robert Stevens was one of the "rst specialists in his "eld and worked within the Lloyd syndicate.
£210

148. STRINDBERG, AUGUST. Antibarbarus I oder die Welt für sich und die Welt für mich.
Berlin, Lewent’sche Buchdruckerei, 1894. (2),78 pp. Contemporary yellow half cloth with slightly
worn green label. Marbled edges. Wrappers not preserved. With the signature of the Swedish book
collector !ore Virgin, dated 1949, and a dedication from the author to G. Mittag-Leffler. !e
dedication cut at top with unsigni"cant loss of text. 
Zetterlund I:59. All published. First Swedish edition published in 1906. ”Antibarbarus” was the result of Strindberg’s
increasing interest in the natural sciences at the beginning of the 1890’s. During his stay in Paris 1894-85 he came into
contact with some of the leading practitioners of ”modern alchemy” at the time and subsequently started doing his own
alchemical experiments. He believed, among other things, that the number of chemical elements was fewer than claimed by
the established science, and that one chemical element could be transformed into another, for example gold. Strindberg made
considerable effort to win support for his theories in the scienti"c community, although with limited success. Later



commentators has ascribed some poetic value to ”Antibarbarus”, but failed to see the scienti"c breakthroughs that the author
self con"dently laid claim to. Gösta Mittag-Leffler was a distinguished Swedish mathematician and an advocate for
increased international cooperation in the "eld. He was, among other things, the founder of the periodical ”Acta
Mathematica”. Mittag-Leffler and his sister Anna Charlotta had several friends in the artistic community of Stockholm and
became acquainted with Strindberg through these circles.
£1250

149. [Struensee] En satyrisk fortegnelse paa en deel pretiosa, guld, sølv, tin, kobber, messing og
jernfang, trævahre, linnet, gang- og senge-klæder, bøger og skilderier, med adskilligt andet meere: som
er funden paa gaden fredagen den 17 januarii, og som ved offentlig auction til de høystbydende skal
bortsælges den 32 januarii, som først kommer, ved Gammel-Strand. Og meldes til behagelig
efterretning, at betalingen skeer contant ved vahrenes annammelse, til den som ved auctionen dertil
bliver autheriseret; thi ville de lysthavende behage sig til bemelte tid og sted at ind"nde. [=headline].
Copenhagen, P. H. Höecke, 1772. 8:o. 8 pp. Mid 20-century grey-patterned boards, title lettered in
gilt on front cover. Minor spotting. Bookplate of Bent Juel-Jensen. 
Bibliotheca danica V:333. Our translation of the title: ”A satirical catalogue of some valuables, gold, silver, tin, copper, brass
and wrought-iron goods, wooden articles, linen, clothing and bedclothes, books and paintings, with many other things: which
have been found on the street on January 17, and which shall be sold at public auction to the highest bidders on January 32”.
!is "ctitious auction catalogue is a satirical comment on the fall of Struensee on January 16 1772. !e information that the
objects had been found in the street probably refers to the riots which took place the next day, on January 17. On that
occasion, the police allowed the crowd to ravage freely and destroy, among other things, a number of the city’s brothels, from
which the furniture was thrown out on the streets. !e movables listed in this catalogue seem to originate from such places,
and the reference to the sinful living which allegedly had been going on at the royal palace is obvious.
£540

150. [Swedberg] !en swenska psalm-boken med the stycker som ther til höra/ och på föliande blad
opteknade "nnas/ uppå kongl. majtz nådigste befalning af thet wyrd. predikoämbetet åhr M DC
XCIII med #it öfwersedd/ förbättrad och förmehrad/ och åhr 1694 i Stockholm af trycket utgången.
+ Epistler och evangelia på sön- och helgedagar; såsom ock ther til höriga collecta och böner.
Stockholm, Burchardi tryckieri, af J. J. Genath, (1694). 12:o. Engraved front,(28),502,(14) pp. +
(Stockholm, Burchardi tryckeri), 1694. 12:o. 371 pp. Near contemporary dark tan calf with slightly
raised bands and gilt-ruled spine. Coloured edges. A few minor damages to the leather on spine, rear
joint starting at top. Front and title chipped and with somewhat dark-toned dampstain in outer
margin. Foxing and dampstains in parts of the outer margin, mainly in the "rst pagination. Small
crack between pp. 362 och 363 in the hymn book. !e last sheet, pp. 361-71, in the gospel book with
heavy dampstaining in the margins. Bookplate of Emanuel Cederström. 
Collijn Sveriges bibliogra" 1600-talet 735. Klemming Ur en antecknares samlingar p. 114, nr 1. First edition with the long
title on the separate title-page on p. 237 in the gospel book: ”En gudachtig siäls nyckel til himmelriket/ och thess dageliga
brukande; wijst igenom sal. Joh. Avenarii morgon- och aftonsignelser”. !e front, which is printed on a leaf in the "rst sheet
and depicts an organ-playing woman, is engraved by J. C. Böcklin. Published by the bishop of Skara, Jesper Swedberg. A
total of seven editions were printed of the Swedberg hymn book, which was withdrawn after complaints from the Swedish
bishops regarding its content. !e editions have all been described as typographical masterpieces, but because of the
withdrawal most of the volumes remained unused in the National Archives in Stockholm. Swedberg however sent a number
of copies of the hymn book to the Swedish congregations in Delaware, an act he later repeated with his own bible edition,
printed in Skara. Emanuel Cederström (1848-1920), whose brother was the painter Gustaf Cederström, lived at Krusenberg
outside Uppsala and was a collector interested in cultural history. His library contained about 3000-4000 volumes. He
donated parts of his art- and culture-historical collections to Nordiska museet and Nationalmuseum in Stockholm.
£1000

151. [Swedberg] !en swenska psalm-boken/ med the stycker som ther til höra/ och på föliande blad
upteknade "nnas/ uppå kongl. maj:tz nådigste befalning af thet wyr. predikoämbetet åhr MDCXCIII
med #it öfwersedd/ förbättrad/ och förmehrad: och ungdomen til fromma/ uti thenne beqwäme
storlek åhr 1695 af trycket utgången. + Epistler och evangelia på sön- och helge-dagar. Stockholm,
Burchardi tryckieri/ af J. J. Genath/ f., (1695). Narrow 24:o. (4),288,249-344 pp. Title printed in red
and black. + (Stockholm, Burchardi tryckeri), 1695. Narrow 24:o. 372,(8) pp. Title printed in red and
black. Late 18th-century green vellum, somewhat blotchy, with oxidized title and cover borders. Front
cover warped, hinges somewhat cracked, insert almost separated from the rear hinge. Stitching cracked



at p. 264, 288 och 296. !e hymn book with a small hole in lower margin with minor loss of text.
Second work with a few dampstains. Signature of J. Eiserman and initials, ”C S P.”, dated 1818. 
Collijn Sveriges bibliogra" 1600-talet 737. Klemming Ur en antecknares samlingar (1880-82) p. 117, nr 6. Klingberg
Kronologisk bibliogra" över barn- och ungdomslitteratur 1695:1. !e variant with incorrect pagination in the hymn book.
On p. 261 in the second work with separate title: ”En liten bönebok. Stockholm/ åhr 1695”. On last page after the index:
”Fulländat förste gången anno 1695 den 16 april.” Edited by Jesper Swedberg and abridged for a younger circle of readers. A
total of seven editions were printed of the Swedberg hymn book, which was withdrawn after complaints from the Swedish
bishops regarding its content. !e editions have all been described as typographical masterpieces, but because of the
withdrawal most of the volumes remained unused in the National Archives in Stockholm. Swedberg however sent a number
of copies of the hymn book to the Swedish congregations in Delaware, an act he later repeated with his own bible edition,
printed in Skara. A copy of the present edition was the most expensive of the Swedberg hymn books when the "ne library of
the renowned Swedish bibliophile Per Hierta was sold at auction. !e copy was bought by Göteborgs universitetsbibliotek
for 150 SEK.
£2080

152. Swerikes landz lagh/ effter som hon är aff fordom then stor-mächtige höghborne furste och
herre/ herr Carl the IX, Swerikes/ Göthes/ Wendes/ "nnars/ carelers/ lappars i Norlanden/ the
kaijaners och esters i Lij#and/ &c. konung/ öfwersedd/ con"rmerat/ och åhr 1608 publicerat worden
[!e law of Sweden ...]. Stockholm, H. Käyser, 1638. 4:o. 174,(15) pp. + Swerikes rijkes stadz lagh/
effter then stormächtige/ höghborne furstes och herre/ herr Gustaff Adolphs/ Swerikes/ Göthes och
Wendes/ &c. konungs/ storfurstes till Finland/ hertigh uthi Estland och Carelen/ herres utöfwer
Ingermanland/ &c. befalning uthgången aff trycket åhr 1618 [!e city law of Sweden ...]. Stockholm,
H. Käyser, 1638. 4:o. (4),160,(44),1-7,(1),1-16,(7) pp. Contemporary vellum, heavily worn. Blue
sprinkled edges. Title slightly soiled, tear into the text on p. 17 in the second work, a few paper losses
and stains. Ownership note on rear pastedown, erased signatures, bookplate.
Rudbeck 16. Variants of both law books, both described by Rudbeck as ”rare”. Lacking a preliminary dedication leaf as usual.
”Domare regler” is bound at the end of this volume, which is contrary to the copy collated by Rudbeck.
£1000

153. Tarif pour la jauge des vaisseaux propres a contenir des liqueurs, aven une explication de son
usage. Approuvé par messiuers de l’Academie royale des sciences. Paris, Prault pere, 1742. Large 12:o.
196 pp. With woodcut depictions of different barrels on p. 37, 39 and 41. Nice contemporary dark red
morocco, somewhat worn, with richly gilt spine, gilt-framed covers and dentelles. All edges gilt.
Occasional minor spotting. A few notes on rear and a contemporary signature on front #yleaf
(Pilorget?). A nice copy. 
!e text is set within a printed frame throughout. Pages 43-185 consist of tables for calculating the space of different
containers. Pages 36, 38, 40, 42 and 196 with printed frames but empty.
£400

154. [Englishman] !e little englishman. Den lille engelskmand. En let- och almeenfattelig
veiledning for udvandrere og andre til i kort tid at lære at forstaae og gjøre sig forstaaelige i det
engelske sprog. Indeholdende norsk og engelsk sproglære, en fuldstændig samling af de i det daglige
liv hyppigst forekommende ord og talemaader, forskjellige samtale samt breve. Christiania (Oslo), C.
Schibsted, 1852. 8:o. (2),88 pp. Plain cloth-backed boards. Stitching somwhat loose. Occasional minor
spotting and faint dampstains. G. Haldorsen’s signature on title. 
Printed in three columns from p. 24, with Norwegian, English and, in the third column, English pronunciation. For example,
the question ”How much may the construction of such a building cost?” should be pronounced ”Hau maattsj mee dhe
konstrukksjen ov sottsj æ billding kost?”. An early English manual aimed at Norwegian emigrants on their way to the United
States.
£310

155. [Priestley] [!e Priestley riots or Church and king riots] An authentic account of the riots in
Birmingham, on the 14th, 15th, 16th and 17th day of July, 1791; also, the judge’s charge, the pleadings
of the counsel, and the substance of the evidence given on the trials of the rioters. And an impartial
collection of letters, &c. Written by the supporters of the establishment and the dissenters, in
consequence of the tumults. !e whole compiled, in order to preserve to posterity the genuine



particulars and connexions of an event, which attracted the attention of Europe. (Birmingham?),
”printed (for the compiler) and sold by J. Belcher, in Deritend”, (1791). 8:o. VIII,76 pp. Disbound.
First and last leaves foxed, otherwise slightly foxed. Contemporary MS notes on p. 18 and 26.
Contemporary dedication on title. 
ESTC  T73211. Compare with a ”reissue” containing a 2-page appendix (ESTC N46668) and a second edition containing a
36-page appendix (ESTC T79577), both probably published in the same year. Sometimes attributed to J. Belcher. About the
Birmingham riots in 1791, directed against ”the dissenters” in general and the religiously controversial Joseph Priestley
(1733-1804) in particular. !e riots started when a dinner was held in Birmingham on July 14 by !e Lunar Society, a dinner
society where Priestley was a member. !e cause was to celebrate the 2-year anniversary of the start of the French revolution
- Priestley and others had shown sympathy for its ideas. After a few days of rioting, four churches belonging to the dissenters
and 27 houses had been damaged. It has been assumed that the riots were organized by forces in the city, and that the
authorities turned a blind eye to the violence, since they secretly approved of what was happening. Priestley left Birmingham
for good after the disturbances. In the present work, a number of contemporary documents regarding the history and course
of events, some written by Priestley himself, are reprinted.
£130

156. [Tobacco] Engraved copper plate for a Danish tobacco label from the beginning of the 19th
century. Ca 16 x 14 cm. + 2 later impressions from the plate, printed on high quality paper. A few
minor scratches to the plate. Two holes drilled in upper corners outside the engraved area. In very
good condition. 
A nice engraved copper plate for a Danish tobacco label with the initials ”I B” at top, a priest in the center, #anked by two
Indians smoking pipes, standing on tobacco barrels, and the text: ”Liverpool no. A. / Fabriqueret af Johannes C Bech paa
Vestergade no. 55 i Kiobenhavn”. Johannes C. Beck (1779-dead after 1840) was a tobacco manufacturer on Vestergade 55 in
Copenhagen. !e "gures on this engraving are clearly old-fashioned in style and based on older models.
£1500

157. TOURNEFORT, ( JOSEPH PITTON de) Utdrag af Tourneforts rese-beskrifning öfwer
Levanten: innehållande det som egentligen rörer turkiske kejsardömets regerings-sätt; samt des
inwånares gudstienst, seder och hushållning m.m. Öfwersättning. Stockholm, H. Fougt, 1772. 8:o.
(2),132,135-52 pp. Contemporary grey paper wrappers, somewhat spotted. Spine with a large hole
and a couple of minor holes. Stitching partly loose. Several creases in the upper corner. Occasional
minor spotting. Minor stains from printer’s ink in the margin on p. 56, 110 och 152. Slightly chipped
in upper margin on pp. 29-32 and 81-86. Ruststain from a paper clip on top of p. 151. Signatures of
Carl Henrik Bäck, who has given the book to Johan Ludvig Bäck, who in turn has given it to Christ.
L. Bäck on Christmas Eve in 1828, on the inside of front cover. Hardly legible old signature on title. 
Translation by Johan Fredrik Grundel of Tournefort’s (1656-1708) ”Relation d’un voyage du Levant”. Tournefort was a
French botanist and his travel was made for scienti"c purposes.
£420

158. Turkish proverbs translated into english. Venice, ”printed at the Armenian monastery of S.
Lazzarus”, 1868. Small 8:o. 35 pp. Contemporary green printed wrappers, somewhat worn and soiled. 
Earlier editions printed in 1844 and 1860, a later one in 1873. !e work contains 180 Turkish proverbs, more or less hard to
understand, and printed parallelly in Armenian and English. As examples can be mentioned ”He who speaks through his
nose is as unfortunate as him who has not”, ”His face is cleaned with a butcher’s sponge” and ”We were hardly gone out to
sell pine wood than the moon rose”. !e little island of San Lazzaro outside Venice was in 1717 let to an Armenian
monastery which has remained there to this day. In 1789 a printing office was started on the island, which is the oldest
Armenian printing works still in business today. !e "rst printed book in Armenian was produced in Venice in 1512.
£210

159. [Pugachev] Upprorsmannen Jemelian Pugatschews lefverne, ifrån ryska originalet öfversatt på
fransyska, och sedermera försvenskadt af Carl Leonard Stålhammar [!e life of the insurgent
Yemelyan Pugachev, from the Russian original translated into French, and eventually into Swedish ...].
Stockholm, J. C. Holmberg, 1786. 8:o. Engraved portrait,(16),296 pp. Contemporary half calf,
somewhat worn, with raised bands, sparingly gilt spine and tan label. Sprinkled edges. Headband with
minor damages. Occasional foxing and minor spotting. Signature. 
!e cosack Yemelyan Ivanovich Pugachev took part in the seven years war against the Turks but deserted from military duty
and started a rebellion among the cosacks and serfs which even was seen as a threath against Moscow. Pugachev was



captured at a "nal battle at Sarepta in 1774 and executed the following year in Moscow.
£230

160. WAGNER, JOHAN LUDVIC. Öden under des statsfångenskap i Ryssland åren 1759-1763. Af
honom sjelf berättade. Hwarjämte et bihang, innehållande: utdrag ur de nyaste och bästa ryska
resebeskrifningar, med strödda anmärkningar af tyske utgifwaren [Fortunes during his imprisonment
in Russia in the years 1759-1763, recounted by himself ...]. Stockholm, A. Zetterberg, 1790. 8:o.
(4),268 pp. Nice early 19th-century half calf, insigni"cantly worn, spine sparingly decorated in blind
and gilt. Blue sprinkled edges. 
!e German original was published in 1789. In his foreword the translator Carl Stridsberg emphasizes that Wagner’s work is
well worth reading even though it is based on events which took place nearly 30 years ago. Its worth is further increased by
the excerpts about Russia from travel descriptions which were new at the time, and which had been compiled by the German
editor. In these excerpts the samoyeds, ostyaks, tungus and yakuts are, for example, described in some detail.
£150

161. WALLERIUS, JOHAN GOTSCHALK. Mineralogia, eller mineralriket indelt och beskrifvit.
Stockholm, L. Salvius, 1747. 8:o. (38),479 pp. & 1 folded engraved plate. Title printed in red and
black. + WALLERIUS, JOHAN GOTSCALK. Hydrologia, eller watturiket, indelt och beskrifvit,
jämte anledning til vattuprofvers anställande. Stockholm, L. Salvius, 1748. 8:o. (18),134 pp. & 1
engraved plate. Title printed in red and black. Contemporary half calf with raised bands. New tan
label, years of printing stamped in gilt at bottom of spine in recent times. Sprinkled edges. Small
damage to head of spine, old MS title in two of the spine compartments. A few stains, some minor
soiling, ink stain on p. 69 in the second work. A nice volume with bookstamp ”F M” on title in the
"rst work. 
!rough ”Mineralogia” Wallerius became known all over Europe and the book was translated in German, French and
Russian. Wallerius used his own large collection comprising over 4000 specimens as a source and he also had a fruitful
collaboration with another Swedish mineralogist, Daniel Tilas. !e minerals are divided into four classes or ”#ocks”: soils,
stones, ores and ”hardened stones”. In ”Hydrologia” Wallerius attempts to enlarge the three realms of nature with a fourth
one, the realm of water, which is divided in accordance with the model which had been used for the animal, plant and
mineral kingdoms. ”Hydrologia” must be seen as a pioneer work of its kind, but unlike ”Mineralogia” it did not result in any
imitators. It stands alone as a monument representing a zeal to systematize in the spirit of Wolff and Linnaeus, taken to
absurd levels.
£1170

162. WALLERIUS, JOH. GOTTSCHALK. Hydrologie, oder Wasserreich, von ihm eingetheilet
und beschrieben: nebst einer Anleitung zur Anstellung der Wasserproben: wie auch dessen Gedanken
vom Dannemarks-Gesundbrunnen. Ins deutsche übersetzt von Johann Daniel Denso. Berlin, C. G.
Nicolai, 1751. 8:o. (32),182,1-48 pp. & 1 folded engraved plate. Contemporary marbled boards,
heavily worn, edges sprinkled red. Spine defective. Foxing and dampstaining throughout. Old
marginal note on p- 157. Contemporary illegible signature and acquisition note dated 1755.
Bookplate of Carl Jedvard Bonde. From Ericsberg Castle in Sweden. 
Bibliotheca Walleriana 12189. First Swedish edition published in 1748. Wallerius sent corrections and complementary
additions to improve this "rst German translation. In ”Hydrologia” Wallerius attempts to enlarge the three realms of nature
with a fourth one, the realm of water, which is divided in accordance with the model which had been used for the animal,
plant and mineral kingdoms. ”Hydrologia” must be seen as a pioneer work of its kind, but unlike ”Mineralogia” it did not
result in any imitators. It stands alone as a monument representing a zeal to systematize in the spirit of Wolff and Linnaeus,
taken to absurd levels. Final pagination with a separate title leaf lacking impressum: ”Wohlgemeynte Gedanken über den
Dannemarks-Gesundbrunnen”. !is is a translation of Wallerius ”Wälmente tanckar om Dannemarcks hälsso-brunn” (1737).
!e spa was situated to the east of Uppsala in the parish of Danmark.
£630

163. (WALLMARK, PETER ADAM) Resan till Stockholm, år 1913. Af Fuselbrenner den yngre.
Andra, ändrade och tillökta upplagan. Med bilagor [!e travel to Stockholm in 1913]. + Förteckning
på böcker och skrifter, som säljas på Ecksteinska boktryckeriet i Stockholm, Skom.-embetets hus wid
Slottsbacken, n:o 7, 3:dje porten till wenster i Bollhusgränden, äfwensom, till en del, hos de #este
herrar bokhandels-kommissionärer i landsorterna. [=headline]. Stockholm, R. Ecksteins tryckeri,



1819. 8:o. 135,(1),1-89 pp. & 4 hand coloured litographed plates. + Stockholm, Ecksteinska
boktryckeriet, 1820. 8:o. (8) pp. Uncut and mainly unopened in printed grey paper wrappers. Spine
with MS title and a tear. Occasional minor foxing. Carelessly opened in upper margin on pp. 23-26.
Signature of Anna Lindmark on front cover. A nice copy. 
An early Swedish science-"ction novel, "rst published as a serial in ”Allmänna journalen” 1817-19. !is is the "rst book
edition. A third unillustrated edition was published in 1832. Wallmark himself claims, somewhat apologetically, that the
story is written ”på hållen”, that is, while the typesetter wiated for page-"lling for the next day. !e present edition is the only
one which is illustrated, and the lithographed plates represent some of the earliest examples of this technique being used
book illustration in Sweden. Printed wrappers with the title: ”Fuselbrenner den yngres resa till Stockholm, år 1913. Med
karrikaturer.” !e publisher’s catalogue bound in at the end contains, among other things, volumes of ”Allmänna journalen”
and ”Journal för litteraturen och theatern”.
£750

164. VIARDOT, LOUIS. Essai sur l’histoire des arabes et des mores d’Espagne. I-II. Paris, Auffray,
1833. 8:o. (4),310,(1) + 84),251,(1 blank),1-4 pp. Two contemporary rather worn half-calf bindings
with decoratively gilt and blind-tooled spines. Green-sprinkled edges. !e spines with a couple of
minor stains. !e text pages intermittently with some foxing. With Gustaf Trolle-Bonde's stamp in
gold at the bottom of the spine and with bookplate from the Säfstaholm library. 
£420

165. WIDEGREN, GUSTAF. Svenskt och engelskt lexicon, efter kongl. secreteraren Sahlstedts
Svenska ordbok. Stockholm, J. A. Carlbohm, 1788. 4:o. (10),897,(1) pp. Contemporary half calf with
raised bands, brown title label and sprinkled edges. Spine somewhat dry and blotchy. Lower corner of
front board bumped. Minor foxing. Old mendings in the lower margin on p. (5) and some dampstains
in the inner margin on pp. 286-314 and 398-410. Small tear in the outer margin on p. 721. Old
signatures. 
Gustaf Widegren’s (1742-1802) ”Lexicon” "lled the gap created when the Swedish-English dictionary by Serenius had
disappeared from the market. In the preface Widegren underlines the importance of the English language in commerce and
for the understanding of the many scienti"c discoveries made in England during that time. Many words and phrases have
their respective sources mentioned. Widegren not only used expressions from the written language but also more humorous
expressions and colloquial language. He emphasises terms linked to natural science, commerce and shipping.
£210

166. WIEDEWELT, JOHANNES. Samling af ægyptiske og romerske oldsager. I deel [A collection
of Egyptian and Roman antiquities. Part I]. Copenhagen, N. Möller, 1786. Folio. Engraved title,
(2),38 pp. & 27 engraved plates. Contemporary half calf, rather heavily worn, with raised bands,
sparingly gilt spine and #aked crimson glazed paper label. Red sprinkled edges. Front hinge somewhat
weak. Occasional minor soil- and dampstains. Engraved title-leaf mounted in the lower corner.
Reinforcements in the inner margin between pp. 4-5 and between p. 16 and plate XI and on p. 33.
Dampstain on plates III-V. Stains on plate XX. Old signature at bottom of title-leaf.
Bibliotheca danica II:457. All published. !e collection belonged to Hoegh Guldberg. Johannes Wiedewelt (1731-1802) was
a Danish sculptor and a close friend and pupil of Winckelmann, with whom he spent a lot of time during his four years in
Rome. Wiedewelt was made sculptor to HM the King of Denmark in 1758 and has made sculptures in Roskilde and for the
palace garden of Fredensborg, among other things. Apart from the present work he also published the in#uential ”Tanker om
smagen udi konsterne” 1762.
£630

167. WILCOX, THOMAS. !omæ Wilcocks kosteliga honungs-droppar utur klippan Christo: eller
et kort förmanings-ord til alle helige och syndare. Ifrån engelskan efter fyrationde Londonska uplagan
år 1757 på tyska i Leipsig, och nu sedermera derifrån på swenska öfwersatt, samt med nödiga
anmärkningar förklaradt af Abraham Frosterus. Tredgje [sic!] gången uplagt. Stockholm, P.
Hesselberg, 1771. 8:o. 62,(1) pp. Plain half calf, somewhat worn, with raised bands. Blue sprinkled
edges. Samtida enkelt ngt nött hfrbd med upphöjda bind. Blåstänkta snitt. Spine defective at head.
Pastedowns with contemporary waste proof-sheets. Occasional minor spotting, minor dampstain in
upper margin. Contemporary note ”baron Reut” on front pastedown, initials ”C H B”. 
A translation of ”A choice drop of honey from the rock Christ, or a word of advice to all saints and sinners”. Earlier editions



published in 1764, 1766 nd 1769, later editions in 1776, among other years. A revised edition of Frosterus’ translation was
printed as late as 1935!
£80

168. VOSS, JOHANN HEINRICH. Luise. Ein lændliches Gedicht in drei Idyllen. Zweite Au#age
mit neuen Kupfern. Berlin, J. G. Langhoff, 1798. 8:o. Engraved title,228 pp. & 3 engraved plates.
Exquisite red contemporary half calf, slightly worn, spine gilt to a design with dragon#ies in two
compartments and with green label. Yellow edges. Bookbinder’s stamp of G. Svalander, Stockholm.
Scraping at bottom of rear joint. Insert on thick paper partly browned and with occasional stains.
Plates facing pp. 77 and 120 heavily stained in the margins. Dogears and stain in upper margin on pp.
212-17. Small residue of red sealing wax and armorial bookplate of the Nisbeth family with the device
”Fide et manu” on front pastedown.
Published in Königsberg by Friedrich Nicolovius. Plates from originals by Chodowiecki. First published in book form in
1795. Gustaf Svalander (1774-1811) was barely accepted as a member of the Stockholm bookbinder’s guild in 1799.
£230

169. (ZACHARIÄ, FRIEDR. WILHELM) + (LENNOX, CHARLOTTE) + (ROSE de
CAUMONT de la FORCE, CHARLOTTE) + (SACK, G.) + (GENLIS, STÉPHANIE
FÉLICITÉ du CREST de SAINT-AUBIN de) + SAURIN, (BERNHARD, JOSEPH). +
(GOLDSMITH, OLIVER) + (AULNOY, MARIE-CATHERINE) Louise, eller dygdens styrka
hos könet; moralisk berättelse. Öfversättning. + Sophia, eller dygdens och behagens seger öfwer
skönheten; sedolärande, dock ej torr roman. Fri öfwersättning. + Gustaf Wasa; eller konung Gustaf I:s
kärlekshistoria. Öfversättning. Tredje uplagan. + Konung Gustaf Adolphs och fröken Ebba Brahes
kärleks-händelser. + Hertiginnan af C**. Öfwersättning. + Allen house, eller lady Kilmars historia, som
gifwer ämne til upmärksamma betraktelser öfwer de hemliga dri(ädrar, hwaraf försynen betjenar sig,
at främja sina afsigter. + Det sanna sköna. Saga. Öfwersatt ifrån fransyskan af C. B. L. + Sophia de
Francourts historia. Öfversatt af Carl Leonard Stålhammar. I-II. + Land-prästens i Wake"eld
lefwerne; skrifwit förmodeligen af honom sjelf. Öfwersättning ifrån ängelskan. Andra uplagan. +
Grefvinnans d’Aunoye bref om Spanien. Öfversatte utur tyska Musæum för 1787. Göteborg, S.
Norberg, 1783. 8:o. 80 pp. + Stockholm, J. A. Carlbohm, 1785. 8:o. 180 pp. + Stockholm, A. J.
Nordström, 1786. 8:o. 160 pp. + Stockholm, A. J. Nordström, 1787. 8:o. 36,(4) pp. + Stockholm, A. J.
Nordström, 1787. 8:o. 36,(4) pp. + Göteborg, S. Norberg, 1787. 8:o. 78,(2 blanks) pp. + Göteborg, S.
Norberg, 1787. 8:o. 64 pp. + Stockholm, A. Zetterberg, 1787. 8:o. 62,(2 blanks) pp. + Stockholm, A.
Zetterberg, 1787-88. 8:o. (6),113-115,(1 blank,4),112,(4),121-244 pp. + Stockholm, J. A. Carlbohm,
1788. 8:o. 256 pp. + Uppsala, J. Edman, 1789. 8:o. (4),100 pp. Two volumes in contemporary half calf,
somewhat worn, with sparingly gilt spines and tan glazed paper labels with the text: ”Dewerse
romaner”. Sprinkled edges. Some worming to the "rst volume, partial slight foxing, occasional tears,
stains and paper losses in the margins. ”Sophia Francourts historia” partly bound in the wrong order. 
A substantial composite volume with popular French and English novels in Swedish translation.
£1000

170. ÖDMANN, SAMUEL. Strödde samlingar utur naturkunnigheten; till den heliga skrifts
upplysning [Miscellaneous collections regarding the knowledge of nature; to the enlightenment of the
Holy Scripture]. Första-sjette #ocken. Uppsala, J. Edman, 1785-89, respektive J. Edmans enka, 1792,
respektive J. F. Edman, 1794. 8:o. (20),128,1-22,(2) s. & 1 engraved plate + (10),186 pp. & 1 folded
engraved plate + (24),132 pp. & 2 folded engraved plates + (20),115,(1) pp. & 2 engraved plates +
(20),111,(1) + (8),149,(2) pp. Two volumes in contemporary half calf with raised bands, gilt spines, tan
title labels, green number labels and sprinkled edges. Spines somewhat dry and slightly faded. Joints
starting but holding. First volume with old auction tickets on front pastedown, old MS notes, mainly
on front #yleaf. Some minor traces of wear and spotting. Long tear to folded plate in the second part.
Dampstains on pp. (9-14) in the fourth and on pp. (8-13) in the "fth part. Signatures. 
Second edition of the "rst volume. Plates signed G. Broling and P. Lundmark. First part contains an appendix with remarks
by the Danish orientalist J. D. Michaelis, whose list of hundred questions to Carsten Niebuhr’s expedition to Arabia in 1761
was a concrete source of inspiration for Ödmann’s work. However, rather than in Arabia the well-read Ödmann sought the



answers in the existing European literature. ”Strödde samlingar” contains information and discussions regarding animals,
plants and natural phenomena mentioned in the Bible. !e work was also translated into German.
£580
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